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This thesis investigates the role of general counsel in corporate decision-making in 
Finland. Previous studies conducted mainly in the US indicate that contemporary 
general counsel do not serve as mere legal advisors in their organisations and they are 
characterised by increasing profit-orientation. This study sheds light on the research 
objective by analysing general counsel’s formal position and responsibilities, nature of 
contribution to corporate decision-making, involvement in non-legal decision-making 
as well as profit-orientation and approach to risk-taking. 

The thesis is a multiple case study based on qualitative data. The empirical data 
comprises 15 semi-structured interviews of general counsel employed by organisations 
that are either headquartered in Finland or have their shares listed on Nasdaq Helsinki 
stock exchange. The data sample is considerably heterogenic as the case organisations 
differ from each other in regard to size, operating industry, business model, 
organisational structure and listing, allowing rich analysis of the studied phenomenon.  

The role of general counsel is largely unexplored area in the academia, possibly due to 
disciplinary silos. As a result, the theoretical framework of the study consists of multiple 
theories developed within the fields of accounting, law, finance as well as management 
and organisations. Despite the incoherence of the theoretical framework, the study has 
a clear theoretical starting point.  

The study provides evidence on the multifaceted role of contemporary general counsel. 
Even if there are evident variations between the case organisations and individual 
general counsel, the study shows that general counsel are not mere legal advisors. 
Rather, they tend to be deeply involved in non-legal decision-making and generally 
belong to the group of core decision-makers in their organisations. Due to their 
numerous formal and informal responsibilities, many general counsel can be 
characterised as Swiss Army Knives, as suggested by previous studies. However, 
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Furthermore, the study shows that a membership in the management team is a 
cornerstone of the multifaceted role of general counsel.  

Regardless of the strong business-orientation, general counsel mainly add value 
through risk management. However, they describe the risk management to be proactive 
and solution-oriented. Thus, it differs from the traditional, reactive gatekeeping that is 
characterised by risk minimisation and arguments based solely on law. General counsel 
perceive that they have strong decision-making authority regarding severe legal risks, 
allowing them to prevent compliance breaches as well as excessive risk-taking. In regard 
to more commercial risks, their role is to contribute to well-informed business 
judgement. 
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Am I a corporate watchdog or gatekeeper? Yes, definitely. I also have the role of a 

priest, police, midwife and many other professions. In all these roles, I advise and 

support the business, which is in the core of being a general counsel.  

 

General counsel, Case organisation Golf 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

The role of in-house legal counsel has changed significantly in the recent decades as both 

the career paths and status of in-house counsel have undergone material changes and 

the responsibilities of in-house counsel have evolved (Veasey & Di Guglielmo, 2012: 43–

44; Nelson & Nielsen, 2000: 457–459; Chayes & Chayes, 1985: 277–278). Previously, in-

house counsel were responsible for housekeeping matters while partners of law firms 

acted as the true counsel of corporations and business executives (Giesel, 1992: 540–

541; Chayes & Chayes, 1985: 277).  Today, law firms provide services more frequently on 

a case-by-case basis and focus on individual transactions rather than constant advisory 

(Nelson & Nielsen, 2000: 457–458; Veasey & Di Guglielmo, 2012: 124–125). 

Multiple factors have influenced the growth of the role of in-house counsel, which began 

in the United States (US) in the 1970s. First of all, regulatory requirements and legal 

complexity have increased radically. Some of these regulatory requirements are industry 

specific while others affect all or a significant proportion of all companies. For instance, 

Sarbanes-Oxley Act enacted in 2002, applicable to all publicly held companies in the US, 

emphasises the focus on internal controls and dialogue within corporations. Secondly, 

corporations have faced rapidly increasing legal costs. Thirdly, the volume of business 

litigation has increased significantly. (Liggio, 1997: 1202–1203; Bird & Park, 2016: 6–7; 

DeMott, 2012: 484–485) Contemporary corporations face a constant increase in both 

regulation and complexity of business models as well as pressure from the investors and 

regulators to focus on compliance and corporate governance (Ham & Koharki, 2016: 275; 

Stybel & Peabody, 2004).  

These changes in the operating environment of corporations have resulted in an increase 

in the number of in-house counsel in the top management (Egon Zehnder International, 

2011: 11; Heineman, 2012). As senior managers, general counsel may use significant 

influence in their organisation (Goh, Lee & Ng, 2015: 2). As The Economist (2012) puts 

it, ‘Chief Legal Officers have more power than ever before.’  

The formal role of general counsel is ambiguous, and their responsibilities are numerous. 

Thus, defining the de facto role of general counsel is difficult, emphasised by various 

complex tensions general counsel face in their work. (DeMott, 2005: 955–56) For 

instance, on one hand, general counsel are integrated into corporate decision-making to 

ensure legal compliance and minimise legal risks. In this role, general counsel should act 
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as gatekeepers or watchdogs and intervene when the behaviour of the constituents of 

their organisation could result in a breach of law or expose the organisation to a 

significant legal risk. (Kim, 2012: 198)  

On the other hand, general counsel might act as advisors who adopt a similar decision-

making style with other senior managers of the organisation. Furthermore, in some 

organisations general counsel might even be considered subordinated to other senior 

managers (Kim, 2012: 198: Gunz & Gunz, 2007: 851–852). Some academics have argued 

that general counsel have extended their role from legal advisory to active participation 

in strategic decision-making, contributing with their legal skills and business knowhow. 

(Veasey & Di Guglielmo, 2012: 3; DeMott, 2005: 955–956; Weaver, 1997: 1027; Daly, 

1997: 1062) In this role, they are expected to focus primarily on supporting business 

managers in their attempts to reach business targets (Kim, 2012: 198). The juxtaposition 

of the roles results in ethical issues, which have been empirically shown e.g. by Gunz & 

Gunz (2002). 

As discussed in this thesis, the latter, managerial and profit-oriented, even 

entrepreneurial, role has become more common and stronger in the recent decades. This 

development has drawn attention particularly after the corporate scandals such as Enron 

and Tyco in which the in-house counsel did not have an insignificant role. (Kim, 2005: 

1017; Coffee, Gunz & Gunz, 2007: 852) Such scandals are not unknown in Europe (e.g. 

Volkswagen) or in the Nordic countries (e.g. Danske Bank) either (Bagley, Roellig & 

Massameno, 2016: 420, 501). Organisational-professional conflict literature, which is 

briefly discussed below, claims that the corporate scandals have at least partially resulted 

from the fact that professionals, such as in-house counsel and accountants, have 

abandoned the ethical standards of their profession (Gunz & Gunz, 2007: 873).  

Previous studies on general counsel in the field of accounting have focused on the 

relationship between general counsel and certain accounting phenomena, such as 

financial reporting quality (Hopkins, Maydew & Venkatachalam, 2015), tax avoidance 

(Goh, Lee & Ng, 2015; Abernathy, Kubick & Masli, 2016), credit risk (Ham & Koharki, 

2016), insider trading (Jagolintzer, Larcker & Taylor, 2011) and voluntary disclosure 

choices (Kwak, Ro & Suk, 2012; Bamber, Jiang & Wang, 2010). Furthermore, Morse, 

Wang and Wu (2016) have studied general counsel’s influence on both compliance and 

monitoring issues as well as business development.  
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Multiple theoretical studies on the role of general counsel (e.g. DeMott, 2005; Duggin, 

2007; Hamermesh, 2012) have been published in the field of legal research. Many of 

such studies have focused on the question whether general counsel are capable of acting 

as internal corporate governance mechanisms with an objective and independent 

position in relation to the organisation and its management. 

However, despite the a priori importance of the role of general counsel, empirical 

evidence on general counsel’s role in contemporary organisations is fairly limited. The 

reason for this may lie in academic disciplinary silos. Rosen (2010) conducted a case 

study in six corporations but the original interviews took place already in the early 1970s. 

Similarly, the findings of Donnell (1970) may well be outdated, considering the rapid 

changes in the business and regulatory environments. The most important empirical 

studies published in the 21st century are Nelson and Nielsen’s (2000) study based e.g. on 

interviews of 42 in-house counsel and Rostain’s (2008) study on 10 general counsel.  

Most of the above-mentioned studies are relatively old and, above all, each of them has 

been conducted in the Anglo-American context. Wilkins (2012: 263–265) points out that 

the trend of increasing influence and strengthening status of general counsel – also 

referred to as ‘the in-house counsel movement’ following the famous article by Robert 

Eli Rosen (1989) – is not limited to the US. Certain consultancies, which have conducted 

reports on the change in the role of general counsel, indicate the same (see e.g. KPMG, 

2012).  

There is virtually no academic evidence on the role of general counsel in the Nordics. The 

only exception is a survey conducted in Sweden in 2010 by Roquilly, Bagley and 

Flodgren, the results of which were subsequently analysed by Bagley, Roellig and 

Massameno (2016). Even though the increase in general counsel’s status and power have 

been recognised also outside of the US, it is not clear whether or not contemporary 

general counsel in Finland have undergone the above-described evolution.  

Finnish corporations, even those that are global, operate in a less litigious environment 

and the regulation faced by Finnish corporations is substantially different from the 

regulation applicable to corporations in the US. As a result, legal risks are different, and 

corporations’ legal expenses tend to be lower. Furthermore, contrary to their Nordic 

counterparts, general counsel in the US are to a large extent subject to the same 

profession specific regulation as outside counsel, complemented by certain corporate 

governance related obligations. (Remus, 2014; see also Veasey & Di Guglielmo, 2012: 
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86–93). Considering that the above-mentioned factors have been recognised to have 

influenced the development of the role of general counsel in the US, research on general 

counsel in the Nordic context is needed.  

1.2 Research objective  

The objective of this thesis is to investigate the role of general counsel in decision-making 

in contemporary organisations in Finland. Following the example of Nelson and Nielsen 

(2000), this study examines how general counsel perceive and construct their role. It 

also takes into account their formal position and responsibilities in the organisation.  

Previous studies (e.g. Donnell, 1970; Rosen, 2010; Nelson & Nielsen, 2000) have 

developed their own concepts or categories to describe the roles that general counsel and 

other in-house counsel have assumed in their organisations. Particularly the categories 

of Nelson and Nielsen (2000), and commentaries thereon (e.g. Kim, 2012),   illustrate a 

juxtaposition of passive in-house counsel who mainly aim to prevent their organisation 

from taking legal risks, thus acting as corporate gatekeepers, and in-house counsel who 

act almost like business executives, thus being profit-oriented business partners of the 

senior management. The most pungent comments suggest that as business partners in-

house counsel may even facilitate gamesmanship behaviour. These previous studies 

indicate that the former category of in-house counsel mainly contribute with their legal 

knowledge and avoid – or do not have the opportunity – to contribute to non-legal 

decision-making while in-house counsel belonging to the latter category are actively 

involved in decision-making, which might not necessarily have any particular legal 

aspects.  

This study aims to meet the research objective by analysing the formal role and 

responsibilities of general counsel, their involvement in decision-making regarding non-

legal business decisions, contribution to decision-making as well as approach to profit-

making and risk-taking. This approach was chosen on one hand because the previous 

studies highlight the importance of these elements of general counsel’s role in corporate 

decision-making. On the other hand, the research method – which will be further 

discussed below – allowed the researcher to identify elements, which general counsel 

perceived essential for their role.   

General counsel were chosen as the subjects of the study for three reasons. Firstly, in-

house counsel closer to the top management have been proven to face more complex 

ethical dilemmas more often than in-house counsel at lower ranks (Gunz & Gunz, 2002: 
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270). Secondly, the matters handled by general counsel tend to be more serious and 

essential for corporations than those handled by less senior in-house counsel (Donnell, 

1970, cited in Kim, 2012: 217). Thirdly, a focus on the most senior in-house counsel also 

enabled efficient collection of data. 

However, as elaborated below, the definition of general counsel was interpreted widely, 

so that divisional or business segment responsible senior in-house counsel were included 

in the data sample. This decision was made to assess whether the possibly extensive 

administrative burden and non-legal responsibilities of general counsel affect their role 

in corporate decision-making.  

1.3 Research method 

The study is based on multiple qualitative case studies. This research method allows the 

researcher to analyse social actions and structures in their natural context. The study 

builds upon previous legal, accounting as well as management and organisation 

literature on general counsel. There are some hypotheses on the role of general counsel 

in corporate decision-making, but they are mainly developed in an Anglo-American 

context, which differs materially from the Finnish context. Therefore, the research 

objective is approached from the perspective of a framework comprising multiple 

theories. The research method is described thoroughly in Chapter 3.  

The empirical data of the study consists of semi-structured interviews of 15 general 

counsel working for public and private companies (as well as one organisation, which 

has a different entity form) headquartered in Finland or having their shares listed on 

Nasdaq Helsinki stock exchange. Analysis of multiple organisations allows the 

researcher to find important cross-cases patterns. The case organisations and their 

selection process are discussed in Chapter 4.  

1.4 Definitions 

The titles of in-house counsel are regularly used inconsistently, both in practise and 

academia (see e.g. Peters, 2016). To avoid any unnecessary misconceptions, the 

definitions used in the current study are presented hereunder.  

In this thesis, in-house counsel refers to lawyers employed by an organisation 

(internally). Consequently, assistant general counsel refers to in-house counsel who are 

responsible for the legal matters of a business segment, division or subsidiary of an 
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organisation, but whose responsibilities do not include the legal matters of the whole 

organisation.  

General counsel has two different definitions in this thesis. Unless specifically otherwise 

indicated, general counsel refers to assistant general counsel and in-house counsel 

responsible for the legal matters of the whole organisation. Where the terms general 

counsel and assistant general counsel are used in the same context, general counsel 

refers solely to in-house counsel responsible for the legal matters of the whole 

organisation.  

This rather complex set of definitions was implemented to avoid the unnecessary 

repetition of both the terms assistant general counsel and general counsel. Other 

definitions could have caused misunderstanding both for the interviewees and potential 

readers, as alternative titles for general counsel, such as a chief legal officer, are not 

particularly common in the Nordic countries. The definitions used in this thesis are 

derived from DeMott (2005). 

1.5 Research results  

The study provides evidence on the multifaceted role of contemporary general counsel. 

Even if there are evident variations between the case organisations and individual 

general counsel, the study shows that general counsel are not mere legal advisors. 

Rather, they tend to be deeply involved in non-legal decision-making and generally 

belong to the group of core decision-makers in their organisations. Due to their 

numerous formal and informal responsibilities, many general counsel can be 

characterised as Swiss Army Knives, as suggested by previous studies. However, 

assuming such role requires strong ambitions and interest in business decision-making. 

Furthermore, the study shows that a membership in the management team, whether as 

a formal or informal member, is a cornerstone of the multifaceted role of general counsel.  

Regardless of the strong business-orientation, general counsel mainly add value through 

risk management. However, they describe the risk management to be proactive and 

solution-oriented, unlike the traditional, reactive gatekeeping that aims to minimize all 

risks and that is characterised by arguments based solely on law. General counsel 

perceive that they have strong decision-making authority regarding severe legal risks, 

allowing them to prevent compliance breaches as well as excessive risk-taking. In regard 

to more commercial risks, their role is to contribute to well-informed business 

judgement. 
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1.6 Structure of the thesis 

The thesis consists of six chapters and an introduction. The second chapter of the study 

presents the theoretical framework of the study. The first and second part of the chapter 

comprise an overview of the formal position and responsibilities of general counsel as 

well as a discussion of the risk management role of general counsel from the perspective 

of corporate gatekeeping. Thirdly, the chapter reviews previous literature on business-

orientation of contemporary general counsel, followed by an analysis of the most relevant 

previous studies on general counsel’s self-perception of their role.  

The third chapter of the study explains and motivates the methodological choices of the 

study. Furthermore, it assesses the advantages and disadvantages of such the chosen 

methodology. The case organisations and interviewees are described and analysed in the 

fourth chapter. The fifth chapter presents the empirical findings based on the interviews.  

The sixth chapter is an analysis of the empirical findings from the perspective of the 

theoretical framework. The purpose of the chapter is to provide answers to the research 

questions laid out in this introduction. Lastly, the seventh chapter concludes the findings 

of the thesis, elaborates the limitations of the study and provides suggestions for future 

research. 
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2 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter focusing on the theoretical framework of the study is fourfold and presents 

both empirical and theoretical studies on general counsel and in-house counsel. The first 

section discusses the primary formal responsibilities and formal position of general 

counsel. The second part focuses on general counsel’s risk management responsibility 

more abstractly. The theme is examined from the perspective of gatekeeping theory since 

general counsel’s position as corporate gatekeepers has received considerable attention 

in recent decades – partly due to the notorious corporate scandals.  

The third section of the chapter assesses literature on how some contemporary general 

counsel are increasingly approaching and involved in corporate decision-making 

similarly as business executives. Finally, the last section of this chapter presents and 

summarises the findings of the most important previous empirical studies on general 

counsel’s self-perception of their role, i.e. the studies closest resembling the current 

study. 

2.2 Formal role and position of general counsel 

2.2.1 Formal responsibilities of general counsel 

Most importantly, general counsel have the overall responsibility for the legal matters of 

their corporation. General counsel give legal advice to the board of directors, managers 

and other constituents of their organisation. The nature of legal advice is influenced, for 

instance, by the regulatory environment and complexity of the legal questions the 

corporation is facing, as well as the size of the legal function and organisation. (Duggin, 

2007: 1002-1003; DeMott, 2005: 965, Lovett, 2015: 121) Being responsible for all legal 

matters of a corporation, general counsel are generalists and not specialists of one field 

of law (Lovett, 2015: 124). Furthermore, they need to be able to comment on matters 

related to different jurisdictions as globalisation has been faster in relation to the 

movement of capital, goods and services than law (Daly, 1997: 1111).  

General counsel may represent the organisation in both legal and non-legal negotiations 

in which they must focus on the overall targets of the organisation instead of individual 

projects or transactions (Duggin, 2007: 1006–1007, 1010; American Bar Association, 

2003: 155). Furthermore, general counsel are regularly involved in dispute resolution. 

Duggin (2007: 1007) states that general counsel are advocates who manage the efforts 
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to protect their corporation from legal actions including both civil claims and criminal 

proceedings. In this role, general counsel assess the likelihoods of possible outcomes and 

control the expenses resulting from such proceedings. The role may also include 

communication with governmental authorities in regard to required governmental 

licenses and permits. (Duggin, 2007: 1007) 

In addition to providing advice, general counsel act as senior managers who oversee the 

legal function with administrative and managerial duties. Such duties may include 

planning and implementation of policies, managing budgets and overseeing the human 

resource issues of the legal function (Lovett, 2015: 125–131; Duggin, 2007: 1012–1013; 

DeMott, 2005: 978–979). Furthermore, they are responsible for allocating work to 

outside counsel and monitoring them. The importance of this role has become more 

important as contemporary corporations regularly purchase legal services 

simultaneously from multiple law firms. (Duggin, 2007: 1012–1014; DeMott, 2005: 972) 

The question whether or not general counsel should also be responsible for compliance 

matters and the position of the compliance function in the organisational chart have 

received a lot of attention in the professional and academic literature (see e.g. Tabuena, 

2006). Without further discussing the matter, it is noted that general counsel regularly 

act as chief compliance officers. Thus, they oversee and contribute to the development of 

compliance programs and policies to ensure that their organisation complies with 

applicable laws, regulations and standards. In addition to regulative elements, policies 

like codes of conduct include ethical considerations. The responsibility for compliance 

matters also means that general counsel conduct, or oversee, training of different 

constituents of their organisation. (Duggin, 2007: 1005–1006, 1010–1012; Tabuena, 

2016)  

General counsel might also be responsible for other functions of their corporation, such 

as corporate social responsibility or human resources in addition to acting as heads of 

legal and compliance functions (Wilkins, 2012: 254). Some general counsel act as 

corporate secretaries, the closest counterparts of which in Finland are the secretaries of 

the board of directors. In this position, general counsel coordinate preparations for the 

meetings of boards of directors as well as take care of proper documentation of their 

decisions. (Barlow, 2016; Egon Zehder International, 2011: 15–16; Duggin, 2007: 1014–

1015).  
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2.2.2 Membership in the management team and reporting relationships 

General counsel belong to the top management of their organisation and they are often 

members of the management teams. Hence, they are involved in the decision-making 

regarding the most important operational and strategic matters. (Veasey & Di Guglielmo, 

2012: 25 and 29; Wilkins, 2012: 254; Duggin, 2007: 1015) Simmons and Dinnage (2011: 

113) suggest that contemporary general counsel are able to assume a strategic role in 

their organisation due to their exposure to various corporate activities and membership 

in the management team. General counsel receive magnitude of formal and informal 

information about their organisation, its operations and culture. Such information is one 

cornerstone of general counsel’s ability to exceed the traditional role of a legal advisor by 

contributing to non-legal matters with business knowledge. Furthermore, it facilitates 

the shift from reactive management of legal risks to proactive and strategy-oriented legal 

advisory. (Simmons & Dinnage, 2011: 113–114; DeMott, 2005: 955–956; Weaver, 1997: 

1028)  

Finally, the formal position of general counsel generates authority, allowing them to 

promote and ensure the execution of actions as well as to interdict misconduct and other 

actions of the constituents of their corporation, which could a have negative impact on 

the corporation. (Simmons & Dinnage, 2011: 114) Morse, Wang and Wu (2016) provide 

empirical evidence on this, as they found a negative relationship between the fact that 

general counsel belongs to the top management and compliance as well as monitoring 

breaches.  

General counsel tend to report directly to the chief executive officer (CEO). A survey of 

general counsel of S&P 500 corporations conducted by Coates et al. (2011) shows that 

almost 90% of the general counsel report directly to the CEO. In financial institutions, 

the percentage is considerably lower, 60%. The main alternative to reporting to the CEO 

is reporting to the chief financial officer (CFO). General counsel might also report to the 

board of directors or a committee of the board of directors in certain matters (Veasey & 

Di Guglielmo, 2012: 47 and 57). Various authors (Simmons & Dinnage, 2011: 146; Bagley 

& Roellig, 2013: 7–8; DeMott, 2012: 492–493; Duggin, 2007: 1040) state that general 

counsel’s ability to contribute to value creation is compromised if general counsel does 

not report to the CEO as such position would inevitably harm their authority in the 

organisation.  
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Heineman (2016: 370) argues that other in-house counsel, such as assistant general 

counsel, should to report to general counsel and to a business manager in their division. 

Such reporting structure allows them to form a close partnership with the business while 

it also protects them from the pressures that could jeopardise their role as guardians of 

corporate integrity.  

2.3 Literature on general counsel as gatekeepers  

2.3.1 Introduction to gatekeeping theory 

In social sciences, a gatekeeper refers to a more or less independent watchdog or monitor 

who ‘screens out flaws or defects or who verifies compliance with standards or 

procedures’ (Coffee, 2006: 1–2). Kraakman (1986: 53) defines gatekeepers as parties 

who are able to prevent a misconduct despite not being primary authors or beneficiaries 

of such behaviour. Gatekeepers may disrupt the misconduct by declining to cooperate 

with the wrongdoer (Kraakman, 1986: 53–54; Gilson, 1990: 883).  

According to Kim (2008), the classical gatekeeping theory assumes that gatekeepers 

have three characteristics. Firstly, gatekeepers must be able to disrupt the wrongdoing 

reliably (Kraakman, 1986: 61). Secondly, gatekeepers must provide services that the 

potential wrongdoer needs in order to achieve their target (Gilson, 1990: 883). Thirdly, 

a functioning gatekeeping mechanism is supported by gatekeepers’ private and 

enforceable duty to disrupt misdoing (Kraakman, 1986: 57).  

Gatekeepers were originally considered to be outsiders in relation to a corporation, such 

as auditors and investment bankers, as outsiders’ incentives to disrupt misconducts 

differ from those of managers (Kraakman, 1983: 890; Kim, 2008: 415). However, it has 

been later acknowledged that gatekeeping may also be an intra-firm mechanism 

(Acharya, Myers & Rajan, 2011; Kraakman, 1986: 96; Gilson 1990: 915).  

2.3.2 General counsel as gatekeepers 

In theoretical studies, lawyers have traditionally been considered as gatekeepers in 

securities law context (Kraakman, 1986). Today, many theoretical studies have accepted 

that the role and position of in-house counsel include many characteristics that support 

gatekeeping functions at a more general level. For instance, in-house counsel are 

transaction engineers who plan, structure and negotiate transactions. They have the 

skills and knowledge in business planning and the ability to understand complex 

transactions. (Kim, 2008; Coffee, 2006: 192–193)  
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General counsel advice and monitor their corporation and constituents thereof as well 

as control that they follow their legal obligations (Ham & Koharki, 2016: 274; Kim, 2008: 

452). As indicated above, general counsel might also be in charge of a compliance 

function in which case they have a key position in the development of compliance 

programs and procedures (Jagolinzer, Larcker & Taylor, 2011; Kim, 2008). General 

counsel play a vital role in ensuring that the corporate governance mechanisms of their 

corporation are adequately arranged (Veasey, 2004: 1414–1416). They tend to be 

members in corporate bodies overseeing internal controls and compliance with 

applicable laws (Jagolinzer, Larcker & Taylor, 2011). In Finland, such corporate bodies 

include e.g. financial and audit committees of the boards of directors.  

Hence, general counsel’s formal position allows them to act as ‘a gate, through which 

business ideas must pass prior to implementation’ (Nelson & Nielsen, 2000: 470). 

Furthermore, general counsel might be involved in preparation and planning of business 

transactions not as reactive ‘gates’ but rather as proactive advisors in which case they 

may influence the structure and elements of transactions as they are more flexible in the 

early phases. (Chayes & Chayes, 1985: 280–281) Early involvement may give general 

counsel an opportunity to disrupt the possibly problematic strategies of the organisation 

and thus to decrease the likelihood of, for instance, litigation (Brown, 2003, cited in Goh, 

Lee & Ng, 2015). General counsel who have the possibility to be involved in different 

projects and transactions in early stages and contribute proactively may generate 

significant value in comparison to general counsel considered as ‘rubber stamps’ or 

‘necessary evils’ by the constituents of the organisation (Simmons & Dinnage, 2011: 146). 

In addition to formal communication channels, general counsel may be able to observe 

misconducts through informal communication channels. (Kim, 2008: 453–454) 

Furthermore, when it comes to personal characteristics, general counsel are typically 

more risk-averse and loss-averse than other executives (see e.g. Lovett, 2015: 146; 

Heineman, 2016: 89). Consequently, general counsel play an important risk 

management role in their organisation (see e.g. Heineman, 2016: 285–303, Rosen, 

2002: 658–660). As Veasey and Di Guglielmo (2012: 21) refer to them, they are 

‘guardians of the corporate integrity’ in the top management of their organisation.  

Recently, the theoretical studies have gained support from empirical studies. For 

instance, Litov, Sepe and Whitehead (2014) provide evidence on that a lawyer as a 

member of the board of directors decreases the risk of accounting malpractice litigation 

and securities law litigation. Furthermore, Morse, Wang and Wu (2016) show that 
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general counsel decrease the risk of accounting misconduct, insider trading profits and 

securities frauds. These findings are parallel with the findings of Jagolinzer, Lacker and 

Taylor (2011) who conclude that insider trading profits can be reduced by requiring 

general counsel to approve insider trades, and findings of Kwak, Ro and Suk (2012) who 

emphasise the positive influence of general counsel on earnings forecasts. In addition, 

Bird, Borochin and Knopf (2015) found empirical evidence on general counsel’s role as 

corporate gatekeepers in the corporate governance context.  

There are, however, studies that provide contradicting evidence on the influence of 

general counsel. For instance, Hopkins, Meydew and Venkatachalam (2015) indicate 

that general counsel contribute to more aggressive accounting practises, and Goh, Lee 

and Ng (2015) as well as Abernathy, Kubick and Masli (2016) indicate that organisations 

with general counsel in the top management team tend to have more aggressive tax 

policies. Furthermore, the findings of Ham and Koharki (2016) show that bond market 

participants consider the credit risk of a corporation to increase when a general counsel 

becomes a member of the top management.  

Parker, Rosen and Lehmann (2009) found that, while in-house counsel generally 

promote compliance matters in a corporation, in some cases in-house counsel seem to 

have an increasing impact on business irresponsibility and non-compliance. They 

suggest that some in-house counsel use their expertise to interpret law and structure the 

activities of the organisation so that the effects of law are avoided or evaded. The next 

subsection sheds light on the vulnerabilities of general counsel as gatekeeping 

mechanisms. 

2.3.3 Challenges to effective gatekeeping 

As described in this subsection, many authors (e.g. Kim, 2008; DeMott, 2012) suggest 

that despite the fact that the formal functions of general counsel allow them to act as 

gatekeepers, such role can be difficult to adopt and maintain in the corporate reality.  

Kim (2008) points out that the classical gatekeeping theory has not fully taken into 

account all aspects of gatekeeping. Most importantly, in addition to the capability to 

observe and interdict misconducts, gatekeepers must have an incentive to act. In this 

respect, the classical gatekeeping theory has relied on the rational choice theory and thus 

focused on the costs and benefits resulting from gatekeepers’ behaviour. Later, this 

behavioural realist approach has challenged the approach based solely on rational choice 
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theory emphasising the influence of factors like obedience and conformity pressures in 

the corporate reality. (Kim, 2008: 416–419) 

According to Kim (2008: 422–430), both rational choice factors and behavioural realist 

factors affect in-house counsel’s, and thereby general counsel’s, willingness to interdict 

and monitor. The first factor that needs to be taken into account is the costs, which will 

be borne by general counsel in case their acquiescence in misconduct is revealed. Such 

costs include a loss of reputational capital, possible private civil liability, and threat of 

sanctions from the governmental officials. Coffee (2006: 195) points out that general 

counsel, in contrary to e.g. auditing firms, do not have a similar reputational capital, 

which could be lost. However, the lateral mobility among general counsel indicates that 

the reputation of a general counsel might be transferrable (DeMott, 2012: 492). 

With regard to the threat of sanctions, it should be noted that in the US, general counsel 

are to a large extent subject to the same profession specific regulation as outside counsel, 

such as state bar association licensing requirements. Furthermore, Section 307 of the 

Sarbanes-Oxley Act lays out an obligation to general counsel to report corporate 

negligence and malfeasance up-the-ladder to the CEO or board of directors. However, 

no such obligation exists in Finland and in-house counsel cannot become members of 

the Finnish Bar Association. Thus, no profession specific regulation or ethical standards 

apply to them.  

The second factor affecting general counsel’s willingness to monitor and interdict 

misconduct is the costs resulting from preventing the wrongdoer. Naturally, any damage 

that general counsel would suffer as a result of monitoring or interdicting decreases the 

likelihood of such behaviour. Contrary to outside counsel, general counsel are dependent 

on one client, which is their employer. Therefore, the economic pressures from the 

employer on general counsel are relatively high as losing the ‘client’ (i.e. being made 

redundant) potentially has a severe impact on their personal financial position. In 

addition, general counsel might feel pressure to justify the existence of the legal function 

as an additional cost centre in the organisation.  

Compensation packages might also result in stronger incentives to please the 

management, particularly if general counsel’s incentive schemes involve subjective 

elements. Moreover, stock ownership naturally decreases the incentives to take actions 

that may result in a sharp decline in the stock price (Kim, 2008: 430–436) Consistently, 
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Morse, Wang and Wu (2016) show that general counsel who have received equity 

incentives are more inclined towards value creation than monitoring. 

In addition to the above-mentioned rational choice factors, Kim (2008: 436–446; 2005: 

1001–1025) emphasises three factors potentially decreasing general counsel’s 

willingness to monitor and interdict. Firstly, general counsel are ‘mere employees’ who 

tend to obey authority figures. Therefore, other members of the senior management 

might be able to influence general counsel’s behaviour and determine the responsibilities 

and acceptable performance of general counsel. Secondly, general counsel are team 

players exposed to horizontal social pressures from their colleagues. They may thus 

conform their behaviour to match to that of their colleagues and may suffer from 

organisational silence (see Kim, 2005: 1024–1025). (Kim, 2008: 436–446; 2005: 1001–

1025; Rosen, 2002: 644–645) Similar suggestions have been presented e.g. by Wald 

(2015). 

Thirdly, general counsel act as ‘faithful agents of their clients’ whose behaviour is aligned 

with the interest of their clients – their employers. Kim (2008: 442) argues that while 

general counsel speak on behalf of their corporation and represent it in transactions, they 

become ‘extensions of the legal and moral personality of the client’. As a result, general 

counsel’s attitudes might become more aligned with the position implied by their actions. 

Although general counsel’s clients are their employers, the fictitious nature of 

corporations leads to situations where the business executives become de facto clients. 

(Kim, 2008: 441–445; 2005: 1008–1018, see also Hamermesh, 2012: 365–366)  

As discussed above, general counsel have an important role in the risk management of a 

corporation as corporate gatekeepers. However, general counsel’s role as a gatekeeping 

mechanism is ambiguous. Following the terminology of Kim (2008), general counsel 

have on one hand a good position for monitoring and intervening. On the other hand, 

their multifaceted role create tensions that may influence their willingness to monitor 

and interdict.  

2.4 Literature on business-orientation and entrepreneurialism of general 

counsel  

2.4.1 Entrepreneurial approach  

As pointed out in Chapter 1, many academics have noticed that some general counsel 

seem to have a new approach to their work. Rather than focusing solely on preventing 

the business managers from taking excessive risks, general counsel are problem-solvers 
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who are characterised by a can-do attitude (Roux-Chenu & de Rocca-Serra, 2016; Daly, 

1997: 1068). Instead of focusing on minimisation of risks, they pursue the objectives of 

their organisation like any other executives and acknowledge that such goals cannot be 

achieved without sensible risk-taking (Evans & Gabel, 2014: 421). For instance, Ham and 

Koharki (2016: 276) argue that general counsel assist other executives in achieving sales 

targets and executing business transactions.  

According to Kim (2005: 1017), the dominating role ideology of in-house counsel of today 

is an agnostic view on law and focus on adding value. Rosen (2002: 681) consistently 

argues that the usefulness of general counsel is measured to an increasing extent with 

their ability to add value to the organisation. Simmons and Dinnage (2011) have 

developed a comprehensive theory of value creation by in-house counsel. 

Several previous studies (e.g. Tumasjan & Welpe, 2016; Evans & Gabel, 2014) 

characterise some contemporary in-house counsel as legal entrepreneurs. Evans and 

Gabel (2014: 401) rest on the classical conception of entrepreneurship and define legal 

entrepreneurship as ‘the process of achieving a distinctive, sustainable position in the 

economic market (that is a competitive advantage) by the deliberate and innovative 

exploitation of one or more legal flexibilities’. Legal flexibilities exist because the legal 

system always includes certain vagueness and ambiguities (Raz, 1979, cited in Evans & 

Gabel, 2014: 371–372).  

Evans and Gabel (2014: 405) note that taking advantage of legal flexibilities does not 

normally require breaching the law as the compliance with law is rarely a black-and-

white issue. Nonetheless, profit-orientation and entrepreneurialism easily conflict with 

the traditional professional responsibilities of in-house counsel (Tumasjan & Welpe, 

2016; Dezalay, 1990: 282). Remus (2014: 1274–1274) suggests that in-house counsel 

may facilitate the implementation of innovative and more aggressive business strategies 

and her findings are empirically supported e.g. by Goh, Lee and Ng (2015) and 

Abernathy, Kubick and Masli (2016) as well as Hopkins, Meydew and Venkatachalam 

(2015), as described above in Subsection 2.3.2.  

General counsel can be involved in changing either side of the profit equation as they 

have the possibility to contribute from the perspective of revenue generation as well as 

lower risks and costs (Evans & Gabel, 2014: 419–420; Veasey & Di Guglielmo, 2012: 60). 

According to regulatory focus theory, individuals adapt either a promotion or prevention 

focus. Individuals who have adapted the former mindset tend to focus on positive 
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outcomes, such as advancement and growth, and are eager to explore novel alternative 

solutions whereas individuals with the prevention focus are more concentrated on losses, 

security and negative outcomes. The mindsets are not substitutive but vary depending 

on case specific circumstances. However, each individual tends to have a dominating 

mindset. (Higgins, 1997; Higgings, 1998, cited in Tumasjan & Welpe, 2016: 130–131; 

Halvorson & Higgins, 2013: 118) Table 1 elaborates the differences between these two 

mindsets.  

Table 1 Dimensions of regulatory focus theory (Higgins, 1997): promotion vs. prevention 

focus (Tumasjan & Braun, 2012: 624, reprinted with permission)  

 

Entrepreneurial in-house counsel are characterised by their interest in exploring and 

assessing utilisation of value creating opportunities as well as their willingness to take 

risk in order to utilise such opportunities. Hence, entrepreneurial lawyers tend to have a 

stronger-than-average promotion focus (Tumasjan & Welpe, 2016: 130–132; De Jong et 

al. 2015: 982).  

The theoretical arguments described above are consistent with findings of certain 

empirical studies. Russell Reynolds Associates’ (2013) analysis of their database 

consisting of 3,000 assessments of general counsel indicates that, in addition to 

concentrating on legal risk management, contemporary general counsel focus on 

assisting business managers to take reasonable risks and finding creative solutions. 

Moreover, Morse, Wang and Wu (2016) indicate that general counsel have a positive 

impact on business development. However, despite focusing on business development, 

they do not abandon their compliance and monitoring responsibilities.  
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2.4.2 Contribution to decision-making  

2.4.2.1 General counsel as business advisors and transaction facilitators 

As elaborated above, general counsel provide multifaceted legal advice to corporate 

decision-making and have various law-related responsibilities in contemporary 

organisations. However, they also have both formal and informal responsibilities in their 

organisation beyond those that have traditionally been considered as practise of law. 

General counsel can be involved in or contribute to decision-making that does not have 

any legal aspects or that is only remotely related to law. In other words, they are not 

necessarily mere legal advisors but also business advisors and executives of their 

organisation. (Lovett, 2015: 118; Remus, 2014: 1247; Weaver, 1997: 1027) For this 

reason, they are sometimes referred to as the ‘Swiss Army Knives’ of the legal profession 

(Simmons & Dinnage, 2011: 88).  

In comparison to outside counsel, in-house counsel have only one client and they tend 

to have deep knowledge of the organisation and its operations. Furthermore, 

contemporary general counsel who prefer to act as trusted business partners of the top 

management need to have a sophisticated understanding of financial and managerial 

concepts as well as micro and macro aspects of business. (Veasey & Di Guglielmo, 2012: 

40–44; Daly, 1997: 1070; Weaver, 1997: 1027, 1037–1040) Such understanding 

combined with their constant exposure to non-legal considerations also allows them to 

give better legal advice (Bird, 2011: 90; Simmons & Dinnage, 2011: 141). As Beardslee 

(2009: 20) points out, in today’s operating environment, very few business decisions do 

not include any legal aspects and almost all legal questions contain some business 

elements. 

Duggin (2007: 1006–1007) underlines that general counsel are also transaction 

facilitators who participate in planning, negotiating and documenting transactions, 

which have a material impact on the performance of a corporation. Such transactions 

include e.g. mergers and acquisitions, sales of assets, procurement of goods and services, 

joint ventures and other cooperation projects as well as intellectual property rights 

arrangements. In addition to possibly complex structures, the arrangements tend to 

involve important financing arrangements and regulatory questions. (Duggin, 2007: 

1006–1007, 1010; American Bar Association, 2003: 155)  

Furthermore, general counsel also have a unique position to reduce internal conflicts by 

facilitating communication between different internal parties and finding common 
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ground. Due to their panoramic viewpoint, they may mitigate the problems resulting 

from organisational silos. (Simmons & Dinnage, 2011: 134)  

2.4.2.2 Participation in strategic planning  

General counsel’s contribution to corporate decision-making is not limited to advisory 

related to individual transactions. Rather, as members of the top management general 

counsel regularly attend strategic business planning. Such planning may include 

development of short-term annual budgets, medium or long-term strategic plans and 

long-term capital plans. (Veasey & Di Guglielmo, 2012: 50; Duggin, 2007: 1018; Chayes 

& Chayes, 1985: 281–284) Participation in the strategic planning is not solely a 

responsibility of general counsel. Rather, other in-house counsel similarly attend 

strategic planning at, for instance, a business unit level. (Chayes & Chayes, 1985: 283)  

Business models and regulative environments are more complex today than ever before, 

requiring that the legal framework is taken into account in strategic business planning. 

General counsel may anticipate changes in the regulatory environment and have a strong 

impact on how a corporation approaches its regulative environment. Naturally, this 

requires strong knowledge of both regulatory and operating environments. (Ham & 

Koharki, 2016: 275; DeMott, 2005: 955–956; Liggio, 2002: 1209–1210).  

However, general counsel may also contribute to strategic planning with their business 

knowhow and knowledge of the characteristics of their organisation, i.e. not only from a 

legal perspective (Chayes & Chayes, 1985: 381–384; DeMott, 2005: 967–969; Weaver, 

1997: 1027). Involvement in strategic planning may also allow general counsel to give 

superior advice in connection with individual transactions as they gain a deep 

understanding of the corporation’s strategic focus areas and business operations (Goh, 

Lee & Ng, 2015: 2).  

On the other hand, executives, including general counsel, who participate actively in the 

formulation of strategic decisions are likely to assess the required steps differently than 

a neutral person (Bagley & Roellig, 2013: 8). General counsel’s involvement in strategic 

decision-making can create a corporate culture in which the strong pressure from 

business managers on general counsel may compromise the legal and ethical aspects of 

decision-making (Veasey & Di Guglielmo, 2012: 60). The advantages and disadvantages 

of proactive and business-oriented participation in decision-making are discussed in 

more detail in Section 2.3. 
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2.4.3 Use of legal knowledge to obtain competitive advantage  

2.4.3.1 Introduction 

Multiple frameworks regarding law as a source of competitive advantage have been 

developed in the academia during the recent decades. This subsection discusses two of 

such frameworks; Bagley’s (2008) theory of legal astuteness of the top management as 

well as Bird and Orozco’s (2014) theory of five pathways of legal strategy. Other notable 

scholars focusing on law and legal knowledge as sources of sustainable competitive 

advantage include e.g. Siedel and Haapio (2010), DiMatteo (2010), Holloway (2015) and, 

regarding the techniques for influencing managerial view on law and legal knowledge, 

Peterson (2017). 

2.4.3.2 Legal astuteness of the top management 

Legal astuteness can be defined as business managers’ ability to communicate and solve 

problems in cooperation with in-house counsel. It comprises four key elements. Firstly, 

legal astuteness requires that the management has value-laden attitudes towards the 

essentiality of legal and ethical questions to the success of the organisation. Secondly, it 

requires that the management has a proactive approach to law and regulation so that 

legal considerations are taken into account in strategy formulation and execution. Such 

proactivity allows the organisation to take advantage of business opportunities provided 

by regulation and deregulation. Thirdly, the management must be able to perform well-

informed judgement, which Bagley, Roellig and Massameno (2016) define as ‘the ability 

to make effective, productive decisions and to take actions in multidimensional settings 

that are aligned with the legitimate business objectives’. Finally, legal astuteness requires 

sufficient knowledge of the applicable law and appropriate use of legal tools. (Bagley, 

2008: 379–383; Bagley, Roellig & Massameno, 2016: 449–459)  

To create value for the corporation, legally astute management must be advised by 

strategically astute lawyers. In other words, the value of legal astuteness is created 

through business managers’ collaboration with lawyers. In this collaboration general 

counsel act as strategic partners of the top management. (Bagley & Roellig, 2013: 12–17; 

Bagley, Roellig & Massameno, 2016: 456) Table 2 includes Bagley’s (2008) list of the 

variables, which measure the level of the legal astuteness.  
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Table 2 Degrees of Legal Astuteness (Bagley, 2008: 384, reprinted with permission) 

 

The main advantages of managers’ legal astuteness and collaboration with strategically 

astute lawyers result are related to i) use of contracts to strengthen relationships, ii) 

leverage of existing resources, particularly intellectual property assets, iii) creation of 

options, iv) strategic compliance management, and v) impact to the regulatory 

environment (Bagley, Roellig & Massameno, 2016: 461). Such advantages are briefly 

elaborated below.  

By using intelligently prepared contracts, a corporation can increase the value of its 

business relationships as transaction costs can be reduced and incentives to 

opportunistic behaviour can be limited. Sophisticated knowledge of business operations 

allows general counsel to anticipate potential risks and structure a cooperation 

arrangement so that it is aligned with the underlying business objectives. Furthermore, 

contracts can be used to coordinate the parties’ beliefs and thus increase the value of the 

cooperation for both parties. (Bagley, Roellig & Massameno, 2016: 462–463; Hadfield & 

Bozovic, 2016: 2, see also DiMatteo, 2010)  
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Legal astuteness also allows leveraging and protection of existing assets of a corporation. 

To be more precise, corporations may rely on intellectual property rights in utilisation 

and protection of knowledge-based and intellectual property assets. Furthermore, legal 

astuteness contributes to creation of options, which allow postponing decision-making 

under uncertain circumstances thereby adding value to corporate decision-making. 

(Bagley, Roellig & Massameno, 2016: 465–468; Bagley, 2008: 386)  

Strategic compliance management is partially related to gatekeeping functions of general 

counsel. Firstly, it aims to contribute to the financial performance of a corporation by 

preventing value loss resulting from frauds and misconducts. (Bagley, Roellig & 

Massameno, 2016: 468; Schnatterly, 2003: 587) Secondly, strategic compliance 

management also targets value creation, not just to prevent the destruction of value. 

Sometimes exceeding the regulatory requirements can create an advantage over 

competitors. (Bagley, Roellig & Massameno, 2016: 470)  

Lastly, legal astuteness may allow corporations to shape the regulatory environment in 

which they operate. For instance, peer-to-peer ridesharing services company Uber has 

been successful in promoting new regulation of transportation services in many 

jurisdictions. (Bagley, Roellig & Massameno, 2016: 471–475) 

2.4.3.3 Five pathways of legal strategy 

Bird and Orozco (2014) have developed a framework, which is intended to facilitate 

gaining competitive advantage from law and identification of value-creating 

opportunities. According to them, organisations have five different pathways of legal 

strategy: i) avoidance, ii) compliance, iii) prevention, iv) value and v) transformation. 

The order reflects the intensity of their strategic impact, avoidance having the lowest and 

transformation having the highest. The first pathways, avoidance, compliance and 

prevention, focus on general counsel’s risk management and gatekeeping roles whereas 

value and transformation are more directed towards creation of new business 

opportunities. Table 3 summarises the essential components of the different pathways.  
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Table 3 Pathways of Legal Strategy (Bird & Orozco, 2014: 83, reprinted with permission)  

 Managers’ 
perception of 
the law 

Managers’ level 
of legal 
knowledge 

Role of legal 
counsel 

 

Strategic 
opportunities 

Avoidance  Law is viewed as a 
costly and 
random or 
arbitrary barrier 
to business. 

 

Basic legal 
knowledge and 
awareness are 
often lacking. 
Legal knowledge 
is sought in 
limited cases to 
exploit regulatory 
loopholes and 
ambiguity. 

 

Legal counsel 
often serves in an 
emergency role, 
fending off legal 
threats and crises 
in a reactionary 
mode. In some 
cases, attorneys 
consciously avoid 
providing 
guidance on 
business matters. 

Regulatory 
arbitrage. 

Compliance Law is viewed as a 
necessary 
constraint on 
managerial 
action. 

 

Managers possess 
basic knowledge 
of law as the 
external “rules of 
the game.” 

 

Legal counsel 
plays a policing 
role, viewing its 
oversight role as 
necessary to 
police managerial 
conduct. 

Limited to cases 
of strategic 
noncompliance. 

Prevention Law can be used 
to preempt future 
discrete business-
related risks. 

 

Managers possess 
a good level of 
functional area-
specific legal 
knowledge 
sufficient to 
coordinate a 
business-issue 
preemption 
strategy with 
attorneys. 

Legal counsel 
works with 
managers to 
identify specific 
future business 
risks that can be 
addressed with 
the law. 

 

Available when 
the legal and 
competitive 
landscapes are 
strategically 
assessed. 

Value Law is used with 
the goal of 
creating tangible, 
identifiable value. 

 

Managers have a 
high degree of 
legal knowledge 
and its impact on 
the company, 
although it can 
still be limited to 
functional areas, 
such as R&D and 
patent law. 

Legal counsel is 
entrepreneurial 
and a partner in 
creating value. 

 

Legal strategies 
that result in 
tangible value 
creation that can 
be accounted for 
in a financial 
statement, such 
as a cash-flow 
statement, 
income statement 
or balance sheet 

Transformation Law is an 
essential aspect of 
long-term 
strategic planning 
for the business. 

 

Sophisticated and 
broad levels of 
legal knowledge 
often cut across 
functional 
domains, for 
example, linking 
R&D and patent 
strategy with 
branding and 
trademark 
strategy. 

Legal counsel is 
entrepreneurial 
and a partner at 
the highest levels 
of strategic 
decision making. 

 

Available as a 
long-term 
resource when 
law is combined 
with the business 
model and core 
competencies of 
the company. 
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Bird and Orozco (2014) note that there is not only one right legal strategy, which would 

be optimal for every corporation. Rather, the legal strategy should be chosen and 

adjusted on the basis of characteristics of the corporation and its operating environment.  

2.5 General counsel in corporate decision-making 

This section analyses patterns, which can be found in the previous empirical studies on 

general counsel’s self-perception of their role in corporate decision-making. The studies 

provide strong evidence on in-house and general counsel’s involvement in strategic 

decision-making and extended scope of knowledge, which they utilise to contribute to 

decision-making processes. Furthermore, the analysis reveals the emergence of 

entrepreneurial lawyers who see law as a potential source of profit and seem not to be 

interested in corporate gatekeeping nor risk management. However, certain scholars 

have questioned the existence of this trend. The section ends with a discussion regarding 

the only academic study on in-house counsel conducted in the Nordic context.  

2.5.1 Emergence of entrepreneurialism  

Donnell’s (1970) multiple case study on three manufacturing companies is one of the 

first empirical studies on the role of in-house counsel. In all of the studied companies, 

in-house counsel were expected to have business knowledge and problem-solving mind-

set. Donnell (1970) points out that expectations of in-house counsel’s contribution to 

corporate decision-making varied greatly in the case organisations. Some in-house 

counsel and business managers considered that in-house counsel should focus on 

providing legal advice and not participate in non-legal decision-making. However, some 

business managers and in-house counsel considered a wider role of in-house counsel 

more desirable. (Donnell, 1970, cited in O’Gorman, 1971: 289–292) 

Business managers interviewed by Donnell (1970) considered that in-house counsel act, 

at least to some extent, as ‘keepers of the corporate conscience’, i.e. they monitor that 

their organisation follows laws and ethical standards. Some in-house counsel accepted 

this while some strongly disagreed. Based on his findings, Donnell (1970) divides in-

house counsel into policemen and advisors. (Donnell, 1970, cited in O’Gorman, 1971: 

289–292) 

Rosen (2010) conducted a similar case study on the role of in-house counsel in six 

manufacturing corporations in the 1970s. On the basis of his empirical findings, he 

categorises in-house counsel into decision-consultants who combine their legal 
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knowledge with their knowledge of the business, and risk analysts who concentrate on 

reviewing legal issues and risks. In comparison to the risk analysts, decision-consultants 

seek to find alternative solutions instead of acting as nay-sayers. Due to legal function’s 

exposure to various activities of the organisation, access to documentation of previous 

transactions as well as relatively low turnover rate, in-house counsel acting as decision-

consultants can contribute with significant tacit knowledge. In the studied organisations, 

the risk analysts focused on technical-level legal issues and avoided conflicts with 

business managers who considered in-house counsel to be external to the organisation. 

Thus, business managers made decisions on the acceptable risks and risk analysts played 

a very limited role in corporate decision-making. (Rosen, 2010) 

Perhaps the most important empirical study on the self-perception of in-house counsel’s 

role is Nelson and Nielsen’s (2000) interview study among 42 in-house counsel. Nelson 

and Nielsen (2000) divided in-house counsel into three categories: cops, counsel and 

entrepreneurs. ‘Counsel’ was a default category, i.e. an interviewee was classified as a cop 

or entrepreneur only if certain criteria was fulfilled. The interviewee was classified as a 

cop if the person provided only legal advice, focused mainly on gatekeeping and refrained 

from marketing the services of legal function within the organisation. The corresponding 

criteria for entrepreneurs were that the person contributed to corporate decision-making 

with non-legal advice in addition to legal advice and that the person facilitated 

consultation of the legal function within the organisation, i.e. marketed the services of 

the legal function. (Nelson & Nielsen, 2000: 468–470, 477) 

Nelson and Nielsen (2000: 463–464) present that the interviewed in-house counsel who 

were categorised as cops contributed to corporate decision-making by ensuring legal 

compliance and focusing on minimisation of legal risks. Their usual duties included 

giving sign-offs to contracts, developing compliance programs, monitoring the 

corporation and its constituents as well as reviewing legal questions. They advised on 

legal risks and regulation and preferred not to become involved in decision-making 

related to non-legal questions.  

In-house counsel categorised as counsel acted as gatekeepers, but they were also 

involved in corporate decision-making in other ways. In addition to legal advice, they 

contributed with ideas that derived from ethics and situational knowledge. In their 

opinion, unethical decisions and actions that could potentially damage the reputation of 

the corporation should be avoided since they can harm the corporation. Compared to the 
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cops, they evaluated legal risks and their implications in business context. (Nelson & 

Nielsen, 2000: 464–466) 

Finally, in-house counsel defined as entrepreneurs considered law as a potential ‘source 

of profits, an instrument to be used aggressively in the marketplace, or the mechanism 

through which major transactions are executed’ (Nelson & Nielsen, 2000: 466). 

Consequently, they did not approach legal issues from a risk management perspective 

and tended not to be interested in the gatekeeping responsibilities. Entrepreneurs had 

the same targets with business managers and the only difference between them was the 

knowledge they applied. (Nelson & Nielsen, 2000: 474–477) 

According to entrepreneurs, legal considerations should be intertwined with strategic 

planning. Entrepreneurs claimed to possess economic and managerial knowledge in 

addition to legal knowledge and stated that their advice was not merely legal advice but 

covered also e.g. business strategy. They perceived themselves primarily as employees of 

the corporation and secondarily as lawyers as well as considered the value of their work 

to be defined by achievement of business targets. (Nelson & Nielsen, 2000: 462, 466–

468) Nelson and Nielsen’s (2000) juxtaposition of entrepreneurs and cops resembles 

regulatory focus theory’s concepts of promotion and prevention focus, which are 

discussed above.  

According to Nelson and Nielsen (2000), 17% of the interviewed in-house counsel 

classified as cops, while 50% classified as counsel and 33% as entrepreneurs. Naturally, 

the selection of counsel as the default category affects its dominance. Still, only few in-

house counsel solely focused on gatekeeping and limited their contribution to corporate 

decision-making to legal advice. Donnell’s (1970) policemen and advisors as well as 

Rosen’s (2010) risk analysts and decision-consultants have to a large extent similar 

characteristics to Nelson and Nielsen’s (2000) cops and counsel. Despite the possible 

bias resulting from coding, the studies indicate that only few in-house counsel act as risk-

averse and passive gatekeepers who only contribute to decision-making as legal advisors.  

Inconsistent with the findings of Donnell (1970) and Rosen (2010), Nelson and Nielsen 

(2000) show that a new breed of in-house counsel, the entrepreneurial in-house counsel, 

has emerged. Even if Nelson and Nielsen (2000) concentrate on in-house counsel rather 

than general counsel, there is no material difference between the relative sizes of the 

categories between all interviewed in-house counsel and those who were also members 

of the top management.  
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The findings of Donnell (1970), Rosen (2010) as well as Nelson and Nilsen (2000) 

regarding in-house counsel’s scope of advice and involvement in strategic planning gain 

strong support from Beardslee’s (2003) study on the potential impact of the introduction 

of multidisciplinary service partnerships on the role of general counsel in the US, based 

e.g. on interviews of 15 general counsel.  

Despite the different research objective, Beardslee (2003) provides strong evidence on 

the business-oriented approach of contemporary general counsel. A vast majority of the 

interviewed general counsel participated proactively in strategic planning and tended to 

extend their role beyond legal advisory. They contributed with non-legal advice to 

decision-making on various matters from product development and marketing to 

internal restructuring. Beardslee (2003: 23) summarises her findings with the 

statement: ‘Not only do GC [general counsel] have non-legal responsibilities, but they 

are often business people first and lawyers second.’ Consistently, according to a study by 

Association of Corporate Counsel and Georgetown University (Association of Corporate 

Counsel, 2013), a majority of general counsel consider contribution to strategic decision-

making as one of their top three value drivers. Consistent with Nelson and Nielsen 

(2000), Beardslee (2003) points out that extending the role beyond that of a corporate 

gatekeeper is not limited to general counsel as also those in-house counsel who are not 

members of the management team contributed to corporate decision-making with non-

legal advice. 

The findings of Rostain (2008), which are analysed more carefully in the following 

subsection, are conflicting with the findings of the above-mentioned studies. According 

to Rostain (2008), the line between legal and business matters is blurred and the 

interviewed general counsel had inconsistent views on whether they mix legal advice 

with business advice or not. However, none of the general counsel interviewed by Rostain 

(2008) contributed to non-legal decision-making with pure business advice. 

Nelson and Nielsen’s (2000) findings regarding the emergence of entrepreneurial in-

house counsel who are focused on growth and profit-making and are less interested in 

gatekeeping activities are partially supported by and partially contradicting with the 

studies conducted in the field of organisational-professional conflict literature. In such 

literature, professionals and professional organisations are defined as actors providing 

professional services, such as legal advisory, to non-professional organisations (i.e. 

ordinary corporations). Organisational-professional conflicts occur when the standards 
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of a profession would require professionals, such as lawyers, to act against the desires of 

their employer or manager. (Gunz & Gunz, 2007: 853) 

According to Wallace (1995), professionals have in these cases two alternative 

approaches. The proletarianization thesis states that the professionals adapt to the 

organisational culture and adopt the same characteristics as non-professional employees 

of the organisation while the adaption thesis states that professionals, such as in-house 

counsel, mimic the organisational culture and characteristics of professional 

organisations and are therefore able to retain their authority and autonomy. Wallace 

(1995) tested the theses with a survey study on Canadian lawyers and found evidence on 

the adaption thesis. Hence, the findings do not support those of Nelson and Nielsen 

(2000).  

Gunz and Gunz (2007 & 2008) used vignettes in their studies to analyse in-house 

counsel’s reactions to ethical dilemmas. Gunz and Gunz (2007) argue that the self-

perception of professional identity is important as it is directly linked to actual 

behaviour. Their study provides empirical evidence on their hypothesis that in-house 

counsel who do not strongly identify themselves as lawyers tend to have decision-making 

models resembling those of business managers. Furthermore, their study shows a 

significant positive relationship between the proportion of time that in-house counsel 

spend with activities other than traditional legal advisory and the salience of their 

organisational identity (measuring the extent to which in-house counsel has adopted 

characteristics of non-lawyers of the organisation) and consequently, the likelihood of 

non-lawyerly actions. (Gunz & Gunz, 2007) 

In addition, the study shows a marginally significant relationship with saliency of 

organisational identity from possibility to be promoted to a senior position outside legal 

function and perceived vulnerability to outsourcing whereas length of experience with 

the organisation had a negative relationship with saliency of organisational identity. 

Gunz and Gunz (20o7) suggest that the negative relationship results from the fact that 

well established in-house counsel have the confidence to retain the professional identity 

unlike newly recruited in-house counsel. (Gunz & Gunz, 2007) 

Gunz and Gunz (2008) show that in-house counsel select different identities when they 

face an ethical dilemma. The most common identity in their study was ‘professional’, i.e. 

in the majority of the cases in-house counsel were not ready to abandon their 

professional obligations and positions as corporate gatekeepers. However, in a 
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significant minority of the cases in-house counsel commented that they would try to use 

their social capital to influence the behaviour of corporate constituents but retain from 

reporting the matter further in the organisation or externally and retain from any 

actions, unless a personal legal obligation to do so.   

The above-mentioned studies raise the question whether or not the benefits of general 

counsel’s role in gatekeeping and risk management will be lost due to the increasing 

profit-orientation and entrepreneurialism of general counsel as well as their involvement 

in managerial non-legal decision-making. Various scholars and practising lawyers (e.g.  

Heineman, 2016; Bagley & Roellig, 2013; Veasey & Di Guglielmo, 2012) consider such 

tension to be the greatest challenge that contemporary general counsel face. A survey by 

Association of Corporate Counsel (2015) highlights the problem: 60% of the respondents 

expressed that strategy development and execution are their major interests in the future 

while only 14% indicated a dedication to compliance matters.  

The potentially problematic phenomenon has not resulted solely from a change of 

interests of in-house counsel. Nelson and Nielsen (2000), Donnell (1970) and Rosen 

(2010) provide further evidence on the challenges resulting from vertical and horizontal 

pressures, which are discussed thoroughly in Subsection 2.3.3. For instance, Nelson and 

Nielsen (2000: 489–490) argue that managers’ increasing focus on profit and increase 

in the intensity of regulation has had an increasing effect on such pressures. 

Furthermore, Nelson and Nielsen (2000: 469) assume that the increasing 

entrepreneurialism might be a result of both changes in the legal profession and changes 

in the corporate context. These significant changes in the corporate context include an 

even stronger focus on profits, changes in the organisational structures and performance 

evaluation on the basis of created profits (see Leicht, 1998). However, Nelson and 

Nielsen (2000: 478–479) point out that even if the role of in-house counsel has shifted 

from gatekeeping functions towards ‘entrepreneurialism’, in-house counsel still consider 

being lawyers who operate in the business environment. Furthermore, only few in-house 

counsel interviewed by them could consider moving from legal function to a purely 

business role.  

Eichbaum (2008, cited in Bagley, Roellig & Massameno, 2016: 437) suggests that the 

emergence of the entrepreneurial in-house counsel shown empirically by Nelson and 

Nielsen (2000) is linked to the point of time of the interviews. Nelson and Nielsen (2000) 

conducted their study in the 1990s, i.e. during a period preceding the burst of 
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information technology bubble and characterized by overheated market for mergers and 

acquisitions as well as initial public offerings. Without analysing the matter further, it 

should be noted that the point of time of this study has similar characteristics.  

2.5.2 Gatekeeping and risk management focuses on the most severe risks  

Even if previous studies provide convincing evidence on the change in the role of general 

counsel, the traditional gatekeeping functions might not have been dismissed. This 

subsection sheds light on empirical evidence on why gatekeeping, despite the trend of 

general counsel becoming more and more profit-oriented, remains an essential part of 

the role of contemporary general counsel.  

Nelson and Nielsen (2000) show that business managers are often responsible for 

making the final decision on taking a legal risk and in-house counsel’s task is to ensure 

that the managers are sufficiently informed. This finding is consistent with Rosen (2010) 

who states that in-house counsel prefer not to challenge decisions on legal risks made by 

business managers. Furthermore, both Nelson and Nielsen (2000) as well as Rosen 

(2010) indicate that the less the in-house counsel act as cops or risk analysts, the greater 

their influence in corporate decision-making is. As discussed above, general counsel’s 

authority and ability to influence are essential to their gatekeeping and risk management 

responsibilities.  

However, when limiting the scope of assessment to general counsel interviewed by 

Nelson and Nielsen (2000), over 90% of the interviewees stated that they make the final 

decision on taking a legal risk and not the business managers. Furthermore, almost all 

interviewed in-house counsel commented that there are situations in which they would 

intervene and make the final decision even if they were not interested in gatekeeping. 

(Nelson & Nielsen, 2000: 472–473) 

Rostain’s (2008) study on 10 general counsel provides further evidence on the strong 

gatekeeping role of general counsel. General counsel interviewed by her unanimously 

stated that they make the final decision on acceptable legal risk and that they can 

interdict actions that expose the corporation to significant legal risks. Rostain (2008: 

473–474) argues that the decision-making authority results from general counsel’s 

organisational position in the top management and access to the CEO or the chairman 

of the board of directors. Most general counsel interviewed by Rostain (2008) acted as 

secretaries of the board of directors exposing them to the most important discussions 

and enhancing their internal authority. 
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The interviewees of Rostain (2008) did not see a conflict between being solution-

oriented members of business teams and preventing the corporation from breaching its 

legal obligations. This derives from the distinction between severe legal risks that require 

general counsel’s intervention and less severe legal risks that can be decided on by well-

informed business managers. For instance, one interviewed general counsel explained 

that he allows business managers to make the final decisions on indemnity clauses in 

contracts whereas decisions involving antitrust issues are made by him. Even if the 

decision was to be made by a business manager, general counsel’s task was to assess the 

risk including its non-legal elements such as a reputational damage. As most of the 

contemporary companies obey law, a vast majority of the legal risks belong to the group 

of less severe risks. (Rostain, 2008: 475–477) 

The study by Association of Corporate Counsel (2013) indirectly indicates that the extent 

to which general counsel extend their role from gatekeeping varies depending on the 

level of organisation with which general counsel cooperates. According to the study, 

general counsel have an important role in informal meetings with other executives and 

in the management team meetings. However, in the meetings of the board of directors 

their role is more limited, and the members of the board of directors do not consider 

general counsel’s contribution to strategic decision-making to be in the core of the value 

creation by general counsel. In addition, both board members and general counsel 

considered ensuring legal compliance as one of the main ways how general counsel add 

value. Still, the study shows that general counsel who members of the board of directors 

considered to perform very well were more inclined towards strategic advisory whereas 

general counsel performing somewhat well focused more on handling legal matters.  

2.5.3 Supporting evidence from Sweden 

The studies referred to above have been conducted in the Anglo-American environment. 

As pointed out in Chapter 1, multiple factors that have contributed to the increase in 

power and status of general counsel are not identical in the Nordic context. For this 

reason, the results of a survey conducted by Roquilly, Bagley and Flodgren in Sweden in 

2010 on the role of in-house counsel are used to support the theoretical framework 

outlined above. The results have not been published but the author has received a copy 

of the results as well as the survey questions directly from Professor Flodgren. 

Furthermore, Bagley, Roelling and Massameno (2016) have used the data of Roquilly, 

Bagley and Flodgren (2010) in their article.   
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According to Roquilly, Bagley and Flodgren (2010), a vast majority (75%) of 71 

respondents reported that in-house counsel are best characterized as ‘lawyers’ in their 

organisation, while 21% answered ‘entrepreneurs’ and only 3% ‘cops’. Furthermore, 

almost all of the respondents either agreed (27%) or strongly agreed (69%) with the 

statement ‘in my company, the IHLs [in-house lawyers] are expected to understand the 

fundamentals of the business’. As many as 45% of the respondents agreed and 14% 

strongly agreed with the statement ‘lawyers in my company are involved in the formation 

of strategy’. Regardless of this, only 34% of the respondents indicated that ‘the top 

management uses law as a strategic tool to create, protect, grow and capture value’.  

The study is largely consistent with Nelson and Nielsen (2000) as well as Beardslee 

(2003) by providing further evidence on in-house counsel’s less eager attitude towards 

gatekeeping and watchdog-like monitoring solely from a legal perspective. The findings 

of Roquilly, Bagley and Flodgren (2010) also provide further support for in-house 

counsel’s strong business-orientation indicating that they are deeply involved in non-

legal decision-making and participate even in the preparation of strategy. Thus, the 

findings are in this respect parallel with Nelson and Nielsen (2000), Beardslee (2003) 

and surveys conducted by Association of Corporate Counsel (2013 & 2015). 

However, Roquilly, Bagley and Flodgren (2010) provide little evidence on the 

entrepreneurialism, which could compromise general counsel’s role as the guardians of 

the corporate integrity. When the in-house counsel were asked for the primary mission 

of the legal function, they emphasised mitigation of legal risk and provision of legal 

advice. On a five-point Likert scale, measured with means of the responses, ‘to reduce 

legal risk’ received the highest score (4.62), while ‘to advise the rest of the company on 

legal matters’ had an almost equally high mean (4.45). 

Furthermore, when Roquilly, Bagley and Flodgren (2010) asked in-house counsel to rank 

certain tasks from most frequent to least frequent, 90% of the respondents chose 

‘responding to legal queries with legal advice’ as the most frequent one, 66% chose 

‘proposing new legal solutions’ as the second-most frequent task, 39% ranked 

‘anticipating the needs of managers’ as the third-most frequent task and ‘helping 

formulate business strategy’ was the least frequent task for 46% of the respondents. 

Therefore, albeit the increasing business-orientation, the role of in-house counsel 

studied by Roquilly, Bagley and Flodgren (2010) was mainly that of a legal advisor.  
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3 METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter of the thesis discusses the methodological choices of the study. The purpose 

is to introduce the chosen research design as well as to discuss the validity and reliability 

challenges resulting from the chosen research design. The chapter also assesses research 

methods chosen for gathering the research data and sampling issues.  

3.2 Research method 

3.2.1 Qualitative case study 

This study is a multiple case study on the role of general counsel in Finland. It is 

conducted using qualitative research methods that, in contrary to quantitative research 

methods, are not necessarily associated with numbers (Ghauri & Grønhaug, 2010: 197). 

Van Maanen (1979: 520) defines qualitative research methods widely as ‘an array of 

techniques which seek to describe, decode, translate and otherwise come to terms with 

the meaning, not the frequency, of certain more or less naturally occurring phenomena 

in the social world’. 

Traditionally, accounting literature has mainly been conducted using quantitative 

methods. However, qualitative research methods have been seen increasingly important, 

especially in the context of management accounting. (Lukka & Kasanen, 1995) 

Qualitative research methods are particularly suitable for understanding and gaining 

insight of certain phenomenon. Qualitative research is useful when previous knowledge 

of a phenomenon is limited, and the studied problem is unstructured. (Ghauri & 

Grønhaug, 2010: 196) 

A case study is a preferable research method when conducting a study on a phenomenon 

in a real-life context, within its natural setting (Ghauri & Grønhaug, 2010: 196; Ahrens 

& Dent, 1998: 9–10). A case study can be qualitative or quantitative (Eisenhart, 1989: 

534–535). The importance of qualitative case studies is emphasised when variables of 

the studied phenomenon are difficult to quantify (Ghauri & Grønhaug, 2010: 109). The 

number of case studies has increased in the recent decades (Scapens & Bromwich, 2010).  

A case study normally focuses on a phenomenon in a single organisation, whereas a 

multiple case study focuses on the same phenomenon in multiple organisations. A 

multiple case study leads to a less intense analysis of the phenomenon in one 
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organisation but allows analysis of cross-cases patterns and similarities and differences 

between multiple organisations. It might, therefore, result in superior theoretical 

understanding. (Vaivio, 2008: 74–75; Eisenhart, 1989: 540–541; Ahrens & Dent, 1998: 

5).  

There are various reasons for choosing this methodology. Firstly, as indicated in Chapter 

1, previous literature on general counsel’s role in contemporary organisations is fairly 

limited. Therefore, this study is of explanatory and descriptive nature aiming to create 

explanations. The study aims to test the theories developed by previous studies. 

However, as the phenomenon is under-researched in the Finnish context, which is 

different from the Anglo-American context, the study also contributes to theory 

development. Secondly, the objective of the study is to describe and analyse the de facto 

role of general counsel in corporate decision-making. Achieving this objective requires 

the use of qualitative interviews as the researcher must gain understanding of the 

constructs on which the studied general counsel base their answers (Easterby, Smith & 

Thorpe, 1991).  

Thirdly, the objective of the study would not be fulfilled by utilising only quantitative 

research methods, such as surveys, as the distinction between the phenomenon and its 

context is complex. Studying the role of general counsel means studying social actions 

and structures thus calling for a qualitative case study (Scapens, 1990: 267–268). Such 

methodology allows the researcher to capture the ambiguities and tensions to which the 

research subject is exposed in the organisational reality (Ahrens & Dent, 1998: 2). As 

pointed out by Gunz and Gunz (2008: 930), a survey might lead to biased results as it 

tends to require the respondents to react to theoretical constructs, rather than allowing 

such constructs to emerge from the respondents’ input. Furthermore, gathering enough 

responses to a survey to reach statistically significant results would be challenging 

considering the busy schedules of top management.  

According to Scapens (1990: 264–266), case studies can be categorised in the following 

way. Descriptive case studies provide descriptions of current practices and procedures. 

Illustrative case studies provide illustrations of new practises implemented by 

organisations. Experimental case studies examine the challenges related to the 

implementation of new practises developed in the academia. Lastly, both exploratory 

and explanatory case studies analyse the reasons for certain procedures or practises. The 

difference between these studies is that exploratory case studies try to develop 

hypotheses for subsequent empirical studies, whereas explanatory case studies rely on 
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previously developed theories. It should be noted, however, that in practice distinctions 

between categories are often ambiguous. 

This study has elements of multiple above-mentioned case studies. It mainly focuses on 

the description of the de facto role and responsibilities of general counsel in corporate 

decision-making. Furthermore, certain parts of the thesis can be considered as 

illustrative as it analyses how legal knowledge and general counsel’s background can be 

used to create value for organisations. The study is also explanatory, since the study 

sheds light on the determinants of the role of general counsel. However, these 

explanations are case specific rather than generalisations.  

As further described below, the data of the study is qualitative and collected with semi-

structured interviews. In order to reach the objectives of the study, the data must be 

analysed. This study relies on deductive reasoning, which starts from the previous 

literature on the role of general counsel. In this study, theories and hypotheses developed 

in such previous literature are put under empirical scrutiny. (Ghauri & Grønhaug, 2010: 

15–16) 

Keating (1995) divides qualitative management accounting studies to theory discovery 

studies, theory refinement studies and theory refutations studies. Theory discovery 

studies intend to explain and analyse novel phenomenon on which only scarce literature 

exists. In comparison to theory discovery studies, theory refinement studies have a solid 

theoretical focus and objective. Theory refinement studies develop existing theoretical 

framework by presenting novel interpretations on new data. As a result, some parts of 

the theoretical framework may be replaced or refined, and some parts may be 

strengthened. Finally, studies belonging to the third category of qualitative studies, 

theory refutations studies, are in contradiction with the existing theoretical framework. 

(Keating, 1995; Vaivio, 2008: 72) 

This thesis is a theory refinement study since it has a theoretical starting point. It does 

not intend to develop a new theoretical framework. Rather, it aims to test existing 

theories and, when necessary, to refine them on the basis of interpretations of data, 

which is collected in circumstances that differ from the circumstances where the 

researchers who have contributed to the theoretical framework have collected their data. 
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The choice of research method has been motivated above. However, a qualitative case 

study is not free from methodological challenges that may impact the credibility of the 

study. Hence, such challenges are discussed next.  

3.2.2 Validity and reliability 

In scientific research, it is important to consider the validity and reliability of the study. 

Validity, which refers to the extent to which the study measures what the researcher 

wants to measure, and reliability, which refers to the accuracy and precision of the study, 

are often discussed in the context of quantitative studies. However, they have significant 

relevance also in qualitative studies. (Cooper & Schindler, 2011: 280; Ghauri & 

Grønhaug, 2010: 210; Scapens, 1990: 274–275)  

According to Ghauri & Grønhaug (2010: 210–211), descriptive validity, interpretative 

validity, theoretical validity and generalizable validity are the most important validity 

issues in qualitative studies. Descriptive validity means the degree to which the 

description in the study is true. Descriptive validity is jeopardised, for instance, when the 

researcher mishears or misremembers interviewee’s statements. (Ghauri & Grønhaug, 

2010: 210–211; Maxwell, 1992: 285–286)  

To avoid problems with descriptive validity, the interview questions of the study were 

semi-structured allowing the researcher to ask supplementary questions to ensure that 

the statements were fully understood. This possibility was important, as many essential 

concepts of the study are abstract and open to various interpretations. Furthermore, a 

vast majority of the interviews were recorded, and thus the researcher was able to verify 

the statements during the data analysis. The researcher made notes during the interviews 

that were not recorded and complemented the notes immediately upon the interviews. 

Additionally, the interviewees were given an opportunity to review their statements 

included in the thesis as quotations prior to the publication of the thesis.  

Interpretative validity refers to how good the presented interpretation is (Ghauri & 

Grønhaug, 2010: 210–211). Ahrens & Dent (1998: 9) point out that conducting a case 

study requires creativity and there is a risk that the researcher tries to find empirical 

support for the theoretical conclusions rather than moving from empirical evidence to 

theoretical conclusions. To demonstrate that such practice is non-existent, the analysis 

and cases need to be sufficiently described. Therefore, this thesis includes numerous 

quotations and references to the collected qualitative data. 
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Theoretical validity refers to whether the presented explanation or ‘theory’ is adequate. 

This study is based on theories developed by previous literature. Hence, theoretical 

validity is not applicable to this study. Generalizable validity refers to the extent of 

possibility of generalisation. Generalisation tends to be challenging in case studies 

because studies are conducted under different circumstances. However, as this study is 

conducted as a multiple case study consisting of 15 interviews, generalisation may be to 

some extent possible. (Ghauri & Grønhaug 2010: 210–211; Smith, 2015: 108) Lukka and 

Kasanen (1995: 85) state that high quality descriptive case studies may provide reliable 

results of a more general status on the basis of observations. Furthermore, Gunz and 

Gunz (1994) argue that international generalisation of the findings regarding the role of 

lawyers is not prevented merely because the data is collected from only one jurisdiction.  

Validity and reliability are closely linked. Compared to quantitative data, qualitative data 

may consist of both structured and unstructured data, which emphasises the importance 

of assessment of the reliability of qualitative studies. (Ahrens & Chapman, 2006: 833) 

McKinnon (1988) divides threats to validity and reliability in field studies into four main 

categories: i) observer-caused effects, ii) observer bias, iii) data access limitations and iv) 

complexities of the human mind. In the following, the threats to validity and reliability 

of this study are analysed through McKinnon’s (1988) categorisation.  

Observer-caused effects are related to the reactive effects of the researcher’s presence on 

the studied phenomenon (McKinnon, 1988: 36–39). In this study, general counsel might 

reflect their role in a way that deviates from the natural setting. This problem is generally 

mitigated by ensuring that the interviewees see the researcher as a neutral interviewer, 

not as a ‘management spy’. (McKinnon, 1988: 37) The fact that most of the interviewees 

are already members of the top management is likely to decrease the observer-caused 

effects. Additionally, the names of the case organisations are not revealed to protect the 

anonymity of the interviewees. Before the interviews, general counsel were promised 

that they are allowed to check their direct quotations as well as other direct references to 

their organisation to avoid leakage of sensitive information. For the above-mentioned 

reasons, general counsel did not have particularly strong motives to deliberately mislead 

the researcher. 

Observer bias is related to researcher’s capability of making observations regarding the 

studied phenomenon. Observer bias might result from researcher’s selective perception 

and interpretation during the data collection or analysis. Observer bias cannot be fully 

prevented as every researcher has own background and prior experiences. Rather, the 
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effects of observer-bias should be mitigated by acknowledging its existence and taking it 

into account in collection and analysis of the data to prevent the contaminating effect. 

(McKinnon, 1988: 37–38)  

The researcher has previously worked for an in-house legal function, and thus the 

researcher had preconceptions of general counsel’s role in corporate decision-making. 

The bias resulting from such preconceptions was mitigated by approaching the analysis 

from the perspective of the theoretical framework. In other words, the study is not an 

attempt to validate the researcher’s personal opinions.   

Data access limitations result from the length of the field study (the researcher studies 

the phenomenon on-site for a limited period of time) or accidental coincidence of certain 

abnormal phenomenon. Furthermore, the researcher’s mobility or access to 

documentation may be restricted. (McKinnon, 1988: 38) Taking into account the nature 

of the study and that the study is conducted as a multiple case study, the impacts of data 

access limitations are somewhat limited.  

Complexities and limitations of the human mind influence the validity and reliability of 

studies. This might result from the subjects of the study deliberately misleading the 

researcher, for instance, to give a more flattering image of themselves. Such threat to 

validity and reliability resembles observer-caused bias but it is not caused by the 

presence of the observer. Rather, the subjects of the study endeavour to give this 

impression to all others. (McKinnon, 1988: 38–39) Similarly, Silverman (2011: 367) 

emphasises that the statements of the interviewees might materially deviate from their 

behaviour in a natural setting. As active participation in decision-making might be 

considered desirable, general counsel might over-emphasise their influence (see 

Schwarcz, 2008: 501).  Lastly, the subjects of the study might give a misleading picture 

as a result of natural human tendencies and fallibilities (McKinnon, 1988: 39). 

3.3 Data collection  

3.3.1 Interviews 

This subsection discusses the gathering of primary empirical data on which the study is 

based. As mentioned above, this study is a holistic multiple case study (Yin, 2014: 50). 

Following the example of Rosen (2010), the qualitative data was gathered by semi-

structured interviews of 15 general counsel working for organisations headquartered in 

Finland or companies that have their shares listed on Nasdaq Helsinki stock exchange. 
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The organisations and interviewees as well as their selection process are described in the 

following chapter.  

In semi-structured interviews, the researcher has determined questions, topics to be 

discussed and people to be interviewed in advance. The main advantage of using semi-

structured interviews and mainly open-ended questions is that they tend to result in 

more detailed and complete information on the position or behaviour of the interviewees 

as the interviewees may freely reflect their role and the researcher’s influence on the 

interviewees is limited. However, semi-structured interviews require strong skills from 

the interviewer and answers to open-ended questions are tend be more difficult to 

interpret. (Ghauri & Grønhaug, 2010: 126–127)  

The interview outline (draft in English, Appendix 1) was carefully planned to ensure that 

the questions result in answers that are sufficient to meet the objectives of the study. 

Thus, the theoretical framework strongly affected the data collection process. The 

researcher contacted Professor Robert Nelson and Professor Boel Flodgren and received 

the interview outlines of Nelson and Nielsen (2000) as well as Roquilly, Bagley and 

Flodgren (2010).  

The interview questions of this study were mainly related to the formal role and 

responsibilities of general counsel, their involvement in non-legal business-decisions, 

contribution to decision-making as well as approach to profit-making and risk 

management. As pointed out by Ahrens and Dent (1998: 28), the analysis and collection 

of data are not completely distinctive processes. Rather, they are deeply intertwined, and 

the initial analysis of the collected data might shift the focus in data collection. In this 

study, the researcher discussed the interview outline prior to the interviews with a person 

who would have fulfilled the criteria for being interviewed for the study. This discussion 

served as a pilot study and allowed the researcher to adjust the interview questions.  

Same topics were covered in almost all interviews. When needed, the interviewees were 

asked for elaboration and further information to guide the interviewees to focus on the 

topics most relevant from the theoretical perspective.   

The median length of the interviews was 57 minutes, the shortest one lasting 40 minutes 

and the longest one lasting 115 minutes. 13 interviews were conducted as personal 

interviews, one on telephone and one using Skype for Business video conference 

software. Personal interviews were preferred as both questions and answers are easier to 
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understand accurately in person. Furthermore, personal interviews allow the researcher 

to monitor the gestures and tone of voice better. One of the personal interviews was 

conducted at the office of a law firm while the rest were conducted at the premises of the 

case organisation in question. All of the interviews took place in May or June 2018. 14 

interviews were conducted in Finnish and one was conducted in English. The fact that 

the interviewees were offered a possibility to review all direct quotations prior to the 

publication of the study mitigated the bias resulting from translation.  

To ensure accurate analysis of the data, the interviews were recorded, unless otherwise 

agreed on with the interviewee. Recording of the interviews also allowed the researcher 

to focus on the discussion and to ensure that all relevant topics were covered during the 

interviews. 13 out of 15 interviews were recorded. As mentioned above, the researcher 

took notes by hand during the non-recorded interviews.  

3.3.2 Additional sources of data  

Case studies are usually based on multiple sources of information, if possible. Data 

triangulation, i.e. use of multiple data sources, enhances the validity and reliability of the 

study (Yin, 2014: 118–121). In this study, secondary data supported the qualitative data 

gathered with the semi-structured interviews. The secondary data included publicly 

available material, such as annual reports, investor memoranda and newspaper articles, 

as well as private material from case organisations. Such secondary data was used to 

analyse the operations, organisational structure and financial history of the case 

organisations. Furthermore, educational and career histories of the respondents were 

researched prior to the interviews mainly by using the professional networking site 

LinkedIn. 

Even if additional sources of data were used, the lack of triangulation is from a 

methodological viewpoint a limitation of the current study. The reliability of the study 

could have been increased by interviewing other senior executives of the case 

organisations as well as members of the board of directors. (Vaivio, 2008) However, no 

such interviews were conducted as, due to the research objective and background of the 

researcher, the access to general counsel was considerably easier to achieve than access 

to other senior executives. This approach follows the example of virtually all similar 

studies, such as Donnell (1970), Rosen (2010) and Rostain (2008). The studies by Nelson 

and Nielsen (2000) include certain data triangulation but their data sample consists to 

a large extent of other in-house counsel than just general counsel. It should be noted that 
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when compared internationally with other qualitative studies on general counsel, the 

data sample of this study is extensive.  
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4 CASE ORGANISATIONS AND INTERVIEWEES 

4.1 Selection of case organisations and interviewees 

For quantitative purposes, the sample size of this study is too small, as only 15 general 

counsel from equally many organisations were interviewed. However, considering the 

unique nature of the study, even a small sample size provides a starting point for further 

research on general counsel in the Nordic countries. In comparison to previous studies 

(e.g. Rostain, 2008; Beardslee, 2003; Rosen, 2010; Donnell, 1970), the sample size is 

extensive.  

Even though sampling issues are typically related to quantitative studies and despite the 

purpose of this study is not to achieve statistically significant results, the sampling is a 

relevant factor also in this study (Ghauri & Grønhaug, 2010: 148). The case organisations 

and general counsel were chosen on the basis of the following eligibility criteria:  

i) either the case organisation had to be headquartered in Finland or its shares 
had to be listed on Nasdaq Helsinki stock exchange,  

ii) general counsel needed to possess a Master of Laws degree (or equivalent), 
and 

iii) general counsel had to serve in the position of general counsel or assistant 
general counsel. 

Following e.g. Nelson and Nielsen (2000) and Rostain (2008), the sampling strategy was 

purposive sampling, which is a non-probability based on the researcher’s knowledge of 

the field (Barratt, Ferris & Lenton, 2015: 4). In the selection process, the following 

characteristics of case organisations were taken into account: i) organisational structure, 

ii) development phase, iii) industry, iv) geographic focus, v) business model, vi) annual 

turnover and vii) listing. Furthermore, it was ensured in the selection process that a 

sufficient number of interviewees from both general counsel and assistant general 

counsel positions were included in the data sample to allow comparison between the said 

roles.  

Prior to sending the formal interview request, the professional backgrounds of the 

interviewees were analysed by using the professional networking site LinkedIn to ensure 

that they fulfil the eligibility criteria and to increase the heterogeneity of the pool of case 

organisations and interviewees. The importance of this method has been highlighted e.g. 

by Worrell, Wasko and Johnston (2013).  
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Following the approach of Nelson and Nielsen (2000), many of the interviewees were 

chosen on the basis of personal referrals. The approach was implemented to avoid the 

problems resulting from busy schedules of general counsel who tend to be members of 

the management elite (Jackall, 2010: 15; Nelson & Nielsen, 2000: 461). In some of these 

cases, general counsel discussed about the opportunity to participate in the study with a 

contact of the researcher prior to the researcher’s formal request for an interview. 

Contacts had been advised not to disclose any details about the study, other than the 

research objective and the background of the researcher. 

The interviewees were primarily contacted by email in which the objective of the study 

was explained as well as the background of the study and the researcher were briefly 

described. Furthermore, the interview outline (Appendix 1) was sent to the interviewees.  

It is possible that the opportunity to review the interview questions affected the answers 

as general counsel had the possibility to prepare their answers and see all questions 

before answering any of them. However, this approach was taken to convince the 

interviewees that they do not have to answer sensitive questions, an aspect of which 

importance is highlighted by the positions of the interviewees in the senior management 

of their organisation.  

In total, 17 general counsel were sent a request for an interview permission. Fifteen 

general counsel responded and all of them agreed to be interviewed for the study. Two 

general counsel did not respond to the email request or a reminder sent by the 

researcher. The response rate was considerably high, over 88% (cf. approximately 17% 

of Rostain (2008)). The response rate was affected both by the use of personal referrals 

and the research objective, which was considered important and interesting by the 

interviewees.  

4.2 Descriptions of case organisations and interviewees 

4.2.1 Introduction  

This subsection describes the case organisations and the interviewees. It was agreed with 

the interviewees that their names or the names of the case organisations will not be 

disclosed. The following table summarises the case organisations and the interviewees. 

The case organisations have been given fictive names, derived from NATO phonetic 

alphabets to ensure the anonymity of the interviewees.  
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Table 4 Case organisations and interviewees  

Organisation Industry Listing Title of 
interviewee 

Member of 
management 
team 

Person to 
whom 
interviewee 
reports  

Alfa Unregulated 
services 

Yes General counsel Yes CEO 

Bravo Asset 
management 

Yes General counsel Yes CEO 

Charlie Forestry Yes Assistant 
general counsel 

Secretary General counsel, 
CEO (dotted 
line) 

Delta Machinery No General counsel No CFO 

Echo Sale of 
consumer 
goods 

Yes Assistant 
general counsel 

Secretary of the 
group 
management 
team, general 
counsel is a full 
member 

Not a member of 
the business 
segment 
management 
team 

General counsel, 
business 
manager (not 
head of the 
business 
segment) (dotted 
line) 

Foxtrot Forestry Yes General 
counsel, 
country 
manager 

Yes CEO 

Golf Manufacture 
and 
distribution of 
regulated 
consumer 
goods 

Yes General counsel No CFO 

Hotel Manufacture of 
mainly 
industrial 
goods 

Yes Assistant 
general counsel 

No General counsel 

India Regulated 
services 

No General 
counsel, head of 
M&A  

Yes CEO 

Juliett Regulated 
services 

Yes General 
counsel, head of 
HR 

Yes CEO 

Kilo Unregulated 
services 

No General counsel Yes CEO 
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Lima Manufacture of 
machinery 

Yes Assistant 
general counsel 

Yes General counsel, 
head of business 
segment (dotted 
line) 

Mike Financial 
services 

No General counsel Yes CEO 

November Manufacture of 
industrial 
goods 

Yes General counsel  Secretary CEO 

Oscar Manufacture of 
goods 

Yes General 
counsel, head of 
administration  

Yes CEO 

 

The following subsections will present the case organisations and provide background 

information on the interviewees. The amount of disclosed information varies to some 

extent due to different preferences of the interviewees.  

4.2.2 Case organisation Alfa 

Alfa provides certain unregulated services to its corporate and the shares in Alfa are 

listed on a stock exchange. The legal team of Alfa consists of less than 10 in-house 

counsel. The interviewee, the general counsel of Alfa, is responsible for commercial legal, 

compliance and insurance matters in the organisation. The general counsel is also a 

member of the management team and the secretary of the board of directors and the 

committees of the board of directors. The general counsel reports directly to the CEO.  

4.2.3 Case organisation Bravo 

Bravo mainly operates in the field of asset management and shares in Bravo are listed on 

a stock exchange. In addition to the general counsel, there are less than five in-house 

counsel working for the company. The general counsel of Bravo is responsible for 

commercial legal support, corporate governance and acts as the secretary of the board of 

directors. Furthermore, the general counsel is a member in the group management team 

and management team of the most important segment. The general counsel reports to 

the CEO and on a dotted line to the managing director of the segment. The compliance 

function has been separated from the commercial legal and it does not report to the 

general counsel.  
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4.2.4 Case organisation Charlie 

Charlie operates in the forestry industry and the shares in Charlie have been listed on a 

stock exchange. The interviewee, the assistant general counsel of Charlie group, is 

responsible for the legal matters of Charlie. The assistant general counsel is a secretary 

to the board of directors and management team. Furthermore, the assistant general 

counsel is responsible for the corporate governance matters of Charlie. The compliance 

sub-function has been separated from the legal sub-function and the head of compliance 

reports directly to the group general counsel. 

The interviewee reports both to the group general counsel and the CEO of Charlie. The 

assistant general counsel is supported by group level in-house counsel, some of whom 

focus on specific areas of law, such as competition law. They do not, however, report to 

the assistant general counsel.  

4.2.5 Case organisation Delta  

Delta is a private company, which manufactures machinery and provides services related 

thereto globally. The interviewee, the company’s general counsel, is responsible for both 

commercial legal matters and legal compliance. In addition, the general counsel is 

responsible for corporate governance and acts as the secretary of the board of directors. 

The interviewee is at the time of the interview the sole in-house counsel of the company. 

The general counsel reports to the CFO and is not a member of the management team. 

4.2.6 Case organisation Echo 

Echo focuses on sale of consumer goods mainly in Finland. The shares in Echo are listed 

on a stock exchange. The interviewee is an assistant general counsel of Echo who is 

responsible for the commercial legal matters and compliance matters of one of the 

business segments. The assistant general counsel is the secretary of the group 

management team but not a member of the management team of the business segment.  

The interviewee reports to general counsel and on a dotted line to a business manager 

who, however, is not the head of the business segment. The assistant general counsel of 

Echo is supported by expert in-house counsel who focus on specific fields of law and 

some less senior in-house counsel. They do not, however, report to the assistant general 

counsel but to the group general counsel.  
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4.2.7 Case organisation Foxtrot 

Foxtrot is a group of companies operating in the forestry industry. The shares in Foxtrot 

are listed on a stock exchange. The interviewee is the general counsel of the group and is 

responsible for commercial legal, compliance, governance and IPR sub-functions. Each 

sub-function is led by a senior in-house counsel who reports directly to the general 

counsel. In total, 20–40 in-house counsel report directly or indirectly to them. The 

general counsel is a member of the group management team and reports to the CEO. In 

addition, the general counsel is the secretary of the board of directors and the country 

manager of one of the most important countries where Foxtrot carries out operations.  

4.2.8 Case organisation Golf 

Golf manufactures and distributes regulated consumer goods. The shares in Golf are 

listed on a stock exchange. The legal team of Golf consists of less than five in-house 

counsel and is led by the company’s general counsel who reports to the CFO. The 

interviewee, the general counsel of Golf, is responsible for commercial legal matters, 

compliance and corporate governance. One in-house counsel concentrates on 

compliance matters in the organisation and reports to the general counsel. However, the 

legal and compliance functions have not been formally separated. The general counsel of 

Golf is the secretary of the board of directors and the committees thereof as well as the 

management team.  

4.2.9 Case organisation India 

India is a private company providing certain regulated services to both consumer and 

corporate clients. The general counsel of India leads a legal team of 15–30 in-house 

counsel. In addition to the commercial legal function, the general counsel is responsible 

for compliance, risk management as well as mergers and acquisitions functions. The 

general counsel of India reports to the CEO and is a member of the management team. 

Furthermore, the interviewee acts as the secretary of the board of directors and one 

committee of the board of directors.  

4.2.10 Case organisation Hotel 

Hotel is a global manufacturer of goods, mainly for industrial use. The shares in Hotel 

are listed on a stock exchange. The interviewee is the company’s assistant general counsel 

whose most important responsibility is the commercial legal matters of one of the 

divisions. The assistant general counsel leads a team of less than five in-house counsel 
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and reports to the general counsel. The interviewee is not responsible for corporate 

governance or compliance matters as they are taken care of at the group level. The 

assistant general counsel is not a member of the division management team.  

4.2.11 Case organisation Juliett 

Juliett provides regulated services in Finland and the shares in it are listed on a stock 

exchange. The legal team consists of less than five in-house counsel. The interviewee is 

the general counsel of the company and the head of HR. In case organisation Juliett, the 

responsibilities of the general counsel include commercial legal, corporate governance 

and compliance, which has not been separated to a separate sub-function. Furthermore, 

the general counsel is a member of the management team, reports to the CEO and is the 

secretary of the board of directors. 

4.2.12 Case organisation Kilo 

Kilo is a private company providing unregulated expert services for corporate clients. 

Kilo has a small legal team, consisting of less than five in-house counsel. The interviewee 

is the general counsel of Kilo, the secretary of the board of directors and a member of the 

management team. The general counsel is responsible for commercial legal matters, 

corporate governance and compliance, which is integrated to commercial legal function. 

The general counsel of Kilo reports to the CEO and the audit committee.  

4.2.13 Case organisation Lima  

Lima is a globally operating company, which manufactures machinery and provides 

related services to corporate clients. The shares in Lima are listed on a stock exchange. 

In the Nordic context, Lima has a large legal function consisting of 60–70 in-house 

counsel, located in various countries.  

The interviewee, an assistant general counsel of Lima, is responsible for the commercial 

legal matters of one division of Lima. In Lima, corporate governance is a responsibility 

of the group general counsel. Furthermore, compliance matters belong to a large extent 

to the responsibilities of a group compliance officer, who reports to the general counsel. 

However, the compliance officer is supported by divisional in-house counsel. The 

assistant general counsel reports to the general counsel and on a dotted line to the head 

of division. The assistant general counsel is a member of the division management team. 

A large number of divisional in-house counsel report either directly or indirectly to the 

assistant general counsel.  
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4.2.14 Case organisation Mike 

Mike is a bank, which does not have any publicly listed shares. The legal team consists of 

10–20 in-house counsel who report to the general counsel of Mike. The interviewee, the 

general counsel, is responsible for commercial legal matters and corporate governance, 

but compliance function has been separated from the legal function and it reports 

directly to the CEO. The general counsel is a member of the management team and 

certain other corporate organs such as the credit committee. The general counsel is also 

the secretary of the board of directors. The general counsel reports to the CEO.  

4.2.15 Case organisation November 

November operates globally and manufactures goods for its corporate clients. The shares 

in November are listed on a stock exchange. The interviewee is the general counsel of 

November. The general counsel is responsible for commercial legal, compliance and 

corporate governance. Compliance matters have been separated from commercial legal 

matters, but compliance sub-function is under the general counsel in the organisational 

chart. In total, 5–20 in-house counsel report to the general counsel. The general counsel 

of November is the secretary of the management team, the board of directors and certain 

committees of the board of directors. The general counsel reports to the CEO. 

4.2.16 Case organisation Oscar 

Oscar is a global manufacturer of goods. The shares in Oscar are listed on a stock 

exchange. The legal team of Oscar consists of 10–20 in-house counsel. The interviewee 

is the general counsel of Oscar who is, in addition to commercial legal matters and 

corporate governance, responsible for compliance, risk management and insurance as 

well as corporate responsibility sub-functions. The general counsel is a member of the 

management team, the secretary of the board of directors and some of the committees of 

the board of directors. The general counsel reports to the CEO.  
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5 THE ROLE OF GENERAL COUNSEL IN CASE 

ORGANISATIONS 

5.1 Formal position of general counsel in case organisations 

5.1.1 Formal responsibilities of general counsel 

5.1.1.1 Commercial legal matters 

General counsel have naturally the overall responsibility for commercial legal matters. 

The nature of their legal advisory is strongly impacted by the industry and regulation 

applicable to the operations of their organisation. Some of the case organisations, such 

as Bravo, Golf, India and Juliett, operate in strongly regulated industries. In these 

organisations, regulation has a major impact on the role of general counsel in decision-

making as regulation affects many strategic and operational decisions. For instance, it is 

clear that the general counsel of Golf is deeply involved in decision-making and close to 

the business.  

‘Regulation clearly affects my role. […] A significant share of our work is advisory on regulation-
related matters.’ (General counsel, Golf) 

‘In a nutshell, my duty is to ensure that we operate profitably within the regulative framework. On 
the other hand, when regulation sets boundaries, my task is to assess whether we could turn them 
to our advantage.’ (General counsel, Bravo) 

Some general counsel emphasise the importance of the business model. If sales and 

sourcing require constant assistance from the legal function, in-house counsel are 

automatically closer to operational business decisions. For instance, the average value of 

sales agreement of Lima is considerable and therefore in-house counsel are needed in 

operational, revenue generating decision-making.  

‘If they [business managers] use our contract template, the involvement of a legal counsel is not 
needed. However, in practise we are involved in all [transactions] in one way or another. […] 
Interestingly, the sales function has given us feedback that the trend is that lawyers are wanted to 
be involved more and more in the negotiations.’ (Assistant general counsel, Lima) 

On the other hand, if transactions are based on general terms and conditions of the 

corporation, in-house counsel do not need to be involved to a similar extent.  

‘In practise, our sales are based on our general terms and conditions. We [the legal function] aim 
to support business in non-day-to-day matters.’ (Assistant general counsel, Charlie) 

Some of the interviewees emphasise that the development phase and financial standing 

of the organisation strongly influence their role. Particularly when the organisation faces 

difficulties, the general counsel tends to become a core member of the crisis task force. 
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‘It [the role of general counsel] depends primarily on the development phase of the company. 
[Description of the previous financial difficulties.] My job was to hold the hand of [the head of 
division]. […] Today, things are going well and our growth is stable and organic. There is no need 
to act in a similar way today.’ (Assistant general counsel, Charlie) 

‘During the difficult times, one has to focus on fundamentals. In project business, the number of 
customer claims increases and liability issues are more important when everyone is running out 
of money.’ (General counsel, Kilo) 

On the other hand, general counsel have an important role in developing processes and 

creating practises when their organisation growing and developing rapidly, e.g. from a 

domestic actor to a globally operating company.  

In comparison to outside counsel, general counsel – and in-house counsel in general – 

cannot have a similar focus on limited scope of legal matters. Rather, they need to be able 

to give legal advice on different fields of law and matters related to various jurisdictions.  

‘Even if there are larger corporations where one [in-house counsel] can focus on a specific field of 
law, in-house counsel are normally not experts of one jurisdiction or field of law. […] When I 
became an in-house counsel, I noticed that my legal expertise started to deteriorate. I do not have 
the deep knowledge in the same way anymore and I do not even need to have that.’ (General 
counsel, Oscar) 

‘I rather know something about many things. A long time ago I stated that I am not, nor will I 
become, so good outside counsel, a specialist, that I would hire myself.’ (General counsel, 
November) 

The extent to which general counsel contribute to individual decisions as legal advisors 

varies between the case organisations. Generally, general counsel leading larger legal 

functions consider that they are not involved in operational legal advisory at all. Rather, 

they concentrate on developing processes, advising the top management in strategic 

questions and leading a team of experts.  

‘I do not draft contracts. […] The lawyers in my team are nowadays much better in drafting than I 
am. When there is one difficult legal question left in an agreement, I can assist in solving it.’ 
(General counsel, Mike) 

‘From an operational, legal, point of view, I am hands-on only in some of the governance questions. 
[…] When it comes to ethics and compliance, commercial legal matters and IP, I am more like a 
manager somehow.’ (General counsel, Foxtrot) 

However, general counsel of Foxtrot points out that there are some legal matters in which 

they are operational.  

‘One exception is that you are the lawyer who is closest to the CEO and the chairman of the board 
of directors. […] I mean there are some matters that do not go anywhere else because they are 
sensitive for personal reasons or super sensitive for insider reasons and you want to keep them in 
a very small group. This role of being the trusted advisor somehow gets a more legal flavour. […] 
At times, I still have to write an agreement or to take a call on litigation or so on. When things 
expand, you can involve someone else.’ (General counsel, Foxtrot) 
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On the other hand, many general counsel of smaller organisations or leading smaller 

legal teams consider to be very hands-on in operational matters and therefore very close 

to the business.  

‘It is clear that routine contracts are handled by my team […]. When it comes to significant 
partnerships, customers and suppliers, I have a stronger role, either by handling the matter myself 
or by being very close to the lawyer handling the matter.’ (General counsel, Golf)  

Other important factors affecting how involved in operational decision-making general 

counsel are include the seniority of the other in-house counsel of the organisation and 

whether or not all business managers have an own contact person in the legal function. 

For instance, the general counsel of Alfa is not hands-on in the operational matters even 

if their legal team is relatively small.  

‘I am lucky to have quite senior lawyers [in my team]. Everyone who has a responsibility for certain 
geographical area or operations can operate and lead very independently. In practise, my role is to 
act as a coach and support as well as assist when a decision must be taken to the board of directors.’ 
(General counsel, Alfa) 

This is supported by the comments of the interviewed assistant general counsel.  

‘S/he [general counsel] is not involved in day-to-day legal matters anymore but acts e.g. as the 
secretary of the board of directors and management team.’ (Assistant general counsel, Hotel) 

‘S/he [general counsel] handles group level matters and assistant general counsel are completely 
independent. Of course, there are certain important issues that I want to flag and discuss with 
him/her.’ (Assistant general counsel, Lima) 

General counsel who are not hands-on in the operational matters, such as general 

counsel of Oscar and Mike, also point out that their technical legal knowledge and skills 

are deteriorating, which emphasises their role as managers of the legal function rather 

than legal experts.  

5.1.1.2 Corporate governance  

In all case organisations, general counsel are responsible for corporate governance 

matters. When it comes to larger case organisations, such as Oscar, general counsel are 

supported by an in-house counsel focusing particularly on governance matters. 

Consequently, corporate governance matters do not generally affect the role of assistant 

general counsel, except when assistant general counsel act as secretaries of division 

management teams or other similar company organs.  

General counsel’s responsibility for corporate governance matters requires general 

counsel to ensure that the company and its management follow company law, principles 

of good governance and, when applicable, capital market law. Furthermore, most of the 
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interviewed general counsel act as secretaries of the board of directors and internal 

corporate organs.  

The corporate governance responsibility is much more important if the shares in a 

company are listed on a stock exchange as such companies need to comply with 

regulation applicable solely to listed companies. Besides, larger shareholder bases and 

increased public attention underline also the importance of corporate governance 

requirements applicable to both public and private companies. 

‘Due to our listing, corporate governance, insider regulation and IR matters are particularly 
important. Naturally, we also need to ensure compliance with the Companies Act [624/2006] and 
other legislation applicable to both listed and private companies.’ (General counsel, Juliett)  

‘As the company is private, corporate governance matters are naturally less time-consuming and 
of less significance compared to listed companies.’ (General counsel, Delta) 

The general counsel of Juliett points out that the members of the top management 

consider regulatory requirements resulting from the listing of the shares important but 

prefer not to spend too much time on becoming acquainted with them. For this reason, 

they strongly appreciate general counsel’s contribution.  

General counsel of the very largest public companies consider governance matters to be 

the only substance matters where they work hands-on. Furthermore, the knowledge of 

corporate governance matters is considered particularly important for general counsel 

of listed companies. The general counsel of Foxtrot even links corporate governance 

matters to value creation by the legal function as good governance practices might impact 

financing expenses.  

‘It [corporate governance] is possibly the only field of law in which I am more involved. In my 
opinion, every general counsel of a listed company should know the basics of regulation applicable 
to listed companies. For instance, as a secretary of the board of directors or member of the 
management team, one must be able to flag insider matters and issues that must be disclosed with 
a stock exchange release.’ (General counsel, Oscar) 

Corporate governance responsibilities are not limited to legal aspects, such as ensuring 

compliance with capital market and company law requirements. For instance, the 

general counsel of November considers planning of and preparation for meetings of the 

board of directors, management team and committees of the board of directors an 

essential part of the role of general counsel.   

General counsel who have acted as a general counsel for both listed and private 

companies during their career mention that the listing strongly highlights the role of 

general counsel, possibly because general counsel of listed companies are e.g. exposed to 
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disclosure decisions and are thus integrated into the most important decision-making 

processes. Many general counsel mention that due to their corporate governance 

responsibilities they gain important information.  

‘I am the secretary of the board of directors, which is really important because you end up in the 
middle of everything. […] I am […] always in the board of directors’ meetings so I have unique 
knowledge of the company.’ (General counsel, Foxtrot) 

In corporate governance matters, general counsel are trusted advisors of top executives. 

However, in the context of the board of directors, the responsibility is usually not directly 

linked to providing strategic or profit-oriented advice. The role of general counsel as the 

secretary of the board of directors is passive and general counsel mainly focus on legal 

matters and documenting. They do not actively participate in the discussion of the board 

of directors.  

‘The board of directors is a decision-making body and you do not really participate in the same 
way in the discussion. You are little more passive and you present something. Of course, you can 
raise your hand and say that now this thing has been forgotten or this piece of information is 
needed as well. It is not a collegial discussion […]. You go in to your role of being the hired hand 
of the CEO.’ (General counsel, Foxtrot) 

‘My role is to act as the secretary of the board of directors and safeguard them. My role is more 
about listening, observing and presenting questions, if needed. I am not leading the discussion but 
responding if I am asked for advice.’ (General counsel, Alfa) 

‘In the board of directors’ meetings, my role is to be the secretary. I am the secretary of the board 
of directors as well as a general counsel and I have a right to comment on those matters. I do not 
participate in the discussion of the board of directors.’ (General counsel, November) 

However, a handful of general counsel indicate that they occasionally comment on non-

legal matters in the board of directors’ meetings.  

‘In the board of directors’ meetings, my role is not to be an active participant in the discussion. […] 
However, sometimes I am able to comment from the perspective of [one business segment], as no 
one from this segment participates in the meetings.’ (General counsel, Bravo) 

‘In my role as the secretary to the board of directors, my chances to influence decision-making are 
limited. The role has traditionally been quite passive, but I have on purpose taken a more active 
role especially in terms of strategic decisions. The board members tend to listen carefully for what 
I have to say and they also tend to appreciate my views – which rarely are purely legal in their 
nature.’ (General counsel, Delta)   

‘My role as the secretary to the board of directors in this company does not usually include 
presentation of the matters on the agenda – the management normally does that. In this setup, I 
provide additional views to the management’s presentations if I think there are material issues that 
must be brought to the board’s attention. My role as the general counsel and secretary to the board 
of directors is of course very different from that of the members of the board of directors. As a 
consequence, I do not have the need to please anyone or make the business look good if it does not 
deserve that. There are conflicting interests on different levels in any organisation, and general 
counsel in particular must deal with people in various different roles. E.g. managers and directors 
are internal customers, but to a general counsel they may not be just that – they may, depending 
on the circumstances, have e.g. influence on your career progression.’ (General counsel, Delta)  
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The comments of the general counsel of Delta indicate that general counsel may be able 

to utilise their objective position as well as lack of profit and loss responsibility to 

contribute to organisational decision-making.  

5.1.1.3 Compliance 

General counsel tend to be responsible for compliance matters, the importance of which 

has increased in the recent years.  

‘When I was promoted to this role [approximately ten years ago], the business environment 
resembled the Wild west and even the need for compliance was questioned. Today, that discussion 
feels extremely weird.’ (Assistant general counsel, Lima)   

In larger case organisations, compliance matters are separated – at least partially – from 

the commercial legal matters and a separate compliance sub-function reports to general 

counsel. In some case organisations, a compliance officer, reporting to general counsel, 

is responsible for overall coordination of compliance matters and preparation of specific 

guidelines and policies, while the day-to-day compliance matters are handled collectively 

by all in-house counsel. As for smaller case organisations, compliance and commercial 

legal matters are not usually separated at all.  

‘In our organisation, all law related work is carried out by one team and we have not formally 
divided responsibilities, nor do we have lawyers dedicated to certain business segments. 
Internally, within the legal team, we have naturally divided responsibilities. In my opinion, it is 
the right way because lawyers retain their objectivity better when they have not been dedicated to 
specific business areas.’ (General counsel, Golf) 

The only case organisations in which the compliance officer does not report to the 

general counsel are Bravo and Mike. The general counsel of Mike emphasises this being 

a general practise in financial institutions. Both general counsel point out that they 

personally suggested that the compliance function would not report to them as they 

consider the objectives of the legal function to be somewhat conflicting with the 

objectives of compliance function.  

‘One could merge compliance and legal functions, but especially with regard to strategic matters 
and business decisions legal function cannot contribute in the same way, if the responsibility for 
compliance matters belongs to the legal function. You would be wearing two hats at the same time.’ 
(General counsel, Bravo) 

This underlines the potentially difficult position of general counsel. The comments of the 

general counsel reveal that they are, at times, subject to strong horizontal and vertical 

pressures. However, as further discussed below, the interviewed general counsel 

consider that they are able to manage the pressures resulting from such position.  
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‘We do not have a separate compliance function, so I wear two different hats – I am a business 
partner but at the same time I am responsible for compliance matters.’ (General counsel, Alfa)   

The compliance responsibility of general counsel clearly affects their approach to 

decision-making shifting it from profit-orientation to gatekeeping. The general counsel 

of Delta, who handles both legal compliance and commercial legal matters alone in their 

organisation, explicitly highlights this when asked whether their role resembles that of a 

corporate gatekeeper or watchdog. 

‘Yes, especially due to my compliance hat. Also, certain integrity comes with the lawyer identity. 
In an extreme case, one has to be ready to quit or lose one’s job due to serious ethics considerations 
or serious compliance issues. For instance, an unusual commercial deal might be in the ”grey area” 
or clearly a ”red flag”, and therefore closing it could be in serious conflict with compliance targets 
[…].’ (General counsel, Delta) 

The general counsel of Alfa, who leads a legal team that does not include a specific 

compliance officer, comments, as follows: 

‘There are cases, where I have put a stop to a great idea due to compliance reasons. In those 
situations, you face the conflicting pressures – now I was the break that I would not like to be or 
that I should not be.’ (General counsel, Alfa) 

General counsel who have opted for not having a separate compliance sub-function 

comment that a separate compliance function would inevitably create an additional 

checkpoint, which would give sign-offs to fully prepared projects thus emphasising the 

reactive gatekeeping nature of in-house counsel’s work. However, as further discussed 

below, the responsibility for commercial legal matters integrates the general counsel to 

the business more tightly than the compliance responsibility. Such integration is likely 

to expose general counsel to various information streams in the organisation enhancing 

their ability to perform as compliance monitors.  

5.1.1.4 Other formal responsibilities 

In addition to law-related responsibilities, some general counsel have other formal 

responsibilities that to a varying extent affect their role in their organisation. Many of 

such responsibilities are related to risk management. For instance, the general counsel 

of Alfa is responsible for insurance matters.  These risk management responsibilities are 

usually add-ons and seem not to materially affect the role of general counsel.  

‘It [the responsibility for insurance matters] has been more or less additional to my principal role. 
Our treasury is mainly coordinating it and I am responsible for reporting to the board of directors 
and involved only if an insurance event is more severe.’ (General counsel, Alfa) 

As further described below, the role of general counsel tends to exceed that of being an 

expert of legal matters. This self-perception of general counsel is supported by the fact 
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that multiple general counsel have additional non-legal responsibilities, which are not 

limited to risk management and that clearly affect their role in the organisation shifting 

it away from being lawyers.  

‘A country manager is a spokesperson [of the company] generally speaking. You need to make sure 
that you are represented in trade associations and you are in interface with the employer 
federation or [labour] unions on a higher level. Country manager can be the public affairs 
person. […] On the outside the role is not very operational but includes country-specific tasks of 
various kind. […] There are increasingly more systems, HR and accounting systems and so on that 
should be implemented. You do not implement them per division but per country first. So, you get 
involved in quite a lot of things.’ (General counsel, Foxtrot) 

‘I am the head of HR and legal. The HR responsibility takes at least 50% of my time, or even more. 
[…] I am still hands-on in certain legal matters, but the HR responsibility has reduced the time 
that I can allocate to legal tasks. It is important to have senior legal counsel in the team.’ (General 
counsel, Juliett) 

In addition to the above-mentioned responsibilities, other non-legal responsibilities of 

general counsel in the case organisations include mergers and acquisitions as well as 

corporate affairs, consisting of a wide range of matters from risk management to 

corporate responsibility. In most cases, general counsel have been given these non-legal 

responsibilities later, i.e. not immediately upon their appointment as general counsel. 

This indicates that the management preferred to extend role of general counsel in the 

case organisations. The general counsel of Oscar who became a general counsel first and 

was given additional responsibilities later comments, as follows: 

‘I had no business education and at some point [when I already was a general counsel], I was asked 
if I was interested in changing to a business role. […] Quite fast after I had completed the degree 
[executive MBA], the CEO told me that s/he wants to appoint me to the management team and 
asked in which other responsibilities I would be interested in.’ (General counsel, Oscar) 

One general counsel had been a general counsel before their appointment to head of 

M&A. Followed by multiple different non-legal roles in the organisation, they eventually 

returned to their previous position as general counsel. 

5.1.2 Membership in the management team and reporting relationships  

5.1.2.1 Membership in the management team and other corporate organs 

In most of the case organisations, general counsel are members or secretaries of the 

management team and they underline the membership’s importance to their role.  As 

mentioned above, general counsel may have an important role in the coordination of 

preparations for management team meetings due to their corporate governance 

responsibility. For instance, the general counsel of Foxtrot is responsible for setting the 

agenda for the meetings. Furthermore, when asked generally about their most important 
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responsibilities, a great number of general counsel place a membership in the 

management team at the top.  

‘Every morning we have a management team get-together in which we discuss what the bank is 
facing today, what is on everyone’s agenda and the market situation. […] In addition, we have 
ordinary meetings of the management team in which we go through everything that is going on in 
the bank from HR to the market situation, lending [...] and other matters. I am involved in these 
discussions as a full member, presenting my own opinions.’ (General counsel, Mike) 

 ‘I would say that my most important work responsibility is to be a member of the management 
team. In the management team, I face the most demanding challenges that allow me to contribute.’ 
(General counsel, Oscar) 

There are certain differences between the roles general counsel have assumed in the 

management teams. Some general counsel indicate that in management team context 

their role shifts from being a lawyer to being more like any other business executive. 

Their scope of advice – which is assessed more thoroughly below – is extended from legal 

advice to business and strategic advice and they constantly comment on non-legal 

matters. Many general counsel emphasise that they do not merely act as secretaries or 

lawyers of their respective management teams. 

‘I am an organic member of the management team by which I mean that the membership is not a 
formality. I am not the secretary or advisor but a full member. That is very essential for my role as 
the general counsel.’ (General counsel, Mike) 

‘Particularly in the management team, the roles [legal expert and business executive] are mixed – 
everyone may comment also on business decisions. […] We have not explicitly discussed the role 
of general counsel in the management team. Rather, everyone can determine him/herself what 
kind of a management team member one wants to be.’ (General counsel, Juliett) 

‘I participate also in the discussion on whether an M&A transaction should be carried out and on 
other strategic questions.’ (General counsel, Juliett) 

‘In the management team, everyone comments on all matters even if they are not related to one’s 
expertise.’ (General counsel, Bravo) 

‘[In the management team,] I challenge practises and bring up new aspects. I highlight risks but 
also opportunities for making profit.’ (General counsel, Kilo) 

‘It would be foolish if general counsel was in the management team but wore the hat of a general 
counsel and did not comment on any non-legal matters. It would not be very motivating, and I 
claim that I can contribute to different business-related questions and projects, at least by 
presenting questions, which may be valuable.’ (General counsel, Oscar) 

Even the general counsel of November, who is formally the secretary of the management 

team but not a full member, underlines this: 

‘We have explicitly agreed that my role is not to sit in the corner and act as the secretary but to 
participate in the discussion. […] I acknowledge that I am not a member of the management team 
and I cannot talk constantly.’ (General counsel, November) 

None of the interviewed general counsel perceive that their role would be that of a mere 

legal advisor or secretary of the management team. However, some general counsel 
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indicate that they – in comparison to other members – focus more on risk management 

and legal questions.  

‘In my opinion, it is important that the general counsel is a member of the management team. If 
there is no legal expertise in the team, the legal aspects and risks may not be properly evaluated.’ 
(General counsel, Juliett) 

‘I have stayed in the role of a lawyer, which is difficult to get rid of. [However,] I am clearly a 
member of the management team and nowadays I notice that I have the courage to take a stance 
from other perspectives as well. During the years, drawing the line between legal and non-legal 
matters has become more difficult.’ (Assistant general counsel, Lima) 

As indicated by the assistant general counsel of Lima, the more years general counsel 

have been members in the management team, the more they are able to extend their role 

from being mere legal experts. 

‘Yes, it [my role in the management team] has changed a lot. In the very first year, I was mostly 
asked for an opinion from a legal perspective or comment regarding the regulatory framework. I 
even started to rebel against it and asked not to be put in a box since I also had other views than 
comments from a legal perspective. Now that we have learned to know each other, we comment 
on issues that belong to the expertise of others. Non-lawyers also comment on legal matters and 
vice versa. We have a right to speak, comment and take a stance.’ (General counsel, Alfa)  

‘In the beginning, I was [in the management team] certainly a lawyer and secretary whose 
responsibility was to ensure that the management team does not make any irrational decisions 
and the decisions are documented properly. Today, my role is like that of any other member and 
when needed I can comment from the legal perspective. The philosophy of [the CEO] is that all 
matters belong to everyone.’ (Assistant general counsel, Charlie) 

In addition to providing insights from fresh perspectives and commenting on various 

substance matters, management team member general counsel highlight that lawyers 

tend to have a systematic and analytical approach to problem-solving, which facilitates 

complex decision-making.  

‘Thanks to my background and characteristics, I have a better-than-average capability to simplify, 
illustrate and wrap things up, which facilitates decision-making.’ (Assistant general counsel, 
Charlie) 

So far, this subsection has focused on general counsel’s role in the management team. 

The membership influences the role of general counsel also outside the meetings of the 

management team. Based on the interviews, two aspects are particularly important: i) 

general counsel’s possibility to influence internally in the organisation, and ii) access to 

information.  

A membership in the management team gives general counsel visibility and authority, 

which are required to influence corporate decision-making. Without such authority, even 

the most severe legal risks would need to be escalated to the top management.  
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‘First of all, it creates a mandate. It starts from the top – people see that legal matters are 
important, and we [in-house counsel] are involved in decision-making. It also gives you an 
opportunity to influence.’ (Assistant general counsel, Lima)  

‘I have the credibility in the organisation, which comes from a combination of my formal role, the 
deliverance of my team and own personality. I think that it would not be possible to combine these 
two roles of a country manager and general counsel with four subunits if I had to fight a lot of 
internal battles all the time. […] [Without membership in the management team], you would not 
have the credibility, you would not be peers with the ones you need to influence.’ (General counsel, 
Foxtrot) 

‘Membership in the management team improves your possibilities to get information and 
increases also your authority.’ (General counsel, Juliett) 

Correspondingly, the general counsel of Delta who is not a member of the management 

team comments, as follows:  

‘Not being a member of the management team and being the sole in-house counsel in the 
organisation affects my status, and thus I cannot necessarily make a formal decision even in case 
of severe [legal] risks but instead I need to escalate matters.’ (General counsel, Delta) 

The other major impact of the management team membership is the exposure to the 

most important information streams in the organisation.  

‘I would never accept a general counsel position without a membership in the management team. 
One would not have the visibility nor information about what is happening in the organisation. 
One cannot do proper legal risk management or anything else without such information.’ 
(Assistant general counsel, Charlie) 

‘[Without a membership of the management team] you would miss a lot of discussions. First of all, 
you would miss a lot of information, but you would also miss a lot of discussions, […] the informal 
decision-making.’ (General counsel, Foxtrot)  

‘Knowledge is power, and it enables a lot of things.’ (Assistant general counsel, Lima)  

‘Information sharing works, but it could work even better. If I sat in the [management team] 
meetings, I would receive information instantly.’ (Assistant general counsel, Hotel) 

As members of the management teams, general counsel may facilitate the information 

flow from the top management to the legal function, which is strongly involved in the 

strategy execution. Hence, the membership in the management team does not merely 

affect general counsel’s contribution but also that of the whole legal function.  

‘An important part of my work is to act as a vector [sic] between my function and the management 
team. I get input […] from the lawyers who are experts of different fields of law. […] At the same 
time, I tell them what is being discussed in the top management.’ (General counsel, Mike) 

When general counsel and other in-house counsel receive information of contemplated 

transactions or strategic steps early, they are able to influence proactively.  

‘[If we were members of the respective business segment management team], we would have the 
chance to influence matters when they are brought to management team and discussed. That 
would be proactive contribution. […] However, some people consider that lawyers’ role is to 
validate and give sign-offs.’ (Assistant general counsel, Echo)  
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In other words, the less involved general counsel are at the early stages in the projects, 

the more their role is that of a passive gatekeeper. If they do not have knowledge of 

contemplated projects and strategic steps when they are being planned, structured and 

negotiated, their role in the process is to give a sign-off and document the transaction. If 

they are members of the management team and thus informed of all material projects, 

they have the possibility to give proposals and comment on the structure and terms 

before they are finalised and when making changes is easier. 

This sub-subsection has concentrated on the membership in the management team, 

highlighting its strong influence on the role of general counsel. It should be noted, 

however, that in all cases a formal membership is not needed to reach the benefits 

mentioned above. Some of the case organisations also have an extended management 

team or informal management team members who have the right to be present in the 

management team meetings. These positions seem to be sufficient to ensure access to 

material information. The general counsel of Golf, who is the secretary of the board of 

directors and a member of the extended management team, comments, as follows: 

‘Yes, I do [get all the material information]. There are naturally things that I am not supposed to 
know on the board of directors and CEO level. […] I participate in the board of directors’ meetings 
and meetings of all committees of the board of directors, so I have access to all distributed material. 
[…] During these [over five] years in this position, only a couple of matters have come to my 
attention as complete surprises.’ (General counsel, Golf)  

Similarly, the general counsel of Foxtrot, who was first an informal member of the 

management team, comments, as follows:  

‘Whether you are formally a member of the executive management team or a hang around does 
not effect at all. That is more [a question about] information sharing.’ (General counsel, Foxtrot) 

5.1.2.2 Reporting relationships 

Almost every general counsel reports to the CEO of their organisation. Only exceptions 

are general counsel of Golf and Delta, both of whom report to the CFO. All interviewed 

assistant general counsel report to general counsel of their respective organisations while 

they also report to a business executive on a dotted line.   

Reporting relationships are particularly relevant for the role of general counsel because 

of two reasons. First, they strengthen the authority of general counsel particularly in the 

decision-making situations in which the decision-makers are top executives of the 

organisation.  

‘To report directly to the CEO has been very important for me. Of course, I have had a very close 
relationships with [all CEOs of the organisation]. […] That would not have happened if I had not 
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reported directly to them. I think that over time I have become what you would call a strong general 
counsel. […] I am lucky to be in a position where people do what I say.’ (General counsel, Foxtrot) 

‘People know that I am a confidant of the CEO and the CEO will not accept major initiatives before 
s/he has discussed them with me.’ (General counsel, Alfa) 

The general counsel of Golf and Delta have conflicting opinions about reporting to the 

CFO. The general counsel of Delta considers direct reporting to the CFO to be far from 

ideal whereas the general counsel of Golf does not consider it problematic.  

‘I am responsible for compliance matters, and thus reporting to the CFO in terms of both legal and 
compliance matters is really not ideal given that in general irregularities and unlawful practices 
have a direct connection to the finance department’s personnel and ways of working, including but 
not limited to its controlling mechanisms.’ (General counsel, Delta) 

‘I do not have the status of a management team member, but I feel to be on par with the 
management team members when it comes to leading the business, advice, discussion and 
sparring. There are no issues that I could not comment on to management team members, discuss 
with them or tell them to fix.’ (General counsel, Golf) 

However, when assessing the authority of the general counsel of Golf, one needs to take 

into account that they are the secretary of the board of directors, member of the extended 

management team and seem to have a strong informal relationship with both the CEO 

and the chairman of the board of directors. They also strongly underline general 

counsel’s own responsibility for assuming the authority in the organisation.  

Second, the fact that general counsel report to the CEO strengthens their relationship. 

The informal relationship is in the core of the role of general counsel in many case 

organisations and CEO’s personality and expectations of general counsel’s contribution 

are essential for general counsel’s role.  

‘I report directly to our CEO who sits in that corner [in the room next to the general counsel’s room]. 
Our cooperation relationship is simply organic.’ (General counsel, Mike) 

‘It is not only about how they [the CEOs] lead the corporation or prepare the strategy but also about 
their experiences with lawyers. The CEO might have had bad experiences and in those cases, 
making the relationship work is a long and challenging process whereas if the CEO has had a 
brilliant business-minded general counsel next to him or her who has acted as a business partner 
and trusted advisor, it is very easy for the next general counsel to continue in a similar role.’ 
(General counsel, Golf) 

‘The expectations of the board of directors and particularly the CEO play a very significant role. 
S/he [the CEO] defines the role – deliberately or not.’ (General counsel, India) 

‘During the years, […] I have noticed that the personality of the CEO has a huge impact, not just on 
the role of general counsel but also on the course of actions of the whole organisation. In a way, it 
is self-evident – of course the CEO has a very strong impact – but after being slightly sceptical about 
it, I have started to understand the magnitude of CEO’s personality. It also affects general counsel’s 
role and position as well as the support s/he receives.’ (General counsel, November) 

As pointed out above, it is common in the case organisations that assistant general 

counsel report to general counsel and on a dotted line to the head of business segment. 
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This allows them to have a strong relationship with the head of business segment while 

simultaneously strengthening their authority and objectivity.  

‘This structure gives certain neutrality and mandate to forward matters. You are deeply integrated 
to the business but still, the fire and hire right is in the legal function.’ (Assistant general counsel, 
Lima) 

One general counsel who has previously worked for an organisation where in-house 

counsel were not dedicated to specific business segments comments that such structure 

had a negative impact on legal function’s ability to contribute to corporate decision-

making and emphasised the ad hoc nature of in-house counsel’s work.  

5.1.3 Strategy of the legal function  

The interviewees have considerably contradicting opinions about whether or not the 

legal function should have an own strategy. According to some general counsel, the legal 

function cannot have an independent strategy. It should be noted that the concept of 

strategy might be understood differently by general counsel – for some a strategy means 

solely the group level corporate strategy whereas some consider that a strategy may also 

be a synonym for a roadmap or annual plan.  

‘In my opinion, the legal function cannot have an own strategy. The company has a strategy and 
legal function’s mission is to support in the execution of that strategy.’ (General counsel, Golf) 

‘I think that the word ‘strategy’ is a more high-level concept. […] If we developed an own strategy 
that was separate from the strategy of the bank, I would not call it a strategy. I would call it 
management and development of processes and mechanisms.’ (General counsel, Mike) 

‘Legal function cannot have its own strategy. The company has a strategy, which is defined by the 
board of directors. Our task is to enable the execution of that strategy and support the business. 
We have plans and processes, but I would not call them strategies.’ (Assistant general counsel, 
Charlie) 

In some case organisations, such as in Echo, Foxtrot and November, a strategy has been 

developed for the legal function, which also affects the role of general counsel. 

Particularly when the legal function is active in the field of intellectual property rights, 

the strategy of the legal function is linked to the overall strategy of the organisation on a 

very concrete level. Furthermore, the implementation of such strategy requires 

considerable efforts from the general counsel and thus has an impact on allocation of 

their time.  

‘In the past two years, we have very systematically implemented the group strategy on all levels of 
the organisation, which has also influenced the legal function’s work.’ (General counsel, 
November) 
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‘Last spring, we developed a strategy of the legal function. The main target was to update the 
strategies of each business segment but during that process, each support function was assigned 
to develop their own function-specific strategy.’ (Assistant general counsel, Echo) 

When asked about the strategy of the legal function, many general counsel emphasise 

that they regularly, most often annually, assess how the legal function can support the 

business.  

‘We have a development discussion with every employee in the beginning of each year and these 
discussions are always based on the strategy of the bank. […] Everyone knows the business plan 
and their role in the execution of the business plan.’ (General counsel, Mike) 

Some case organisations have implemented a policy, which defines the role and decision-

making authority of the legal function. Such policies ensure that the legal function is 

integrated into decision-making processes thus providing legal function with important 

information.  

‘Our work is very much based on a policy, which defines the purpose of the legal function – and 
also what is not the purpose of the legal function.’ (Assistant general counsel, Charlie) 

In addition to defining when legal function must be involved in different processes, the 

policies also elaborate tasks and duties that do not belong to the legal function. 

Considering the extensive amount of agreements and low-importance operational 

decisions, the policies may help alleviate the workload of general counsel and other in-

house counsel and allow them to focus on more strategic and important decisions. The 

assistant general counsel of Echo elaborates that according to the strategy of their legal 

function, their vision is to provide ‘sustainable solutions for business’, which requires 

them to provide ‘value creating legal advice’. However, the strategy of the legal function 

acknowledges that being able to provide such advice requires that operational legal 

matters are handled efficiently.  

5.2 Contribution to corporate decision-making 

5.2.1 The role of general counsel in non-legal decision-making 

5.2.1.1 Involvement in non-legal decision-making and scope of advice 

When analysing the involvement of general counsel in corporate decision-making, one 

needs to carefully distinct participation in and contribution to decision-making from 

making the decision. As emphasised in this sub-subsection, general counsel tend to be 

deeply integrated into corporate decision-making even when the decision in hand is not 

strongly influenced by legal aspects. However, general counsel’s ability to make the 
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actual decision tends to be strong only when severe legal risks are involved. Subsection 

5.3.2. discusses such decision-making in more detail.  

‘Business decisions are made by business managers, I am not really the actual decision-maker.’ 
(General counsel, Juliett) 

‘The management team has legally no authority to make decisions. The decisions of the 
management team are legally decisions of the CEO. We do not vote; the CEO can make the decision 
s/he prefers regardless of others’ opinions. In reality, however, it does not go like that. We discuss 
a lot in the management team and aim to reach a consensus.’ (Assistant general counsel, Charlie)  

The most important non-legal knowledge general counsel utilise to contribute to 

corporate decision-making is tacit knowledge of the organisation and its operations. Due 

to the cross-functional nature of the legal function and exposure to various levels of the 

organisation, general counsel might possibly have better knowledge of the organisation 

and its processes than anyone else.  

‘My field of work is extremely wide and as I have been in the organisation for so many years, I 
know much about it and its employees.’ (General counsel, Alfa) 

‘A general counsel knows the organisation in and out and is familiar with all relevant processes.’ 
(General counsel, Bravo) 

‘I am […] the person who has been in the management team longest and by far the person who has 
been the longest in the company. I have a company history that is longer than anyone else has. 
From that point, I can always give some “been there done that” input or by telling that someone 
did this five years ago and tell others to go talk with that person.’ (General counsel, Foxtrot) 

‘Use of tacit knowledge is very relevant in this work. I know who in our organisation is responsible 
for what, who could know about some specific matter and how things have been done before. There 
is always a lot of tacit knowledge in the legal function.’ (Assistant general counsel, Hotel) 

Constant exposure to the strategic discussions in the top management and cooperation 

regarding operational matters with lower levels of the organisation creates unique 

understanding of whether the organisation is actually pursuing its strategic goals. 

However, this applies only to general counsel who cooperate with lower levels of the 

organisation, i.e. are hands-on in the operational legal matters.  

‘As a general counsel, one […] at the same time hears the discussions even on the board of directors 
level and cooperates with the grass-root level of the organisation. In a way, one sees if there is a 
match between them or if the other end is doing completely something else.’ (General counsel, 
Bravo) 

Not only does the long experience allow general counsel to contribute with tacit 

knowledge, it also generates strong market intelligence increasing the value of general 

counsel’s contribution to commercial and strategic discussions.  

‘I have developed knowledge of the market [… ] that I can bring out in discussions. In other words, 
I can contribute to decision-making with specific market intelligence. That is not necessarily legal 
knowledge. For instance, I might hear rumours that a competitor is launching a new product. In 
that case, I can raise a question if we need to make any changes [to our product portfolio]. For 
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instance, something might happen in Sweden that requires us to assess if new opportunities are 
available for us.’ (General counsel, Bravo) 

’I have been in the management group for ten years, longer than any other member. I have the 
longest perspective in the whole management group. […] In ten years, you learn to know everyone 
and all the core principles of the business.’ (Assistant general counsel, Charlie) 

The vast majority of interviewed general counsel strongly contribute to non-legal 

decision-making with commercial and strategic insights. As indicated in Sub-subsection 

5.1.2.1, general counsel are constantly exposed to non-legal matters in the management 

team.  

‘Due to a large number of acquisitions, our agent network grew, and no one reviewed them. I 
developed a process for that and brought the matter up in the management team in many years 
and now we have a sales channel review function, which reviews our agents and internal sales, i.e. 
our whole sales network, and considers how it should be developed.’ (Assistant general counsel, 
Lima) 

‘The question [what are the most important decisions you contribute to] should rather be “what 
are the most important decisions for the company”.’ (General counsel, Foxtrot) 

In addition to their formal responsibilities, some general counsel are trusted advisors of 

the top management who can be assigned to different projects and working groups.  

‘Partly, I am some kind of a general management person. I sit in many internal and semi-internal 
boards and I have projects that are neither legal nor related to [my role as a country manager]. 
You become some kind of a general trusted advisor to the CEO.’ (General counsel, Foxtrot) 

‘I am still a free agent that can be assigned to different projects – not just in [his/her business 
segment] but also in [the other main business segment].’ (Assistant general counsel, Echo) 

Certain general counsel, particularly those who are in charge of a larger legal function, 

consider that the de facto definition of a general counsel is not a chief legal officer but 

rather a general manager who can contribute with legal knowledge when needed. The 

role of a general manager is based on non-legal formal responsibilities (such as being a 

head of other functions and member of the management team), involvement in non-legal 

decision-making, contribution to decision-making as a strategist and business advisor 

(as a sparring partner and member of the management team) as well as administrative 

duties resulting from being the head of the legal function. 

‘I am a member of the management team and general manager rather than a manager of legal 
matters. […] I am involved in almost every area that the company enters.’ (General counsel, Alfa) 

‘I do not really consider myself as an in-house counsel because I do not carry out in-house counsel’s 
work. I do not remember the last time I drafted a contract. At its best, being a lawyer is like being 
a craftsman because you produce concrete things, but I do not do it. That is why I do not consider 
myself a lawyer.’ (General counsel, Oscar) 

‘During the years, the attitudes towards general counsel’s contribution have changed. Today, a 
general counsel is not seen merely as a lawyer and legal expert who provides legal advice but as an 
integral part of strategic management.’ (General counsel, Mike) 
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For some general counsel, such as general counsel of Foxtrot and Mike, there seems to 

be very few matters that are handled in the top management without their involvement. 

When it comes to collective decision-making – formally in the management team or 

other corporate organs or informally in smaller groups – their contribution is to 

significant extent similar to contribution of any other business executive, flavoured with 

their legal expertise. For instance, the general counsel of Foxtrot mentions that only 

technology related production issues fall outside the scope of their contribution. 

‘To some extent it is same kind of input anyone could give, some kind of business experience. I 
would not hesitate to discuss how to put up a sales system. When we discuss how we should tell 
our story or what we should do to speed up innovation, change of KPIs [key performance indicator] 
or strategic questions, I am definitely more involved than anyone else I would say.’ (General 
counsel, Foxtrot) 

‘In addition to being a member of the management team, I am a member of our credit committee 
as are the other members of the management team. I am therefore involved in decision-making 
on granting loans, prices and terms. Legal aspects must be taken into consideration, but I also 
comment on other matters, such as the riskiness and expected return.’ (General counsel, Mike) 

‘Today, I could be the head of our lending department. My traditional legal skills, the technical-
level knowledge, have deteriorated but I have become more ambivalent – I could easily be the head 
of administration.’ (General counsel, Mike)  

In this respect, the role of general counsel varies between organisations. In contrast to 

the above-mentioned general counsel, general counsel tend to refrain from commenting 

on numerical matters. 

‘I do not generally comment on numbers. I only check that the numbers are there and that 
someone has analysed them and made a decision based on the analysis. I only question the 
numbers if I see that the possible profit is low, and the risk is high.’ (General counsel, Golf) 

Approximately half of the interviewed general counsel have pursued business studies in 

addition to holding a degree in law and their comments on the education provide further 

evidence on that general counsel are actively involved in discussions related to non-legal 

matters and some even in quantitative analysis of pure commercial matters.  

‘During my career, I have been in positions in which I have noticed that I need to obtain new skills 
and not just by learning while working but by attending professional education.’ (General counsel, 
Mike) 

‘Because one is expected to act as an executive, one needs to have a wider perspective than a legal 
perspective. Maybe I felt after all these years that it would be good to get some academic, 
theoretical background in management. I wanted to get new perspectives and verification that I 
can the things I think I can – which I have learned by working, not by studying.’ (General counsel, 
Alfa) 

Some general counsel have previously had positions in which they have obtained 

knowledge and skills that they can now leverage. Two of the interviewed general counsel 

have previously worked in a business role and one assistant general counsel has 
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previously worked as an in-house counsel in a company providing communications and 

software services.1 The assistant general counsel stresses that this this background helps 

them to provide important strategic input in their current organisation, which operates 

in an industry strongly affected by digitalisation.  

Not all general counsel are strongly involved in non-legal decision-making. The general 

counsel of Delta, who is not a member of the management team and reports to the CFO, 

clearly lacks a forum in which the role would exceed that of a legal advisor. Furthermore, 

they are not included in the informal discussions in the organisation. Regardless of not 

being involved in non-legal decision-making, their legal advisory is characterised by their 

business acumen.  

‘I am not much involved in non-legal decision-making. Earlier in my career at a different company, 
I was clearly part of that company’s management and had a real chance to contribute to non-legal 
decision-making.’ (General counsel, Delta)  

‘I would say that about 80% of my advice is purely related to law and 20% of my advice has less to 
do with just the law, but contains more other considerations, such as business and sustainability 
views.’ (General counsel, Delta) 

The interviewees consider that their role in the organisation has evolved gradually from 

being a lawyer towards a stronger business-orientation.  

‘I joined the company to take care of the legal matters and compliance. Then I became responsible 
for insurance matters and finally I noticed that I am involved in almost everything that the 
company does.’ (General counsel, Alfa) 

‘Law school is the basis, which is complemented with all other education and experience that you 
get in the work life by seeing and hearing. When a lawyer acts as the secretary of the board of 
directors, management team or other similar organ, the lawyer hears a lot of things. If you do not 
learn about business and the surrounding world [regardless of such roles], you have an attitude 
problem.’ (General counsel, Oscar) 

‘If I joined a new organisation, I would probably be quite careful in the first years before starting 
to advice how to approach strategic matters – particularly if the industry was new to me.’ (General 
counsel, Bravo) 

The comments of general counsel on why they work as in-house counsel rather than for 

law firms provide additional evidence on their business-oriented role. Many general 

counsel emphasise that they want to work closely with the business, not just as ad hoc 

legal advisors like outside counsel.  

‘I want to do business, I want to be a part of the business. I want to see the big picture and not only 
work on assignment-basis.’ (Assistant general counsel, Lima) 

                                                                 

1 To protect the anonymity of the interviewees, no further information is provided.  
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‘That is one reason I joined [Mike]. I knew that here the general counsel would be an active 
participant in the strategic management of the organisation.’ (General counsel, Mike) 

‘I wanted to support and be closer to the business.’ (General counsel, Delta) 

‘[When working for a law firm] I experienced the project nature of outside counsel’s work – one 
cannot see the long-term strategic development.’ (General counsel, Bravo) 

Generally, the interviewees highlight that one’s own interest in extending one’s role from 

being a mere legal advisor is essential. As general counsel have different professional 

backgrounds than other members of the top management, they need to put extra effort 

on familiarising themselves with various operational and strategic matters.  

‘Personal interest [in non-legal decision-making] is important because then you familiarise 
yourself with [non-legal issues] and can participate in different discussions.’ (General counsel, 
Bravo) 

‘It is strongly related to my personal ambitions – I do not consider it rewarding to comment solely 
on regulatory changes in strategy meetings. My professional ambition is that I approach things 
with a wider perspective.’ (General counsel, Alfa) 

Finally, despite the fact that this sub-subsection has focused on non-legal decision-

making, one aspect of legal decision-making deserves to be highlighted in the analysis of 

the knowledge that general counsel apply in their work. All general counsel underline 

that provision of valuable legal advice requires deep understanding of the business 

environment and operations of the organisation. Many of them emphasise that the 

distinction of legal advice from business advice is difficult as very few matters are purely 

legal and the questions that general counsel face tend to be business issues with legal 

aspects and not vice versa. Law does not operate in a vacuum and in corporate decision-

making, a legal decision must be analysed in the right business context. 

‘In-house counsel must know the business of the company extremely well.’ (General counsel, 
India)  

‘A great share of legal issues are actually business issues.’ (General counsel, November) 

5.2.1.2 Preparation of strategy 

In order to concretise the role of general counsel in non-legal decision-making, the 

interviewees were asked to elaborate their role in the preparation of the strategy. All 

general counsel who are members of the management team participate in the 

preparation of the corporate strategy. The only general counsel who is not involved in 

such process is the general counsel of Delta who is not a member of the management 

team. Similarly, assistant general counsel who contribute to the preparation of the 

strategy are the assistant general counsel of Lima and Charlie, both of whom are involved 
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in the management team work. Various comments by the general counsel describe the 

management team as the main forum for participation in the preparation of the strategy.  

‘I am involved in the preparation of the strategy, but the board of directors makes the final 
decision. The management team prepares the strategy together.’ (General counsel, Juliett) 

‘We have a strategy department, a strategy team and an own process for it [the preparation of 
strategy]. I participate in the process, as a member of the management team.’ (General counsel, 
India) 

This process is naturally considered as one of the most important decision-making 

processes to which general counsel contribute. 

‘For instance, the preparation of the [business segment] strategy and group strategy [are among 
the most important decisions to which I contribute.] We might discuss about inorganic growth 
opportunities or mergers and acquisitions. They are really important.’ (General counsel, Bravo) 

How deeply general counsel are involved in the strategy preparation varies between case 

organisations. Generally, general counsel perceive that their contribution is relevant, but 

their role is to comment on the strategy proposals, not to draft them.  

‘In our organisation, the role of general counsel [in the preparation of the strategy] is not 
particularly strong. I am a head of function as are many others. Normally, our strategy process 
includes annual meetings of heads of function and leaders of the strategy preparation process. 
That is 30–100 people in total. In those meetings, we reflect ideas and I attend those meetings as 
one of many senior managers. I do not, however, strongly influence the choice of the business 
strategy, which is done by a few top executives.’ (General counsel, November) 

‘I am involved in the process in which the management team prepares the strategy. The strategy 
is almost always commercial. I am involved but I am not the one drafting it. […] I have a sparring 
role. I am not just a legal advisor, but an advisor.’ (General counsel, Golf) 

‘We prepare the proposal for a strategy update for the board of directors on the management team 
level. The board of directors gives guidance to which direction we should go. I take part in the 
preparation of strategy – my role is not to draft the documents but to discuss and challenge. […] I 
have the same responsibility as others – to analyse the micro and macro environments. One cannot 
say as a lawyer that “this is not my responsibility, I only review the regulatory changes”.’ (General 
counsel, Alfa) 

The comments of the general counsel of India indicate that the role of general counsel in 

strategy preparation is emphasised in organisations that operate in a strongly regulated 

environment. However, the contribution of general counsel is not limited to legal aspects.  

‘This week I have been one day in a strategy meeting of the group and last week I spent one and a 
half days preparing the company strategy. I was not there as a lawyer but as a strategist just like 
everyone else.’ (Assistant general counsel, Charlie)  

‘The management team prepares a strategy proposal for the board of directors together. The 
proposal includes the group strategy and a strategy for each business segment. In one way or 
another we collectively participate in the preparation process in which every management team 
member has an important role. One does not only contribute to the areas that belong to one’s 
expertise. When we discuss the strategy, I do not just comment from the perspective of legal or 
other functions that I lead.’ (General counsel, Oscar) 
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5.2.2 Facilitation of decision-making 

In addition to providing various kinds of non-legal advice, general counsel perceive to 

act as facilitators of decision-making processes and mediators of numerous internal 

conflicts of interests, both in the formal decision-making organs and in informal 

discussion forums. General counsel help other constituents of the organisation to reach 

a consensus by structuring discussions and providing analytical approaches to different 

problems. Furthermore, by utilising their tacit knowledge and neutral position in the 

organisation, they can generate discussion between the right constituents of the 

organisation and broker pieces of information. This reduces the harmful effects of 

organisational silos.  

‘Our educational background helps us to see the big picture, to distinguish important matters from 
less important ones. It is really helpful for engineers if someone is able to structure things allowing 
them to proceed from their own standpoint.’ (General counsel, India) 

‘Lawyers tend to see things logically. You quickly understand the underlying factors and how to 
structure things to get to a specific point. […] Legal mindset helps to see things in process but also 
from different perspectives. If there is a perspective that has not been taken, it is easy to take it 
and that itself facilitates the end result.’ (General counsel, Foxtrot)  

‘In our business, R&D [research and development] projects are oftentimes important for the 
generation of sales later on. Both technology and business experts are involved in these projects. 
An in-house counsel in turn can, in addition to bringing just the legal knowledge, facilitate 
decision-making by giving alternatives and recommendations. Also, an in-house counsel can bring 
a lot of value by being an efficient communicator between other project participants and 
stakeholders.’ (General counsel, Delta) 

‘Lawyers are good at dividing large issues into smaller parts and reconstructing them. The analysis 
of problems, problem-solving and rethinking are areas where lawyers can add value.’ (General 
counsel, Bravo) 

‘Lawyers think logically – lawyers help to structure discussions and facilitate decision-making.’ 
(General counsel, Juliett)  

Numerous general counsel emphasise that in many projects, their role is to lead and 

ensure that the agreed actions are actually taken. Even if they are not necessarily final 

decision-makers, they have an important role in project management.  

‘You do not necessarily act as a lawyer in different projects. Rather, you try to lead those projects 
and forward them.’ (Assistant general counsel, Echo) 

‘If you have good lawyers who see a lot of projects, they become very good project people and they 
are able to put everything forward and make sure that people get to a conclusion.’ (General 
counsel, Foxtrot) 

In comparison to many business managers, general counsel do not have a profit and loss 

responsibility. Furthermore, the performance measurements and career paths of general 

counsel might differ from those of business managers. On the basis of the interviews, it 
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seems that this allows general counsel to bring neutrality and objectivity to decision-

making processes.   

‘I assess issues slightly more neutrally and from a wider perspective. For instance, when it comes 
to a long-term licensing agreement, I analyse the scenarios that might take place during the contract 
period and thereafter. If one’s performance is measured internally e.g. with the ability to bring in 
revenues on a short term, such view is of course very different from my view on the overall risks 
associated with the contract.’ (General counsel, Delta) 

‘I think I provide quite lot of long-term perspectives.’ (General counsel, Foxtrot)  

‘As a decision-maker, I strongly rely on facts. I approach issues and decisions from the perspective 
of facts, which reflects my lawyer identity. I will not be carried away by imaginary ideas.’ (Assistant 
general counsel, Hotel) 

5.2.3 Sparring and informal decision-making 

In most case organisations, general counsel have an important role as sparring partners 

of the top executives, particularly the CEO. Some of the interviewed general counsel 

consider it to be one of their most important tasks in the organisation.  

‘In my opinion, my most important responsibility and what takes most of my time is supporting the 
CEO and being his/her sparring partner in various issues. I am also the sparring partner of other 
management team members.’ (General counsel, Alfa) 

‘In the morning, before the others arrive, s/he [the CEO] sits on the sofa in my room and ventilates 
his/her ideas with me. We go through current and concrete issues and consider our alternatives.’ 
(General counsel, Mike) 

‘Every time [the company] chooses a new direction – whether by making an investment or 
acquisition, shutting down certain operations or making some other strategic shift, I have a 
significant role. It is more about holding hand than giving legal advice.’ (Assistant general counsel, 
Charlie) 

Some general counsel underline their participation in informal decision-making 

processes. They are trusted advisors to the top management and included in the small 

informal groups who make the decisions or go through issues before they are brought to 

the management team. 

‘There are also many decisions you can discuss – you are very close to the CEO, sit next to him or 
her as I basically do and talk to him or her more than the most. A lot of it [decision-making] is done 
outside or processed informally even if they [decisions] are taken to the [management team].’ 
(General counsel, Foxtrot) 

‘Informal influencing is extremely important in large corporations. It is really difficult to analyse 
how it is done. After all, it is about human interaction.’ (Assistant general counsel, Lima) 

‘There is the formal organisational chart with boxes and reporting lines. In practice, however, the 
organisation often functions, and performance is created by them who are the high contributors 
and able to expand. That is not always in line with the formal organisational chart. If you want to 
accomplish something, it is important to recognise how the organisation truly functions.’ (General 
counsel, India) 
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Legal advisory, in particular from the liability perspective as well as risk management 

are important parts of the informal discussions between a general counsel and the CEO. 

‘Actually, my work is about holding the hand of [the CEO], making sure that the CEO can focus on 
his/her work, lead the business, execute the strategy and not be worried about breaking any rules 
or making decisions that may have irrevocable negative consequences.’ (Assistant general counsel, 
Charlie) 

‘Being a sparring partner of the management is one important task. We look at the risk profiles and 
discuss what kinds of risks we can bear. […] For instance, international players bring international 
banks that demand us to assume new liabilities. It is a discussion about which liabilities we can 
accept.’ (General counsel, Kilo) 

Involvement in the informal discussions during  the early phases of projects allows 

general counsel and other in-house counsel to provide proactive advice if the 

contemplated project faces legal, regulatory or other similar challenges.  

‘We have a group of sofas in our [the legal function’s] room where business managers discuss their 
new ideas with us. It is really good since it allows us to put a project on the right track from the 
very beginning. If a project includes elements that we know for sure will prevent its execution due 
to legal reasons, we can tackle it right away.’ (General counsel, Bravo) 

Being a sparring partner of the management is not limited to issues that have legal 

aspects but also include completely non-legal matters.  

‘Discussions at our unofficial morning meetings with the CEO are related to strategic management 
of the bank.’ (General counsel, Mike) 

‘[Sparring] is about challenging and sharing thoughts about different future-oriented steps – 
whether or not to expand in one country and how to do it, or details of a specific transaction.’ 
(General counsel, Alfa)  

‘Heads of business unit often want to talk about trust related issues. They might consider 
cooperation with someone or assess the approach to a certain issue. Those questions are not 
necessarily related to law but require me to trust my intuition. That has nothing to do with law.’ 
(General counsel, Oscar) 

General counsel may be able to contribute with their tacit knowledge or by commenting 

from a fresh perspective.  

‘General counsel has in many organisations the role of an empathetic listener. On a daily basis, 
people bring things to my knowledge that are not related to my formal responsibilities. People ask 
what to do and who to contact. […] Furthermore, if one does not know with who to talk, the general 
counsel might be a good alternative, HR is another.’ (General counsel, Oscar) 

‘I discuss quite often with the CEO – I am also asked for an opinion in matters that do not have 
legal aspects. Similarly, I discuss and share ideas with other executives as well.’ (General counsel, 
Juliett) 

‘Quite often my role is to challenge. […] The CEO wants me to contribute because s/he thinks that 
I have a different perspective, I am more analytical and challenge more. S/he is very visionary. We 
balance each other.’ (General counsel, Alfa) 
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General counsel are not the only sparring partners of CEOs, but their neutrality, 

background and mindset in comparison to other executives allow them to provide input 

different from that of other business executives.  

‘S/he [the CEO] uses other management team members as sparring partners as well. S/he often 
comes to me when s/he has already discussed with [certain other management team members], 
because I have a different viewpoint. Their conclusions are very commercially oriented, I can be 
more critical and bring new angles to the conversation.’ (General counsel, Alfa)  

General counsel who consider sparring and involvement in informal decision-making 

processes to be integral parts of their role, emphasise the importance of their relationship 

with the CEO and CEO’s expectations of general counsel’s contribution, which in turn 

are influenced by CEO’s previous experiences of general counsel.  

‘I have had a very good and informal connection with the CEO allowing us to do sparring and 
discuss various issues. I think that the majority of general counsel do not have such a relationship. 
It motivates and facilitates the value creation by a general counsel.’ (General counsel, Bravo) 

‘Our current head of business segment utilises me as an asset far more than the previous [head of 
business segment]. We have found a common language.’ (Assistant general counsel, Echo) 

5.3 Approach to risk management and entrepreneurialism  

5.3.1 Risk management  

This subsection elaborates contemporary general counsel’s risk management approach 

to both legal and non-legal matters as well as their perception of themselves as corporate 

gatekeepers. In addition, it highlights the decision-making authority of general counsel, 

which varies between case organisations.  

The following subsection provides examples of how general counsel can use their legal 

knowledge to actually generate revenue, i.e. to create value not just by minimising risk 

and preventing negative events from occurring. Regardless of this, general counsel 

consider risk management to be their primary mechanism to create value.  

‘Those cases [in-house counsel contributing to revenue generation] are not as frequent as value 
creation through eliminating risks and avoiding losses.’ (Assistant general counsel, Charlie) 

‘Above all, general counsel’s role is related to risk management. Naturally, a significant proportion 
of time is spent on cleaning up messes, but we aim to be one step ahead of that and prevent those 
from happening.’ (General counsel, November) 

‘I cannot see that in our business support role, we would have generated positive cash flow with 
our solutions. If we consider the approach of a traditional business manager, how she would 
structure business, consider the business from client perspective and analyse what kind of service 
models the customer wants, the role of in-house counsel in [Echo] is quite far from that.’ (Assistant 
general counsel, Echo) 

‘The legal function may develop new business opportunities, but in practise, in-house counsel are 
rarely as innovative as the business managers.’ (General counsel, Juliett) 
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As already discussed above, general counsel’s risk management approach is not limited 

to legal matters. Rather, they utilise their unique position in the organisation and 

exposure to different operations and functions to assess the riskiness and due 

preparation of strategic and commercial actions.  

‘In risk management issues I step in quite fast – not just regarding legal risk but also when it comes 
to business risks. The question can be whether a business decision is smart or not.’ (General 
counsel, Golf) 

‘If we are expanding to a new market, I might raise a question about production capacity, […] 
compliance with applicable laws, payment terms or credit risks and make sure that the person has 
discussed these items with right people.’ (General counsel, Golf)  

‘I see the whole organisation from my position, which allows me to notice quickly if something, 
which should be re-considered is being done. […] I can identify risks that business managers 
cannot.’ (General counsel, Bravo) 

‘With regard to the corporate decisions, the legal function should ensure that the risks are taken 
into consideration. Sometimes the legal function also acts as a watchdog and ensures that the 
actions are taken based on the decisions.’ (General counsel, Juliett)  

‘Even if we are talking about a business decision, my comments tend to be related to risk 
management.’ (General counsel, November) 

Many general counsel stress that ethical and reputational considerations have become 

highly important for contemporary general counsel and their financial impact can be 

considerable.  

‘The trend is that the questions are less of a legal nature and more about what is right, what is 
wrong and how does something look from outside.’ (General counsel, Alfa) 

‘[After receiving negative media attention] we decided that we need to be more visible, we need to 
be out there and have more friends. We cannot just be this company, which pops out every now 
and then and tends to be involved in scandals. We wanted to be a net contributor to the society 
and receive good and positive media attention.’ (General counsel, Foxtrot) 

‘I claim that the business ethics have changed and will change even more when the new generation 
enters the business. […] [Examples of the global development.] In the Western countries, there 
have always been concrete and glaring examples of how such things [compliance breaches and 
ethical misconducts] can damage the reputation and brand image of a company, which are really 
important.’ (Assistant general counsel, Lima) 

‘Sustainability and ethical conduct are themes that I actively comment on.’ (General counsel, Golf) 

Some of the interviewed general counsel emphasise that despite being executives of their 

organisation they still have a strong lawyer identity and compliance with all applicable 

laws and regulations is important to them.  

‘I have a lawyer identity. I find it important to ensure that we follow applicable laws and 
regulations.’ (General counsel, Juliett) 

‘I strongly feel that I am a lawyer. I have the courage to say that in everything I do, I try to follow 
certain values. I want to do the right thing and want that people around me do the same. I am 
ready to interdict if things are not done right. In my opinion, doing what is right is in the long run 
the best alternative for the company as well.’ (Assistant general counsel, Lima) 
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‘Certain ethical principles stem from my lawyer identity and they can conflict with the contribution 
that business managers expect from a lawyer. Being very close to the business underlines this 
conflict, in particular if in-house counsel’s independence is being compromised. For instance, 
closing a deal might conflict with compliance targets if you operate in the “grey zone”.’ (General 
counsel, Delta) 

Several general counsel perceive that they have a role of gatekeeper or corporate 

watchdog. They indicate that the gatekeeper role results from their formal position and 

the need for their sign-off to various things. Furthermore, the management expects them 

to interdict if there is a potential breach of law, internal guidelines or ethical standards 

thus creating the basis for their role as corporate watchdogs.  

‘Unfortunately, sometimes [I have a gatekeeper role]. It is because there are a lot of business 
managers who want my sign-off, they want to be able to say that I have approved or disapproved 
certain action.’ (Assistant general counsel, Charlie) 

‘One example is the insider matters. Our top management and the members of the board of 
directors ask me to interdict, if there is a reason not to do something or when one needs to be 
careful. I am a watchdog in a positive sense. Even the top executives come to me as they want to 
be certain that something is done by the book.’ (General counsel, November) 

‘Of course [I have a gatekeeper and watchdog role]. That is why they hired me.’ (General counsel, 
Kilo) 

‘Yes, I do [have a watchdog role] since I am expected to raise my voice, flag or comment if 
something is going to the wrong direction.’ (General counsel, India) 

Both of these roles are clearly emphasised by the compliance responsibility, in particular 

when general counsel is hands-on in compliance matters as described above in Sub-

subsection 5.1.1.3. Additionally, as discussed above, the role of general counsel as 

secretaries of the boards of directors is different from their normal role and they are more 

oriented towards ensuring compliance with laws.  

‘In our industry, the watchdog role belongs more to the compliance function [than to the legal 
function].’ (General counsel, Bravo) 

‘If I saw that the board of directors was doing something [that was] no good, which would be for 
instance a competition violation or something like that, I would tell them that this is not a good 
idea.’ (General counsel, Foxtrot) 

However, general counsel do not perceive the gatekeeper role to be a passive, reactive or 

risk-averse role. The interviewees consider that the modern risk management role 

requires proactive development of processes and counselling that allow their 

organisation to reach its strategic goals sustainably and without taking excessive risks. 

Instead of giving sign-offs when a project has been planned and structured, they are 

involved from the earliest phases allowing them to impact projects when changes can be 

done more easily.  
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‘Gatekeeping is one element of my work, but it gets another content. Instead of influencing ex post 
or in late-phases of projects, it is an organic part of decision-making and management processes. 
By taking this approach, the gatekeeping aspects are brought out from the very beginning and they 
steer the decision-making. Requesting lawyers to check things separately creates a negative 
atmosphere and is not the most fluent way to construct a decision-making mechanism in an 
organisation. Then you start developing first and need to fix things later, which is a ponderous way 
to make decisions in comparison to taking legal issues in the consideration when planning and 
structuring.’ (General counsel, Mike) 

‘I understand gatekeeping to mean that when a contemplated project is brought to the 
management team, the lawyer says no. That is not the right way as a lot of meaningless work has 
been done.’ (General counsel, Golf) 

‘If one thinks that having a watchdog role means that one’s dominating task is to forbid things, 
one has failed miserably. The watchdog role must mean that one finds solutions and models that 
[…] allow things to proceed. In my opinion, our task is to support the business […] and find the 
means by which the business can reach its targets while also keeping the risks under control.’ 
(General counsel, November) 

‘I do have a watchdog role in the organisation. However, it does not mean that I would be 
monitoring the organisation from a distance. It is important for me to develop processes 
proactively. My goal is that the organisation acknowledges that I find solutions and thus brings 
issues to my knowledge.’ (General counsel, Juliett)  

‘Our role is to support the business and not to prevent it. If we minimise all risks, the business 
cannot do anything. We need to spot the most material risks, minimise them and accept the less 
material risks. If gatekeeping means that my function and I just generate problems and do not 
solve them, I find gatekeeping a very oppressive concept.’ (Assistant general counsel, Hotel) 

The general counsel of Golf manages to provide a concrete example of the difference 

between spot-like gatekeeping and business-oriented risk management.  

‘Product development is very essential for us. In the past, we saw that product development ideas 
come to our table for the first time when they were about to be commercialised. This caused us 
many different problems, for instance with trademarks and [regulatory aspects]. I said that we 
need visibility during the different phases of the projects. Consequently, it was suggested that the 
legal function’s approval is needed at a certain point of the product development process. I said 
that we [the legal function] do not give any formal sign-offs but we should aim to having interactive 
discussion between product development teams and the legal function.’ (General counsel, Golf)  

A great proportion of general counsel stress that they – or at least their subordinates – 

are very close to and integrated into the business. The interviewees acknowledge the 

potential conflict between being a business partner of the top management and a lawyer 

as well as that vertical and horizontal pressures could, in theory, affect their objectivity. 

If the organisation has a separate compliance officer, they can provide the required 

support to general counsel.  

‘Being close to the business can be in conflict [with my role as a corporate watchdog].  When the 
general counsel is very involved in the operative decisions, it can sometimes be hard to say “no, 
this does not work”.’ (General counsel, Juliett) 

‘It is, in a way, a challenging combination to be a trusted partner of the management while wearing 
the compliance hat – it creates a small conflict.’ (Assistant general counsel, Echo) 

‘[Commenting on having the responsibility for both commercial legal and compliance matters.] 
You are expected to be a partner and enabler who finds the means and drives forward different 
things. But at the same time, you wear the compliance hat, which means that you need to 
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remember that other people sometimes have a tendency to cross lines and you are expected to 
blow the whistle when the company enters areas that it should not enter. Yet, you want to be a part 
of the team, do things and be a person who drives things forward.’ (General counsel, Alfa)  

‘In my opinion, being a business-oriented general counsel must not mean that one has a strong 
incentive in the success of the business. My bonus targets cannot be tied to the success of one of 
the divisions while I give business-related advice to it. In such case, I would face a conflict of 
interest and my advice would not seem objective anymore.’ (General counsel, Golf) 

‘In my opinion, combining these two roles is not problematic […]. It might be positively affected 
by the fact that we have the group level compliance function, compliance officer and data 
protection officer. If things become complicated, you can always reach out to the compliance 
officer.’ (Assistant general counsel, Lima) 

It should be noted, however, that in some organisations general counsel are not 

particularly close to the operational business decisions, which are handled by assistant 

general counsel or other in-house counsel.  

‘I do not know, if I am that close to the business in that respect. Of course, being a corporate 
gatekeeper and being a divisional hand could be bit of a problem.’ (General counsel, Foxtrot) 

‘[In my previous work as a general counsel], I was the secretary of the board of directors and I 
spent a large proportion of my time with administrative tasks, M&A and strategy planning. I was 
not very close to the business.’ (General counsel, Kilo) 

On the other hand, being integrated into the business also facilitates their modern, 

proactive, risk management approach. Firstly, it positively affects the informal 

relationship between the business management and general counsel, strengthening 

general counsel’s informal position and enhancing their ability to interdict illegal or risky 

behaviour. Secondly, it increases the legal function’s exposure to different actions of the 

organisation and access to information streams. Thirdly, it tends to be easier to steer 

projects at early phases to avoid the most severe legal risks, as discussed above.  

‘When you are a partner of the sales people, you can say that this does not make any sense. […] 
Furthermore, the sales people and others on the business side consider it easier to be in contact.’ 
(Assistant general counsel, Lima) 

‘Internationally, the role of general counsel in organisations like ours has been similar to 
compliance or even internal audit. The objectivity and independency of a lawyer have been 
considered valuable. Thus, it has been seen important that a general counsel is not involved in 
day-to-day management or strategic decision-making. […] Gradually, it has been understood that 
many mistakes can be avoided if the legal aspects are taken into account from the very beginning.’ 
(General counsel, Mike) 

‘I see the potential problems earlier, which is a good thing.’ (General counsel, Golf) 

When asked about the authority to make a final decision on a legal risk, general counsel 

separate severe legal risks from business risks involving legal aspects. When it comes to 

severe legal risks – with the most common examples being matters related to 

competition law, data privacy and industry specific regulation as well as internal 
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governance rules and certain contractual issues – the vast majority of general counsel 

have a strong decision-making authority. 

‘Everything related to the competition law belongs to me. […] We have large market shares so we 
need to be really careful. If something goes wrong in that field, consequences can be financially 
measured terrible. […] If any particular case is related to competition law, that case belongs to the 
legal function. No one can contest that. If someone tries, I will personally talk to this person and, 
if needed, take the matter to as high level in the organisation as needed.’ (General counsel, 
November) 

‘We have discussed […] if there are any ‘isolated’ legal risks. There are some and competition law 
issues are amongst them. You cannot do commercial judgement whether to comply with 
competition law or not. The same applies to [industry-specific] regulation. There are some things 
that are prohibited. […] Yesterday, a supplier candidate suggested in negotiations that under 
certain circumstances, they should have a right to influence our pricing. […] No-go, such 
arrangement cannot be made.’ (General counsel, Golf) 

‘Competition law issues as well as black and white regulatory issues and e.g. decisions regarding 
co-operation negotiations with employees belong to me.’ (General counsel, Juliett) 

‘Naturally, there are some critical comments every now and then – sometimes our opinions are 
challenged very strongly. But at the end of the day, when the final decision is being made, the 
business [managers] very seldomly disagree with us.’ (Assistant general counsel, Echo) 

Very few general counsel indicate that they escalate the decisions regarding severe legal 

risks.  

‘Even if the conduct is clearly in the “black zone”, I am not the decision-maker, but my role is to 
ensure that the right level of the organisation makes a well-informed decision.’ (General counsel, 
Delta) 

Therefore, general counsel seem to have a strong authority to make the final decision and 

prevent illegal or possibly illegal behaviour. With regard to less severe legal risks, the 

interviewees emphasise that the main question is about the balance of riskiness and 

possible upside, and the risk appetite of the organisation. Such decision should be made 

by the profit and loss responsible business executives and general counsel’s duty is to 

ensure that the decision-maker is well-informed of the legal aspects and that the decision 

is made in accordance with decision matrix.  

‘Most of the legal decisions are, after all, business decisions. In contract negotiations, when the 
contract penalty or riskiness of an arrangement are discussed, a lawyer can give his or her input, 
but the business [managers] make the final assessment of the acceptability of the risk.’ (General 
counsel, November) 

‘One should be able to convert every risk to euros. Yes, of course I can decide on legal risks but in 
my opinion those decisions should not be made separately [from business decisions]. […] I cannot 
mention any legal risks, which would be so isolated that they would not affect something else.’ 
(General counsel, India) 

‘If the issue is self-evident, I make the decision and that is the end of the story. Instead, if a risk 
can have certain consequences but they have been mitigated in one way or another, the question 
is whether we want to take the risk or not. Then the decision is escalated in the management chain 
and, quite fast, to the head of the division with whom I discuss. I explain the issue and our [the 
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legal function’s] view on the materialisation of the risk and its consequences.’ (Assistant general 
counsel, Hotel) 

‘Taking decisions belongs to those vested with powers, initially the board of directors and the CEO 
and their respective delegates. Lawyers seldom take decisions even if we talk about decisions 
involving legal risks or consequences. It is our task to see to it that all decisions are fully informed 
and based on sound judgment, and that they are properly documented’ (Assistant general counsel, 
Charlie) 

‘We have certain terms in our loan documentation that are non-negotiable while some other terms 
are. Usually, I can make the decision regarding such terms. On the other hand, if taking the risk 
can be justified by increasing the interest, it is better to take the decision to the credit committee.’ 
(General counsel, Mike) 

‘[With regard to decisions on less severe risks], my task is to ensure that a well-informed decision 
is made at the right level of the organisation. […] Risk assessment is not limited to legal aspects, 
one needs to consider commercial aspects as well.’ (General counsel, Juliett) 

‘If a decision on taking a legal risk due to business reasons is made, based on sound business 
judgement, I do not interdict unless it is something totally unreasonable.’ (General counsel, Golf) 

There seem to be two main factors that explain the strong decision-making authority of 

general counsel. Firstly, they are trusted advisors to the top management. When the 

management acknowledges that general counsel seek for solutions rather than focus on 

finding problems, the management also knows that if there was a reasonable way to get 

around the problematic legal issue, the general counsel would suggest it. General counsel 

understand that by providing solution-oriented high-value advice, they market the 

services in the organisation and thus enhance their internal position and authority.  

‘At the end of the day, when it comes to really big tickets – how to deal with a litigation of EUR 
100 million, […] or whether or not we can make an acquisition if it requires us to take full risk over 
a competition filing or how we should deal with a nasty compliance violation. Those items largely 
end up in a group where the CEO, CFO, me and the responsible business person decide. If they 
[the risks] are strictly legal […] and I say that we cannot take this risk, they would not say that we 
will take the risk. Head of communications would probably also be there because nowadays many 
cases are somehow related to communications. In this group, which is more informal, we trust 
each other a lot and so on.’ (General counsel, Foxtrot) 

‘We trust and respect the professional roles and backgrounds of each other. Of course, they know 
me and acknowledge that I do not create problems on purpose. When I highlight some restrictions, 
they are real.’ (General counsel, Alfa) 

‘When you have systematically built your track in the organisation […], the business trusts you. 
They expect that their lawyer finds solutions and is ready to take some risk. They also understand 
that if we [the legal function] flag something, we have analysed the matter for any alternative 
solutions.’ (Assistant general counsel, Echo)  

‘One has to be a relevant discussion partner for the CEO and the management team – quoting law 
is not sufficient. […] My colleagues in this building and in other countries come to discuss various 
matters with me. […] I do not want that lawyers are only reached out to when it is required by the 
decision matrix.’ (General counsel, Golf) 

‘My goal is that the management team members consider that my opinions should be heard 
because I am […] a talented and interesting member of the team and not because there has to be a 
lawyer in the management team. Lawyers get a much more interesting position when they are 
pleasant to work with and have a solution-oriented mindset.’ (General counsel, Mike) 
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Secondly, case organisations have decision matrices, which delegate the decision-making 

authority in certain matters to general counsel and thus give them exposure to various 

actions of the organisation.  

‘In some matters we have assumed the final decision-making authority and included that in certain 
policies governing decision-making.’ (General counsel, November) 

‘For instance, if we think about our sales agreements. […] We have guidelines defining, which risks 
we can assume and which we cannot as well as a deviation process.’ (Assistant general counsel, 
Lima) 

5.3.2 Profit orientation and entrepreneurialism  

Despite the strong focus on risk management, many general counsel stress that risk-

taking is an integral part of business.  

‘Without taking risks, we cannot carry on a business.’ (General counsel, Mike) 

‘If we minimise all risks, the business cannot do anything.’ (Assistant general counsel, Hotel) 

Many general counsel draw a distinction between risk minimisation and risk 

management, commenting that risk minimisation is not their primary task. Rather, their 

role is to make sure that risks are carefully considered and weighted against the benefits 

of risk-taking. Many of them comment on the ‘traditional’ view on risk-taking and 

emphasise that their context specific attitude towards risk-taking is an important 

background factor affecting their role.  

‘It is business enabling but it is also business risk mitigation that we are doing. That is balancing 
– theoretically you could always say as a lawyer that the best business is no business because then 
you are safe.’ (General counsel, Foxtrot) 

‘Our organisation has welcomed lawyers who […] have the courage to say yes.’ (Assistant general 
counsel, Echo) 

‘In the past, lawyers were in the corner and responded when they were presented a question. Most 
often, they said ‘not possible’, focused on risks, avoided making decisions and justified their 
comments by law. Reactivity, arguments based only on law and focus on formalities are history.’ 
(General counsel, India) 

General counsel have the same end goal in their minds as business executives – the 

purpose of the organisation, which normally is profit generation. Therefore, in addition 

to cost-cutting and risk mitigation, general counsel consider that their duty is to enable 

and pursue revenue-generation.  

‘In the heavily regulated financial industry, the easy approach of legal and compliance [functions] 
is to constrict. If you can identify regulation, which is strictly interpreted by competitors, and you 
can fairly justify another interpretation and open new business opportunities, you can actually 
create value. That is my most important responsibility.’ (General counsel, Bravo) 
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‘I guess lawyers should be able to be as creative and innovative as business people, while keeping 
in mind that one cannot just go with the flow.’ (General counsel, Alfa) 

‘According to legal function’s strategy, our target is to provide value creating advice. […] We are 
aiming to perform high-value work, which is strategic advisory related for instance to structures 
of the business and opportunities allowed by the regulatory framework.’ (Assistant general 
counsel, Echo) 

‘Sometimes we can expand project by commenting that an idea is excellent and by revising it in 
this way, we can expand it from this narrow customer segment to a wider customer base.’ (General 
counsel, Bravo) 

‘Gatekeeping and risk management are important parts of law, but law also enables and not just 
constrains. It is dangerous if legislation is seen as a set of constraining rules. The purpose of rules 
– or at least one function of them – is to enable things, and thus the lawyer’s role should not be 
limited to risk management – even if it is an important part of lawyer’s role. A lawyer should be a 
proactive enabler.’ (General counsel, Mike) 

When general counsel are asked to elaborate how legal knowledge can be used in revenue 

generation and not only for risk management, many of them provide concrete examples. 

Firstly, general counsel explain how contracts can be used to create value. 

‘Situations in which legal knowledge can be used “pro business” and not just as a risk management 
tool, often occur in contract negotiations. In these situations, lawyers’ ideas are valuable.’ (General 
counsel, November) 

‘Our business is based on contracts, we make money with contracts as we do not have a physical 
product […]. It would be out-of-date to think that legal knowledge is just a risk management tool, 
legal knowledge creates value.’ (General counsel, Kilo)  

‘Effective and pragmatic support of M&A projects so that projects can be closed and are not killed, 
is essential and can generate a lot of value if the organisation has an ambitious growth strategy.’ 
(General counsel, Oscar) 

‘Of course, if you can make new innovative ideas for contracts, or business models that rely on 
contracts, that can definitely add value. […] [Our product development may generate] a new value 
chain that needs to be developed. Maybe with licensing arrangements, exclusive dealerships etc.’ 
(General counsel, Foxtrot) 

Secondly, general counsel and other in-house counsel may use their legal knowledge to 

structure and modify the products and operations of the organisation so that regulatory 

requirements are fulfilled in a way that provides the organisation with a competitive 

advantage.  

‘One concrete example could be AIFM directive [Alternative Investment Fund Managers directive, 
2011/61/EU] – we have a lot of alternative investment funds […]. We rapidly developed new fund 
structures, which we were able to offer to institutional investors. […] We managed to develop 
flexible structures that worked well. In a way, we were able to take concrete advantage of new 
legislation.’ (General counsel, Bravo) 

‘Incentive schemes are very essential in the financial sector. They are also heavily regulated under 
the European Union law and the regulatory framework provides only little flexibility. For a 
business like ours, the retention of the best employees is crucial. Incentive scheme related issues 
require a lot of attention from the legal function – and allow it to create value.’ (General counsel, 
Bravo) 
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‘Let us use our approach to risk-taking regarding competition law as an example. We have a 
complex business model, and regulation might allow us to do one thing from the perspective of 
vertical restraints, does not allow us to the second thing and totally prohibits the third thing. If we 
have the courage to be a bit more liberal there, it might generate something positive.’ (Assistant 
general counsel, Echo) 

Thirdly, general counsel can strongly contribute to development of new business models. 

The general counsel of Mike highlights that the bank’s legal function successfully 

developed a new model for financing small and medium-sized enterprises, which 

generated more demand for their product – financing.  

Fourthly, knowledge of intellectual property rights allows organisations to leverage their 

research and development accomplishments and create new value chains in the form of 

own products or services, or partnerships.  

‘Then there are of course more obvious things.  You can create IP that you can leverage and cross-
license. That is immediate value-creation.’ (General counsel, Foxtrot) 

Fifthly, identifying differences in regulatory frameworks may allow global organisations 

to gain competitive advantage.  

‘We are a Finnish company, but the competition is global. Thus, certain rules are applicable to us 
whereas some other rules may be applicable to our competitors. If we can utilise the rules 
beneficial for us, we can reach a competitive advantage over a competitor, which needs to comply 
with some other rules. For instance, the President of the United States Trump terminated the Iran 
nuclear deal and re-implemented the […] sanctions. We can assess, who are affected by these 
[sanctions] and whether we are able to conduct business that others cannot or do not want to do. 
There is nothing wrong with our products and they are not subject to these sanctions.’ (Assistant 
general counsel, Charlie) 

General counsel’s interest in senior positions in other functions and business positions 

provides additional, albeit indirect, evidence on the non-legal orientation of general 

counsel. On the basis of their comments and career paths (as mentioned above, one of 

the interviewees had previously moved to a business position from a general counsel 

position), it is evident that general counsel have, at varying intervals, an opportunity to 

change to a non-legal position.  

‘Every in-house counsel faces that question [whether one would like to move to a business 
position] at times.’ (Assistant general counsel, Charlie) 

‘I have told my superior that if the offer is good enough, I will consider it. Some in-house counsel 
at [Echo] have become business managers.’ (Assistant general counsel, Echo) 

‘It is possible, and I guess quite likely, that such opportunity [moving to a business role] will come.’ 
(General counsel, Bravo) 

Many of the interviewees state that, in principle, they are interested also in non-legal 

positions. Furthermore, they expect that the proportion of their non-legal 

responsibilities will increase in the future. The positions that general counsel see 
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interesting and which they consider as realistic career steps are mainly related to 

business development, project management and strategy.  

‘Of course [I could see myself in a non-legal role]. […] It is more likely that I move to a business 
position than re-join a law firm or my law-related responsibilities become more extensive.’ 
(General counsel, Bravo) 

However, it should be noted that some general counsel, such as the assistant general 

counsel of Lima, do not consider a business position to be a particularly interesting 

opportunity.   
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6 DISCUSSION 

6.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, the findings of the study described in the preceding chapter are reflected 

against the thesis’ theoretical framework. The main emphasis in the chapter is on the 

empirical studies on the self-perception of general counsel regarding their role in 

corporate decision-making. However, references are also made to other empirical studies 

as well as certain theoretical articles covering general counsel.  

The chapter analyses the role of general counsel in corporate decision-making from the 

perspectives laid out in Chapter 1. The analysis begins with the formal role and position 

of general counsel followed by a discussion of general counsel’s contribution to decision-

making and involvement in non-legal decision-making. Finally, the chapter discusses 

entrepreneurialism and profit-orientation as well as risk management approach of 

contemporary general counsel.   

6.2 Formal role and responsibilities of general counsel 

The formal role and responsibilities of general counsel in the case organisations are to 

large existent similar to the various responsibilities described by DeMott (2005) and 

Duggin (2007). General counsel are responsible for commercial legal matters, corporate 

governance and compliance. The only exceptions are the case organisations operating in 

the financial sector where commercial legal and compliance functions are normally 

separated. With regard to the nature of legal advice, general counsel are generalists who 

need to be able to comment on matters related to various fields of law as well as 

jurisdictions, as suggested by Lovett (2015) and Daly (1997). 

Unlike previous studies, the current study shows the importance of the business model 

and the intensity of regulation for the role of general counsel in operational decision-

making. In the case organisations that operate in i) industries where e.g. raw materials 

are acquired or sales are generated through high-value and non-standardised contracts, 

or ii) heavily regulated industries, general counsel’s involvement in operative decision-

making is stronger. Moreover, the study results underline the impact of the development 

phase of the corporation. The role of general counsel is considerably different in 

corporations that are facing financial difficulties, are expanding rapidly with inorganic 

growth strategy or have stable operations in a mature industry.  
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Some general counsel are also in charge of other functions of their organisation, such as 

corporate responsibility or human resources. This finding is consistent with Wilkins 

(2012). Such additional responsibilities naturally widen the scope of general counsel’s 

contribution to corporate decision-making and emphasise general counsel’s role as one 

of the top executives rather than as a legal advisor of the top management.  

General counsel tend to be members or at least secretaries of the management team. 

Furthermore, general counsel often act as secretaries of the board of directors, as 

suggested by Duggin (2007). The previous empirical studies on the role of general 

counsel (e.g. Nelson & Nielsen, 2000; Rosen, 2010; Donnell, 1970) have largely ignored 

general counsel’s role in the management team and other corporate organs as well as the 

impacts of the membership to their status and role outside such forums.  

This study provides empirical evidence that particularly in the management team, 

general counsel are expected to contribute also to non-legal matters instead of limiting 

their advice to legal or contractual matters. Consistent with Veasey and Di Guglielmo 

(2012) as well as Simmons and Dinnage (2011), this study shows that a membership in 

the management team generates authority for general counsel – both among their peers, 

that is, among the other executives of the organisation as well as in relation to employees 

on the lower levels of the organisation. On the other hand, as members of the 

management team, general counsel have access to information about the business 

environment, organisation and its financial standing as well as strategic actions. 

Consequently, by taking such information into account in their work, general counsel 

may increase their value to the organisation.  

The information regarding important decisions and involvement in the decision-making 

processes also allow them to influence proactively and ensure that legal considerations 

are taken into account in due course. Hence, access to information in the management 

team is essential for the risk management role of general counsel and enables the use of 

legal knowledge and law as sources for competitive advantage, which has been discussed 

by Bagley (2008) as well as Bird and Orozco (2014).  

Consistent with the findings of Coates et al. (2011), most of the interviewed general 

counsel report directly to the CEO. The interviewees consider such reporting structure 

to be important as it facilitates the informal relationship between the CEO and the 

general counsel and thus has a significant positive impact on general counsel’s status in 

the organisation as well as increases general counsel’s involvement in various informal 
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decision-making processes. The interviewed assistant general counsel report both to the 

group general counsel and a business manager – a reporting structure, which e.g. 

Heineman (2016) argues to allow assistant general counsel to be trusted business 

partners while protecting them from the vertical and horizontal pressures from the 

constituents of their organisation. The case findings provide supporting evidence on 

Heineman’s (2016) arguments.  

This study shows that decision matrices and policies describing legal functions’ tasks 

generate decision-making authority for general counsel and increase legal functions’ 

exposure to information streams. Furthermore, such policies may be beneficial in the 

coordination of legal functions’ use of resources. As business and legal aspects are deeply 

intertwined in contemporary business environments, legal functions tend to face an 

extensive amount of operational and low-importance items that involve some legal 

aspects, which may jeopardize the focus on high-value strategic advisory. Even if the 

above-mentioned impacts of decision matrices and policies generally are positive, they 

may also emphasise reactiveness of legal functions’ input as in-house counsel are 

requested for sign-offs. Such possible effects should be taken into account in the 

preparation of decision matrices and policies.   

The interviewed general counsel have contradicting opinions about the strategic steering 

of the legal function. In some case organisations, the legal function has its own strategy 

or annual plan, which elaborates its focus areas and how the function can support the 

corporation to achieve its strategic targets, whereas in some case organisations, such 

issues are mainly discussed in development discussions. All in all, proactive, business-

oriented and solution-seeking contribution to corporate decision-making requires that 

general counsel and other in-house counsel acknowledge such focus areas and targets of 

their corporation and have a deep understanding of its business fundamentals. There are 

various alternatives for ensuring the existence of such knowledge and understanding, 

and strategic steering of the legal function is evidently one of them.   

6.3 Contribution to decision-making and involvement in non-legal 

decision-making 

Similarly as in-house counsel categorised as entrepreneurs or counsel by Nelson and 

Nielsen (2000) and in-house counsel studied by Roquilly, Bagley and Flodgren (2010), 

general counsel interviewed for this study perceive to have a deep understanding of the 

business environment as well as operations of their organisation. Moreover, they 

consider that they are able to provide commercial and strategic advice in addition to legal 
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advice. The case findings indicate that general counsel have a great magnitude of tacit 

and cross-functional knowledge, the importance of which has been highlighted by Rosen 

(2010). 

Almost all general counsel interviewed for this study are involved in non-legal decision-

making as members of the management team, sparring partners or, in some case 

organisations, as managers of non-legal functions. This finding is consistent with e.g. 

Beardslee (2003), Roquilly, Bagley and Flodgren (2010) and Association of Corporate 

Counsel (2013 and 2015) as well as several non-empirical studies (e.g. Lovett, 2015; 

Remus, 2014; Weaver, 1997).  

General counsel interviewed by Rostain (2008) emphasise, similarly to general counsel 

of the current study, that distinction between business and legal decisions is usually 

challenging. However, Rostain (2008) points out that when the decisions do not have 

any legal aspects, general counsel tend not to be involved in decision-making processes. 

Contradicting with the findings of Rostain (2008), many general counsel interviewed for 

this study perceive that, particularly in the management team context, they are involved 

in the most important decision-making processes similarly as any other executives of 

their organisation. Educational backgrounds of general counsel provide further evidence 

on this, as a relatively large proportion of general counsel have pursued business studies.  

One possible explanation for the contradicting findings could be that in-house counsel 

are subject to extensive regulation in the US where Rostain (2008) conducted her study. 

For instance, general counsel’s correspondence with business managers regarding purely 

non-legal matters is not protected by client-attorney privilege (Veasey & Di Guglielmo, 

2012: 61–63).  General counsel who are used to the protection of attorney-client privilege 

may hesitate to take a step outside its scope.    

According to Roquilly, Bagley and Flodgren (2010), Beardslee (2003) and Association of 

Corporate Counsel (2015) as well as numerous non-empirical studies (Veasey & Di 

Guglielmo, 2012; Duggin, 2007; Chayes & Chayes, 1985), general counsel regularly 

participate in the preparation of strategy. This was also observable in a vast majority of 

the case organisations, providing a concrete example of general counsel’s participation 

in non-legal decision-making. The findings show that general counsel are not final 

decision-makers, but they are deeply involved in the decision-making process and their 

contribution may be considerable as they are able to approach issues objectively and 

from different perspectives than other executives. In addition, when the organisation 
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operates in a strongly regulated industry, general counsel’s role in the preparation of 

strategy is particularly strong. Consistent with Chayes and Chayes (1985) and as 

indirectly indicated by Roquilly, Bagley and Flodgren (2010), also assistant general 

counsel in case organisations contribute to strategic planning.  

General counsel’s contribution to corporate decision-making is not limited to giving 

advice. Rather, due to general counsel’s unique panoramic viewpoint as well as neutral 

and objective position, they may facilitate communication between different internal 

parties and hence mitigate the problems resulting from organisational silos, as suggested 

by Simmons and Dinnage (2011). General counsel perceive that they are able to 

analytically assess and structure challenging decisions thus facilitating corporate 

decision-making.  

In addition, they contribute to decision-making processes informally, sparring with 

other senior executives and constituents of their organisation. Many general counsel are 

members of the small informal groups who make the decisions or go through issues 

before they are formally brought to the management team. Their contribution to 

informal decision-making seems to derive from their neutrality, tacit knowledge as well 

as different background and mindset in comparison to other executives. 

This thesis describes some general counsel as general managers rather than as chief legal 

officers. This concept derives from their involvement in non-legal decision-making 

resulting from their membership in the management team, sparring relationship with 

other executives and their various non-legal responsibilities, as well as their limited 

hands-on involvement in handling of legal matters. The finding resembles Simmons and 

Dinnage’s (2011: 88) description of in-house counsel as Swiss Army Knives of legal 

profession as well as Beardslee’s (2003: 23) comment: ‘Not only do GC have non-legal 

responsibilities, but they are often business people first and lawyers second.’  

The importance of these findings is highlighted by Gunz and Gunz (2007) who found a 

positive link between the proportion of non-legal advisory work and likelihood of choice 

of a non-lawyerly action when facing an ethical dilemma. However, the interviewed 

general counsel deny this and highlight that they are able to act objectively even if they 

acknowledge their possibly problematic position. Furthermore, the study finds no 

evidence on gamesmanship behaviour of general counsel. Thus, the case findings are 

parallel with Wallace (1995) who shows that in-house counsel are able to retain their 

authority and autonomy although they are acting as in-house advisors.  
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It should be noted that general counsel’s involvement in non-legal decision-making, 

whether formally in the management team or informally as sparring partners and 

members of informal decision-making groups, does not mechanically follow from their 

formal position in their organisation. Various comments from general counsel underline 

the importance of constant learning when working as part of multidisciplinary teams and 

business experience gathered in previous positions. Thus, the personal ambitions and 

interests as well as expectations of other executives are of considerable significance.  

6.4 Entrepreneurialism and profit-orientation 

Consistent with Nelson and Nielsen’s (2000) entrepreneurs, this study shows that 

contemporary general counsel in Finland have the same objectives as business executives 

– profit-generation both through increase in revenue and management of costs. They 

acknowledge that their value to the organisation is measured with business targets, 

which is also suggested by Rosen (2002). Consistent with Evans and Gabel (2014), they 

understand that risks may lead to costs but the costs from excessive avoidance of risk-

taking are even higher. Some of the interviewed general counsel clearly have 

characteristics of legal entrepreneurs as described by Evans and Gabel (2014) and 

Tumasjan and Welpe (2016). 

In addition, and contrary to Nelson and Nielsen (2000), a significant number of the 

interviewed general counsel could, in theory, consider moving to other non-legal 

positions inside the organisation. This finding provides evidence, albeit indirect, that 

general counsel identify themselves with business executives.  

The findings of this study underline contemporary general counsel’s problem-solving 

mindset. Rather than merely raising a flag or providing risk-analysis, they actively seek 

alternative solutions. According to the interviewed general counsel, this approach makes 

them more valuable for the business and increases the eagerness of the organisation’s 

constituents to contact them. Hence, general counsel have a better possibility to 

intervene in the event of excessive risk-taking or unethical or illegal conduct. The 

mindset resembles what Nelson and Nielsen (2000) call ‘marketing of the legal 

department’ and is in the core of the modern risk management role of general counsel.  

General counsel do not consider law to have only constraining effects, and their 

comments indicate that the case organisations follow Bird and Orozco’s (2014) legal 

strategies as they underline that legal and business considerations are deeply 

intertwined, even if no explicit decision regarding a legal strategy has been made. When 
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asked to emphasise how legal knowledge can be used in revenue generation and not only 

from a risk management perspective, the interviewed general counsel provide multiple 

examples, such as intelligent use of contracts and intellectual property rights. Such 

examples resemble the cornerstones of legal astuteness described by Bagley, Roellig and 

Massameno (2016) and support the findings of Morse, Wang and Wu (2016) that general 

counsel have a positive impact on business development.  

6.5 Risk management and gatekeeping 

According to Donnell (1970), Rosen (2010) as well as Nelson and Nielsen (2000), there 

are few risk-averse in-house counsel, or general counsel, who limit their contribution to 

ensuring legal compliance and focus solely on minimisation of legal risks. None of the 

general counsel interviewed for this study would fulfil the criteria Donnell’s (1970) 

policemen, Rosen’s (2010) risk analysts or Nelson and Nielsen’s (2000) cops. The 

numerous comments criticizing what general counsel consider to be traditional 

gatekeeping clearly indicate that the role of a cop is not how general counsel perceive 

their role. Thus, the findings of this study are consistent with Roquilly, Bagley and 

Flodgren’s (2010). 

According to previous literature (e.g. Lovett, 2015; Veasey & Di Guglielmo, 2012; Bagley, 

2010; Nelson & Nielsen, 2000), the traditional view on in-house counsel is that they 

reactively present their opinions from the legal perspective, are not strongly involved in 

decision-making and refrain from taking any risks. The case findings suggest such 

general counsel are rare in Finland. However, several general counsel comment that such 

approach to corporate decision-making used to be dominant in the past. In this sense, 

the findings of the current study are consistent with Nelson and Nielsen (2000).  

However, Nelson and Nielsen (2000) argue that the in-house counsel who they 

categorise as entrepreneurs do not approach legal issues from risk management 

perspective, are not interested in gatekeeping responsibilities and consider law as a 

source for profits, hence potentially exposing their organisation to considerable risks and 

promoting gamesmanship behaviour. Such findings of Nelson and Nielsen (2000) gain 

no support from this study. The cross-functional nature of the legal function and a 

membership in the management team expose general counsel – and their subordinates 

– to various transactions and projects, thus allowing effective monitoring. Due to their 

involvement in the top management and close informal relationships with the top 

executives, particularly the CEOs, they have a strong decision-making authority. 
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Similarly as general counsel interviewed by Rostain (2008), general counsel in the case 

organisations perceive that they can simultaneously be solution-oriented members of 

business teams and prevent their corporation from breaching its legal obligations. 

Consistent with the findings of Roquilly, Bagley and Flodgren (2010), most of the general 

counsel consider that their primary contribution to their organisation’s value creation is 

carried out by managing risks even if they are clearly business and solution-oriented. 

Their risk management focus is not limited to legal risks. Rather, as argued by Kim 

(2008), they utilise their unique position in the organisation to assess the overall 

riskiness and due preparation of strategic and commercial actions. Multiple general 

counsel underline that in-house counsel have an important role in ensuring that the 

corporation also follows ethical standards.  

Today, ethical misconduct may have severe financial consequences and, as pointed out 

by Bagley, Roellig and Massameno (2016), exceeding the regulatory requirements may 

have strong positive impacts. Furthermore, some of the interviewees consider ethical 

issues and compliance with law to be important to them due to their lawyer identity. It 

is fair to say that many general counsel have adopted the rule of thumb from Ben 

Heineman, the former general counsel of General Electric: ‘For a lawyer-statesman, the 

first question is: “Is it legal?”. But the ultimate question is: “Is it right?”.’ (Heineman, 

2016: 16)  

Some general counsel even consider that they have a gatekeeping role in their 

organisation, but they define gatekeeping in a different way than Nelson and Nielsen 

(2000). The rest of the interviewed general counsel deny that they are gatekeepers but 

elaborate their risk management role similarly as those who consider to act as 

gatekeepers. General counsel do not perceive risk management to mean passive and 

reactive monitoring. Rather, they emphasise the importance of proactive development 

of processes and early involvement in strategic and other important decisions. Such risk 

management enables corporations to achieve their strategic goals in a sustainable 

manner and resembles Chayes and Chayes’ (1985) theoretical description of in-house 

counsel’s risk management role.  

Consistent with Simmons and Dinnage (2011), the interviewed general counsel consider 

that when they are integrated into business planning as well as structuring of 

transactions and projects at early stages, they may influence when changes can be done 

more easily, allowing their organisation to avoid the most severe risks. In other words, 
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the less involved general counsel are at the early stages of projects, the more their role is 

that of a traditional gatekeeper as their contribution is limited to giving sign-offs and 

documenting. 

Similarly as general counsel interviewed by Rostain (2008), general counsel in the case 

organisations separate severe legal risks from business risks involving legal aspects. 

Rostain (2008) found that every general counsel had the authority to make the final 

decision on the severe risks, whereas in-house counsel interviewed by Rosen (2010) 

made no distinction between different risks and indicated that business managers always 

have the final decision-making authority. Consistent with Rostain (2008) and this study, 

Nelson and Nielsen (2000) point out that even if other in-house counsel have limited 

capability to make final decisions on taking legal risks, general counsel perceive to have 

significantly stronger decision-making authority.  

General counsel in the case organisations consider that they have strong capability to 

determine, which legal risks can be taken – either by making a decision themselves or by 

giving business executives their recommendation to avoid or take the legal risk so that 

such recommendations are de facto final decisions on the matter. When it comes to less 

severe and business-related risks, general counsel argue that the final decision should be 

made by profit and loss responsible business executives and their role is to ensure that 

such executives have sufficient and correct information required for sound business 

judgment.  

According to Rostain (2008), the decision-making authority of general counsel in respect 

of severe legal risks is mainly based on the formal position of general counsel as well as 

the informal positions as trusted advisors of the CEO and sometimes the chairman of the 

board of directors. In this respect, the findings of this study are consistent with Rostain 

(2008). The interviewed general counsel emphasise that the management trusts that 

general counsel only intervene when the issue is actually relevant and expects that they 

have carefully assessed possible alternative solutions.  

The findings of the current study shed light on Kim’s (2008) description of factors 

effecting general counsel’s willingness to monitor and interdict. It seems that the 

possible sanctions and personal liability questions do not materially affect the general 

counsel’s performance of their risk management responsibilities. This possibly results 

from the fact that the obligations and exposure to liability are very different in Finland 

than in the US. However, Kim’s (2008) descriptions of horizontal, vertical and alignment 
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pressures that have also been noticed e.g. by Donnell (1970), Rosen (2010) as well as 

Nelson and Nielsen (2000) gain empirical support also from this study. Regardless of 

this, general counsel consider that they are able to act objectively and retain their 

autonomy.  
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7 CONCLUSIONS 

7.1 Research summary 

Studies on general counsel and other in-house counsel shed light on the connection 

between law and business activities on a practical level. Understanding e.g. the role of 

general counsel allows examination of how the legal function can maximise its value to 

the organisation. Such studies may also assist legal professionals to strive for 

development towards more effective and value-adding role. Moreover, identification of 

the development trends of the legal profession provides important information to 

universities responsible for legal education. 

The objective of this study is to investigate the role of general counsel in decision-making 

of contemporary organisations in the Finnish and Nordic context. As laid out in Chapter 

1, the research objective is aimed to be met by analysing the formal role and 

responsibilities of general counsel, their approach to profit-making and risk 

management as well as involvement in non-legal business-decisions and scope of advice. 

This study is a multiple case study based mainly on qualitative data collected with 15 

semi-structured interviews of general counsel and assistant general counsel working for 

organisations that are headquartered in Finland or have their shares listed on Nasdaq 

Helsinki stock exchange.  

The current study is among the first academic studies on the role of general counsel in 

the Nordics and even in Europe. Furthermore, the number of studies conducted during 

the recent decade is globally fairly limited. Thus, the study aims to refine existing theories 

by presenting novel interpretations of new data, collected in a different environment. 

The study provides evidence on that the increasing importance general counsel’s role in 

contemporary organisations and the expansion of general counsel’s contribution to 

corporate decision-making are robust trends also in the Nordics.  

In comparison to previous qualitative studies on in-house counsel, this study focuses on 

the most senior in-house counsel. Considering the number of interviewees and their 

seniority, the data sample is unique, even on a global level. Moreover, this study reveals 

more detailed information about individual general counsel providing a richer 

description of case-specific determinants and characteristics of the role of general 

counsel.  
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By taking into account the difference between general counsel and assistant general 

counsel, the study provides novel information regarding the social structures of legal 

functions. Previous studies have largely ignored the difference between such positions. 

Nelson and Nielsen (2000) as well as Beardslee (2003) argue that particularly in respect 

to business-orientation, assistant general counsel do not materially differ from general 

counsel. This study shows that especially in larger organisations, general counsel are 

mostly involved in very high-level and abstract decision-making and thus are not 

particularly close to the business. Therefore, in such larger organisations, assistant 

general counsel tend to be deeply integrated into the business operations as they do not 

have similar quasi-legal and administrative responsibilities as general counsel. On the 

other hand, they are exposed to various housekeeping and day-to-day legal matters of 

their organisation, which challenges their focus on more strategic value-creating advice.  

The current study provides evidence on the multifaceted role of contemporary general 

counsel in corporate decision-making. They are actively involved in non-legal decision-

making and have various formal and informal responsibilities in their organisation. Even 

if most of the interviewed general counsel consider risk management their primary way 

to create value, they are strongly business-oriented. Based on the case findings, and 

following Simmons and Dinnage’s (2011: 88) description of in-house counsel as Swiss 

Army Knives of legal profession, general counsel in some of the studied organisations 

may be characterised as Swiss Army Knives in the top management.  

As pointed out by Nelson and Nielsen (2000), in-house counsel have different roles 

depending on the situation-specific circumstances. In-house counsel interviewed by 

Nelson and Nielsen (2000) elaborated that they give different advice to different 

managers, depending on their relationship and managers’ knowledge of legal matters. 

Similarly, Gunz and Gunz (2008) highlight that their respondents did not always follow 

the same approach to the ethical dilemmas they were presented, and the researchers 

needed to identify the tendency towards one of alternative approaches from their 

responses.  

This study explores these ideas further. The case findings indicate that the role of general 

counsel is strongly affected by the level of organisation with which general counsel 

interacts. Even general counsel who clearly consider themselves as general managers and 

strategic advisors have a more passive legal advisor role when they act as secretaries of 

boards of directors, as indirectly suggested by Association of Corporate Counsel (2013). 

On the other hand, as members of the management team, the same general counsel are 
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involved in all material decisions of the organisation and their role clearly exceeds that 

of a legal advisor. 

Previous empirical studies (e.g. Nelson and Nielsen, 2000) and commentaries thereon 

(e.g. Kim, 2012) indicate a juxtaposition between general counsel acting as gatekeepers 

and general counsel acting similarly as ordinary business executives, without particular 

interest in risk management. Unlike Nelson and Nielsen (2000), Rosen (2010) and 

Donnell (1970), the current study does not categorise the interviewees, following thus 

the approach of Rostain (2008).  

The study shows that virtually all general counsel are hybrids of Nelson and Nielsen’s 

(2000) entrepreneurs and counsel – they are deeply involved in non-legal decision-

making and do not hesitate to utilise their commercial, strategic, situational or tacit 

knowledge. They perceive themselves as organic members of the top management and 

not as mere legal advisors, a fact that is also highlighted by their formal position and 

responsibilities in their organisation. They are business-oriented and consider that law 

and legal knowledge may generate new opportunities and may be used for finding novel 

solutions to business problems. In this sense, entrepreneurial is an accurate word for 

describing them. 

On the other hand, general counsel in the case organisations lack the gamesmanship 

characteristics, which have been linked to entrepreneurialism of in-house counsel by 

Nelson and Nielsen (2000) and also in the organisational-professional literature, e.g. by 

Gunz and Gunz (2007). A vast majority of the general counsel interviewed for the study 

consider that legal function’s main way to create value is the management of both legal 

and non-legal risks. They perceive that they have the authority to intervene and prevent 

the constituents of the organisation from taking actions, which would result in excessive 

risk-taking or jeopardize the integrity of their organisation. In the core of this decision-

making authority is the distinction between severe legal risks and less severe and more 

business-related risks, general counsel’s position in the top management as well as their 

solution-oriented and pragmatic approach to risk-taking.  

Therefore, the study provides further evidence on the conclusions of e.g. Morse, Wang 

and Wu (2016), Rostain (2008) as well as Roquilly, Bagley and Flodgren (2010) that 

despite their strong business-orientation and ambiguous role, they do not abandon their 

risk management and compliance responsibilities.  
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7.2 Limitations of the study 

This study has several limitations, mainly due to its methodological choices discussed in 

Section 3.2. The current study investigates mainly general counsel’s self-perception of 

their role in corporate decision-making as the empirical data of the study was gathered 

with interviews of general counsel. Furthermore, additional data, such as company 

reports and private information from the case organisations, support the analysis of 

general counsel’s formal role and responsibilities.  

However, reaching even deeper, and perhaps more reliable, understanding of the role of 

general counsel in corporate decision-making would require analysis of the perceptions 

of other constituents of the organisation, such as other executives and members of the 

board of directors. The fact that active participation in the corporate decision-making, 

strong influence and business-orientation are likely to be considered desirable by general 

counsel emphasises the need for data triangulation. However, as pointed out in Chapter 

3, access to CEOs, other senior executives and members of the board of directors would 

have been challenging, considering that many of the case organisations are among the 

largest corporations in Finland. Therefore, the study follows the example of numerous 

previous studies (Donnell, 1970; Rosen, 2010; Rostain, 2008) and focuses on the 

empirical data collected with qualitative interviews.  

This study is a multiple case study, and the role of general counsel is analysed in 15 

different organisations. Even if the number of organisations can be considered relatively 

high for a qualitative study, for statistical purposes the data sample is too small, and thus 

the findings of the study may not be generalised. Due to the purposive sampling, the case 

organisations differ from each other materially. They are of different size, have different 

business models and organisational structures. Some of the case organisations have their 

shares listed on a stock exchange while some are private. Moreover, only few of them 

operate in the same industry.  

The heterogeneity of the data sample allows the researcher to assess if the different 

characteristics listed above affect the role of general counsel. However, focusing on 

similar organisations would provide stronger empirical support for the findings. 

Furthermore, due to purposive sampling and personal referrals, it is possible that general 

counsel who were interviewed for this study, are particularly interested in the topic. 

Therefore, their role in corporate decision-making might not represent that of an average 
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general counsel in Finland. All in all, the findings of the current study may not be 

applicable outside the case organisations.  

Although all case organisations are closely linked to Finland, as described in Chapter 4, 

the findings of the study shed light on the role of general counsel in corporate decision-

making in jurisdictions where the in-house counsel practise is similar (see e.g. Gunz & 

Gunz, 2007: 859). This is emphasised by the fact that a majority of the case organisations 

are global and general counsel operate in entirely international environment. Thus, the 

findings are not relevant merely in Finland but also at least in the Nordic countries. 

However, their applicability for instance in the US or other countries where general 

counsel are subject to profession specific regulation may be questioned.  

Lastly, analysing the role of general counsel in corporate decision-making in 15 case 

organisations is challenging. Due to the large number of interviews and the total duration 

of them, the amount of observations is high, and their interpretation requires skills and 

patience from the researcher. Because of the qualitative nature of the study, the 

researcher’s professional as well as educational background naturally influence the 

study.  

7.3 Suggestions for further research  

As pointed out in the previous section, it is possible that other executives in case 

organisations perceive the role of general counsel in corporate decision-making 

differently than general counsel themselves. Thus, conducting a study on how other 

executives see the role of general counsel in corporate decision-making would be helpful 

in analysing the value creation by general counsel. In the event there is a material 

difference in the self-perception of general counsel and how other executives consider 

the role of general counsel in corporate decision-making, research on the underlying 

factors behind such difference could be valuable, as the difference inevitably has a 

negative impact on utilisation of general counsel and their teams’ knowledge and skills. 

The scope of this study is limited to general counsel and assistant general counsel. 

Further research on in-house counsel in general as well as legal functions is needed 

particularly in the European context. The study touches upon various matters that 

general counsel considered interesting and potentially important in the value creation by 

legal functions. Such matters include e.g. the structure of the legal function, reporting 

relationships of in-house counsel and integration of the legal function into the corporate 

strategy. Furthermore, rapid technological development has increased the quantity and 
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quality of solutions that allow in-house counsel to use less recourses on low-priority legal 

and quasi-legal matters and more resources on high-value advisory. The fact that many 

in-house counsel lack a forum in which they could discuss these topic highlights the 

demand for further research.  

It is not exceptional that an in-house counsel moves from the legal function to a non-

lawyer role in other support function or even to a role involving a direct profit and loss 

responsibility. As argued in this thesis, these career paths indicate of strong business-

orientation as well as commercial and strategic acumen of in-house counsel. Research 

on the generality of such career paths and reasons why organisations choose a lawyer to 

such positions would be beneficial from the perspective of organisational and 

professional development.  

Lastly, quantitative studies on general counsel in the Nordic countries are needed. 

Considering the major differences in the determinants of the role of general counsel in 

corporate decision-making between the US and the Nordic countries, usefulness of the 

currently available studies in the Nordic countries is limited. Thus, quantitative studies 

on general counsel’s membership in the management team and general counsel’s 

compensation packages as well as quantitative studies e.g. on general counsel’s 

gatekeeping role are recommendable. Such studies would lay the groundwork for a more 

detailed analysis of the Swiss Army Knives of the legal profession, general counsel.  
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SVENSK SAMMANFATTNING 

Introduktion 

Bolagsjuristernas roll i moderna organisationer har utvecklats under de senaste 

decennierna i takt med att deras arbetsuppgifter, karriärsteg samt status har förändrats 

(Veasey & Di Guglielmo, 2012: 43–44; Nelson & Nielsen, 2000: 457–459; Chayes & 

Chayes, 1985: 277–278). Chefsjuristerna är allt oftare medlemmar i företagens ledning 

och kan därför ha stort inflytande i olika organisationer (Egon Zehnder International, 

2011: 11; Heineman, 2012; Goh, Lee & Ng, 2015: 2). 

Denna utveckling har påverkats av flera faktorer. För det första har mängden av reglering 

ökat och verksamhetsmodeller blivit mer komplicerade. Både investerare och lagstiftare 

kräver att företag sätter mer och mer fokus på regelefterlevnad (eng. compliance) samt 

företagsstyrning (eng. corporate governance). För det andra har kostnaderna för 

juridiska tjänster ökat hastigt. För det tredje har konsekvenser av juridiska tvistemål och 

juridiska missbruk blivit ett alltmer viktigare tema för moderna organisationer. (Liggio, 

1997: 1202–1203; Bird & Park, 2016: 6–7; DeMott, 2012: 484–485; Ham & Koharki, 

2016: 275; Stybel & Peabody, 2004) 

Forskningen om chefsjurister och andra bolagsjurister ger viktig information gällande 

förhållandet mellan juridik och affärsverksamhet på en praktisk nivå. Bedömning av hur 

den juridiska avdelningen kan medföra mest värde för en organisation kräver att man 

förstår chefsjuristens roll. Sådan forskning kan också skapa betydande information till 

bolagsjurister som strävar efter en mer värdefull roll i organisationer. Dessutom ger 

forskning om och identifiering av trender inom den juridiska yrkeskåren viktig 

information gällande framtida krav som bolagsjuristernas arbete ställer på universitet 

som ansvarar för utbildning av framtida jurister.  

Oavsett att chefsjuristernas roll a priori verkar vara betydande, är empirisk forskning om 

chefsjuristernas roll i moderna organisationer begränsad. Detta kan bero på att temat 

ligger på gränsen av flera akademiska vetenskapsområden. Tidigare forskning om 

chefsjurister inom redovisningslitteratur har fokuserat sig på förhållandet mellan 

chefsjurist och en viss variabel, till exempel den finansiella rapporteringens kvalitet (t.ex. 

Hopkins, Maydew & Venkatachalam, 2015). I juridisk litteratur består forskning om 

chefsjurister och juridiska avdelningar i företag mest av teoretiska analyser (t.e.x 

DeMott, 2005; Duggin, 2007; Kim, 2008). 
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Donnell (1970), Rosen (2010), Nelson och Nielsen (2000) samt Rostain (2008) har 

forskat chefsjuristerna och andra bolagsjuristers roll med kvalitativa metoder. Dessa 

studier är relativt gamla och, framför allt, har majoriteten av dem ägt rum i USA. Vissa 

tidigare studier (Wilkins, 2012: 263–265; Roquilly, Bagley & Flodgren, 2010) indikerar 

att chefsjuristernas status och roll har utvecklats även utanför USA men det finns inget 

empiriskt bevis på att chefsjurister i Finland skulle ha genomgått en likadan 

utvecklingsprocess.  

Jämfört med amerikanska företag regleras finska företagens verksamhet på ett annat sätt 

och volymen av juridiska tvistemål är betydligt lägre även om de skulle ha verksamhet 

globalt. Av den anledningen är juridiska risker annorlunda och kostnader för juridiska 

tjänster betydligt lägre. Man måste också ta i beaktande att i motsats till Finland regleras 

bolagsjurister i USA på ett likadant sätt som advokater och de har ytterligare corporate 

goverance -relaterade skyldigheter (Remus, 2014). Med tanke på att de ovannämnda 

faktorerna har påverkat chefsjuristernas roll i USA, behövs det också forskning om 

chefsjuristernas roll i den finska kontexten.   

Syfte 

Avhandlingens syfte är att undersöka chefsjuristernas roll i beslutsfattande i moderna 

organisationer i Finland. Tidigare akademiska studier (t.ex. Donnell, 1970; Rosen, 2010; 

Nelson & Nielsen, 2000) presenterar kategorier av chefsjurister och andra bolagsjurister 

på basis av deras organisatoriska roll. Speciellt Nelson och Nielsens (2000) kategorier 

illustrerar motsättning av passiva bolagsjurister, portvakter, som fokuserar på 

undvikande av juridiska risker och bolagsjurister som fungerar som vanliga medlemmar 

i företagsledning med en stark affärsinriktning och fokus på att vinstmaximering. I det 

mest extrema fallen kan sådana bolagsjurister även främja orimligt risktagande eller 

juridiskt tvivelaktigt beteende (Kim, 2012).  

De tidigare studierna (t.ex. Donnell, 1970; Rosen, 2010; Nelson & Nielsen, 2000) 

indikerar också att bolagsjurister som hör till den första kategorin deltar i företagens 

beslutsfattande enbart genom juridisk rådgivning och undviker eller har inte en 

möjlighet att delta i icke-juridiskt beslutsfattande. Bolagsjurister som hör till den andra 

kategorin brukar däremot vara aktiva deltagare också i sådant beslutsfattande som inte 

har några juridiska aspekter.  
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Avhandlingen siktar på att svara på forskningsfrågan genom att analysera 

chefsjuristernas formella roll och ansvarsuppgifter, deltagande i icke-juridiskt 

beslutsfattande, innehållet av deras medverkan i beslutsfattande och inställning mot 

risktagande och vinstmaximerande. De här perspektiven valdes eftersom tidigare 

forskning betonar betydelsen av dessa faktorer. Dessutom möjliggjorde 

forskningsmetoden – semistrukturerade intervjufrågor samt en pilotstudie – dynamisk 

prioritering av olika faktorer under forskningsprocessen.  

Chefsjurister valdes till undersökningsobjekt på basis av tre orsaker. För det första har 

det visats att bolagsjurister som är närmast till företagsledning ställs inför mer 

komplicerade etiska problem än andra bolagsjurister (Gunz & Gunz, 2002: 270). För det 

andra ansvarar chefsjuristerna för de juridiska ärenden som är viktigast för företagen. 

(Donnell, 1970, citerad i Kim, 2012: 217). För det tredje möjliggjorde fokusering på 

chefsjurister effektiv datainsamling.  

Tidigare forskning 

Framträdande av affärsinriktning och företagaranda  

Donnells (1970) fallstudie om tre företag som opererade inom tillverkningsindustri är en 

av de första studierna om bolagsjuristernas roll. Donnell (1970) poängterar att 

förväntningar gällande bolagsjuristers medverkan i beslutsfattande varierade mellan 

organisationer. Vissa bolagsjurister och företagsledare ansåg att bolagsjurister borde 

fokusera endast på juridisk rådgivning och inte delta i icke-juridiskt beslutsfattande 

medan vissa bolagsjurister och företagsledare prefererade en mer aktiv och omfattande 

roll av bolagsjuristerna. På basis av sina observationer delar Donnell (1970) upp 

uppbolagsjurister till ”poliser” och ”rådgivare”. (Donnell, 1970, citerad i O’Gorman, 1971: 

289–292) 

Rosen (2010) gjorde en likadan fallstudie om sex tillverkande företag på 1970-talet. På 

basis av sina observationer, kategoriserar han bolagsjurister till “konsulter” som 

kombinerar juridisk kompetens med affärsmässiga kunskaper och ”riskanalytiker” som 

fokuserar på att analysera juridiska frågor från ett riskhanteringsperspektiv. Jämfört 

med riskanalytikerna, försökte konsulterna hitta nya lösningar och alternativ istället för 

att endast förhindra. Dessutom utnyttjade konsulter sina signifikanta tysta kunskaper 

som härstammade från juridiska avdelningarnas samarbete med många olika nivåer och 
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delar av företag, relativ låg personalomsättning och tillgång till dokumentation gällande 

tidigare transaktioner och projekt. (Rosen, 2010) 

I de forskade organisationerna, fokuserade riskanalytiker på teknisk-juridiska frågor och 

undvek konflikter med företagsledning som till och med ansåg att riskanalytiker delvis 

är utomstående. Därför fattade företagsledare beslut gällande risktagande och 

riskanalytiker hade över huvud taget en ytterst begränsad roll i beslutsfattande. (Rosen, 

2010) 

Den mest välkända empiriska studien om bolagsjuristernas uppfattningar av deras roll 

är Nelson och Nielsens (2000) studie baserat på intervjuer av 42 bolagsjurister. Nelson 

och Nielsen (2000) delar upp bolagsjurister till tre kategorier: ”poliser”, ”rådgivare” och 

”entreprenörer”. Bolagsjurister som kategoriserats till poliser bidrog till beslutsfattande 

genom att fungera som portvakter, det vill säga genom att säkerställa reaktivt att 

lagstiftningen följs och juridiska risker minimeras. Deras arbetsuppgifter innehöll 

godkännande av avtal, utvecklande av compliance-program och övervakande samt 

analys av juridiska risker. De gav råd gällande juridiska frågor och ville inte bli 

engagerade i beslutsfattande om icke-juridiska teman. (Nelson and Nielsen, 2000: 463–

464) 

Bolagsjurister som kategoriserats som rådgivare fungerade som portvakter men de var 

också inblandade i företagets beslutsfattande på andra sätt och deras rådgivning var inte 

begränsad till juridik. I motsats till bolagsjurister kategoriserade som poliser estimerade 

de juridiska risker och möjliga konsekvenser från ett mer omfattande perspektiv. 

(Nelson & Nielsen, 2000: 464–466) 

Bolagsjurister definierade som entreprenörer ansåg att lagstiftning kan vara ”en källa för 

vinst, ett instrument som kan användas aggressivt på en marknadsplats eller en 

mekanism som möjliggör verkställande av viktiga transaktioner” [egen översättning] 

(Nelson & Nielsen, 2000: 466). De var inte intresserade av riskhantering och ville inte 

fungera som portvakter. Entreprenörer hade en stark företagaranda och samma mål som 

företagsledning – vinstmaximering. (Nelson & Nielsen, 2000: 474–477) 

Enligt Nelson och Nielsen (2000) definierades 17 % av de intervjuade bolagsjuristerna 

som poliser, 50 % som rådgivare och 33 % som entreprenörer. Med andra ord fokuserade 

bara några av de bolagsjuristerna som intervjuades av Nelson och Nielsen (2000) endast 

på portvaktande och bidrog till beslutsfattande endast med juridiska råd. Donnells 
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(1970) poliser och rådgivare samt Rosens (2010) riskanalytiker och konsulter hade 

likadana egenskaper som Nelson and Nielsens (2000) poliser och rådgivare. Även om 

kategoriseringarna kan ha orsakat bias, är det på basis av dessa studier klart att bara få 

bolagsjurister fungerar som passiva portvakter som undviker risktagande och bidrar till 

beslutsfattande endast som juridiska rådgivare.  

Beardslees (2003) intervjustudie om 15 chefsjurister stöder argumentationen av de 

ovannämnda studierna gällande chefsjuristernas ökande affärsinriktning. Största delen 

av de intervjuade chefsjurister deltog aktivt i strategisk planering och brukade ha en mer 

omfattande roll än bara juridisk rådgivning. De kommenterade att de bidrar till 

beslutsfattande aktivt med icke-juridiska råd och betonade att gränsdragningen mellan 

juridiska och kommersiella frågor är svår i dagens verksamhetsmiljö. Trots detta bidrog 

ingen av chefsjuristerna med icke-juridiska råd till beslutsfattande gällande frågor som 

inte hade några juridiska aspekter.  

Konsistent med Nelson och Nielsen (2000), Beardslee (2003) visar Roquilly, Bagley och 

Flodgren (2010), som är den enda empiriska akademiska studien om bolagsjuristernas 

roll i Norden, att trenden är att bolagsjurister inte är intresserade av portvaktning och 

passiv övervakning från ett juridiskt perspektiv. Utöver det indikerar Roquilly, Bagley 

och Flodgren (2010) att bolagsjurister är affärsinriktade genom att bevisa att de deltar 

aktivt i icke-juridiskt beslutsfattande och även i utarbetande av strategi.  

Bevis av framträdande av bolagsjuristernas företagaranda, fokus på vinstmaximering 

och affärsinriktning väcker frågan om dessa trender äventyrar chefsjuristernas 

traditionella riskhanteringsuppgift. Flera akademiker och välkända chefsjurister (t.ex.  

Heineman, 2016; Bagley & Roellig, 2013; Veasey & Di Guglielmo, 2012) har betonat att 

den här frågan är den viktigaste utmaningen som chefsjurister ställs inför. En enkät av 

Association of Corporate Counsel (2015) understryker problemet: 60 % av deltagarna 

kommenterade att utarbetande av strategin samt dess verkställande är de mest 

intressanta arbetsuppgifterna medan bara 14 % indikerade entusiasm om compliance-

frågor.  

Riskhantering fokuserar på de allvarligaste riskerna  

Nelson och Nielsen (2000) argumenterar att företagsledare brukar ansvara för 

beslutsfattande gällande juridiska risker och bolagsjuristernas roll är att säkerställa att 

företagsledningen har all information som behövs för välinformerat beslutsfattande. 
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Detta argument är konsistent med Rosen (2010) som påpekar att bolagsjurister inte 

brukar vilja trotsa beslut som har fattats av företagsledningen. Dessutom poängterar 

både Nelson och Nielsen (2000) samt Rosen (2010) att om bolagsjurister fungerar som 

poliser eller riskanalytiker, brukar de bara ha begränsat inflytande i beslutsfattande.  

Trots av dessa observationer och trenden att chefsjuristerna har blivit mer och mer 

affärsinriktade verkar riskhantering vara en väsentlig del av chefsjuristernas roll. Av de 

chefsjurister som Nelson och Nielsen (2000) intervjuat, konstaterade över 90 % att de 

har en möjlighet att fatta beslut gällande juridiska risker. Utöver det indikerade nästan 

alla bolagsjurister att det finns situationer där de skulle ingripa och fatta beslutet fast de 

skulle inte vara intresserade av att fungera som portvakter. (Nelson & Nielsen, 2000: 

472–473)  

Chefsjurister intervjuade av Rostain (2008) var på likadant sätt eniga om att de fattar 

beslutet gällande acceptabla juridiska risker och att de har en möjlighet att ingripa om 

deras organisation är utsatt för signifikanta juridiska risker. Rostain (2008: 473–474) 

argumenterar att en sådan auktoritet härstammar från chefsjuristernas organisatoriska 

position i företagsledning och samarbetsförhållande med verkställande direktör och 

styrelseordförande. De flesta av chefsjuristerna som intervjuades av Rostain (2008) 

fungerade också som styrelsesekreterare vilket förbättrade deras auktoritet och 

inkluderade dem i viktiga diskussioner.  

Utöver allvarliga juridiska risker som inte kan tas, som till exempel konkurrensrättsliga 

risker, finns det andra juridiska risker och välinformerade företagsledare kan fatta beslut 

om deras företag kan ta dem eller inte. Eftersom de flesta företag lyder lagen, hör 

majoriteten av de juridiska riskerna till den andra kategorin. Därför ansåg chefsjurister 

intervjuade av Rostain (2008) att det inte finns en konflikt mellan att vara 

problemlösningsorienterade medlemmar i företagsledningen och samtidigt övervaka att 

organisationen inte bryter mot sina juridiska skyldigheter. (Rostain, 2008: 475–477) 

Roquilly, Bagley och Flodgren (2010) ger ingen evidens på att företagaranda eller 

affärsinriktning av chefsjurister skulle äventyra chefsjuristernas riskhanteringsroll. När 

bolagsjurister frågades om juridiska avdelningens viktigaste uppgift, betonade de 

hantering av juridiska risker och juridisk rådgivning. Dessutom indikerar deras 

kommentarer att oberoende av affärsinriktning, är deras dagliga uppgifter 

huvudsakligen relaterade till juridisk rådgivning.  
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Metodik och data 

Denna avhandling är baserad på en flerfallstudie om 15 organisationer. Fallstudie som 

forskningsmetod tillåter analys av sociala strukturer i deras naturliga kontext (Ghauri & 

Grønhaug, 2010: 196; Ahrens & Dent, 1998: 9–10). Fallstudier fokuserar vanligtvis på 

ett fall men denna studie fokuserar på flera fallorganisationer. Detta kan leda till en 

mindre intensiv analys av forskningsobjektet i en organisation men tillåter jämförelse 

mellan organisationer. Därför kan det leda till en djupare analys och vetskap om 

forskningsobjektet. (Vaivio, 2008: 74–75; Eisenhart, 1989: 540–541; Ahrens & Dent, 

1998: 5)  

Denna studie baserar sig på tidigare studier om chefsjurister som har upprättats inom 

litteratur i juridik, redovisning samt företagsledning och organisation. Dessa tidigare 

studier har utvecklat hypoteser om chefsjuristernas roll i företagens 

beslutsfattandeprocesser men, som ovan påpekats, är studierna baserade på data som 

har samlats i angloamerikansk kontext. Trots detta har denna studie en tydlig teoretisk 

utgångspunkt. Genom tolkning av ny data försöker skribenten finslipa och utveckla 

existerande teorier. 

Datasamplet i denna studie består huvudsakligen av semistrukturerade intervjuer av 15 

chefsjurister som genomfördes i maj och juni 2018. Semistrukturerade intervjuer 

baserar sig på öppna frågor som intervjuaren har förberett inför intervjun. Den viktigaste 

fördelen med semistrukturerade intervjuer är att genom att låta personen själv reflektera 

utan stark styrning kan mer naturligt och detaljerad information uppnås. (Ghauri & 

Grønhaug, 2010: 126–127) 

Innan intervjuerna diskuterades intervjufrågorna med en person som skulle kunna ha 

blivit intervjuad för den egentliga studien. Diskussionen fungerade som pilotstudie och 

möjliggjorde justering av intervjufrågorna före de egentliga intervjuerna.  

De intervjuade chefsjuristerna jobbade på privata bolag eller börsbolag (en 

fallorganisation hade en annan juridisk form) som har sitt huvudkontor i Finland eller 

aktier noterat på aktiebörsen i Helsingfors. I urvalet av organisationer togs följande 

faktorer i beaktande: i) organisationsstrukturen, ii) utvecklingsfasen, iii) industrin, iv) 

geografiska marknaderna, v) verksamhetsmodellen, vi) omsättningen och vii) 

börsnoteringen.  
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Resultat och diskussion 

Chefsjuristernas formella position och ansvarsområden 

Chefsjuristernas viktigaste formella ansvarsområden i deras organisation är naturligtvis 

juridik, corporate governance och compliance-frågor. De enda undantagen från detta är 

organisationer som opererar inom den finansiella branschen där de juridiska 

avdelningarna traditionellt har varit separata från compliance-avdelningarna. Som 

juridiska rådgivare måste chefsjuristerna ha kunskaper på flera olika rättsområden. 

Dessutom måste de kunna ta ställning till juridiska frågor som är anknutna till någon 

annan jurisdiktion än var de har fått sin utbildning.   

På basis av intervjuerna är det klart att chefsjurister är mer involverade i operationellt 

beslutsfattande i företag som köper råmaterial eller säljer produkter med icke-

standardavtal eller opererar inom en reglerad bransch. Dessutom påverkar företagets 

utvecklingsfas chefsjuristens roll. Till exempel om ett företag ställs inför finansiella 

svårigheter eller utsträcker sin verksamhet med företagsförvärv har chefsjuristen 

annorlunda roll jämfört med chefsjurister som jobbar på företag med stabil och 

framgångsrik verksamhet.  

Vissa av de intervjuade chefsjuristerna har också andra formella ansvarsområden, till 

exempel administrationen eller personalen. Sådana ansvarsuppgifter påverkar 

naturligtvis chefsjuristernas roll och natur av deras medverkan i beslutsfattande samt 

betonar deras position i företagsledning. 

Chefsjurister brukar vara medlemmar i eller åtminstone sekreterare av ledningsgrupper. 

Många intervjuade chefsjurister fungerar också som styrelsesekreterare. Speciellt i 

ledningsgruppen förväntas chefsjurister att ta ställning till icke-juridiska frågor och inte 

begränsa sin medverkan till juridisk rådgivning. Denna studie bevisar också att 

medlemskapet i ledningsgruppen förbättrar chefsjuristens auktoritet. På grund av 

medlemskapet är de på samma nivå med de viktigaste beslutfattarna i deras organisation 

och deras råd uppskattas mer också av andra anställda.  

Dessutom har medlemskapet i ledningsgruppen en stark inverkan på chefsjuristernas 

möjligheter att få information gällande företagets verksamhetsmiljö, organisation, 

ekonomi och viktigaste strategiska beslut. Genom att ta denna information i beaktande, 

kan chefsjurister öka värde på deras bidrag till företaget. Sådan information och position 

i företagets beslutfattande organ är också ytterst viktig för chefsjuristernas 
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riskhanteringsuppgifter eftersom de möjliggör proaktiv rådgivning. Genom att 

medverka aktivt i tidiga faser av olika projekt, kan chefsjurister säkerställa att juridiska 

synpunkter tas i beaktande medan förändringar är lättare att göra.  

Medverkan i beslutsfattande 

Chefsjuristerna intervjuade för denna studie anser att de har gott om information om 

deras företagets verksamhetsmiljö och operationer. De anser att förutom juridiska råd 

har de en förmåga att ge kommersiella och strategiska råd. Särskilt tysta kunskaper som 

härstammar från deras tidigare erfarenheter är en hörnsten av chefsjuristernas 

medverkan i beslutsfattandet. Förutom rådgivning kan chefsjurister förbättra 

kommunikationen inom företag och lindra siloeffekter eftersom de har ett unikt 

perspektiv till företagets operationer samt en neutral och objektiv position. De 

kommenterar också att juridisk utbildning ger utmärkta färdigheter till att analysera och 

strukturera problem.  

Många chefsjurister kommenterar också att speciellt i ledningsgruppen deltar de i 

beslutsfattande nästan som alla andra företagsledare. Utbildningsbakgrund hos de 

intervjuade chefsjuristerna ger tilläggsstöd till observationer gällande chefsjuristernas 

affärsinriktning eftersom en signifikant andel av chefsjurister också har avlagt studier i 

ekonomi eller ledarskap.  

Chefsjurister deltar i utarbetande av strategin i nästan alla organisationer som 

analyserades för denna studie. Detta är ett konkret exempel på chefsjuristernas 

deltagande i icke-juridiskt beslutsfattande. I utarbetandet av strategin brukar 

chefsjurister inte koordinera processen eller vara slutliga beslutfattare. Trots detta har 

de en aktiv roll i processen och deras medverkan kan vara betydlig eftersom de har 

annorlunda bakgrund än andra företagsledare och de har bättre möjligheter att 

analysera frågor från ett objektivt perspektiv. Naturligtvis, speciellt om företaget har 

verksamhet som regleras starkt kan chefsjurister också bidra till utarbetande av strategi 

med juridiska råd.  

Utöver deltagande i formella beslutsfattandeprocesser bidrar chefsjurister till 

beslutsfattande informellt, genom att sparra med andra företagsledare och andra 

anställda. Flera intervjuade chefsjurister är medlemmar i små arbetsgrupper som går 

igenom akuta ärenden före de tas exempelvis till ledningsgruppen. Deras kommentarer 

indikerar att de är medlemmar i dessa informella grupper på grund av deras neutralitet, 
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tysta kunskaper samt annorlunda bakgrund och tillvägagångssätt än vad andra 

företagsledare har.  

Man måste dock notera att chefsjuristernas deltagande i icke-juridiskt beslutsfattande, 

antingen formellt som medlemmar i ledningsgrupp eller informellt som sparrare, inte är 

en automatisk konsekvens av deras position i organisationen. Flera kommentarer av 

chefsjurister understryker att proaktivitet och konstant inlärning från kollegor samt 

olika slags arbetserfarenheter spelar en viktig roll. Personliga ambitioner och intressen 

hos chefsjurister samt andra företagsledarens förväntningar är därför avsevärda.  

Företagaranda och fokus på vinstmaximering  

Denna studie visar att chefsjurister i Finland har likadana mål som andra företagsledare, 

det vill säga företagets vinstmaximering genom både ökande av omsättning samt 

kontroll av kostnader. Chefjuristerna förstår att deras värde för organisationen mäts med 

finansiella och affärsrelaterade mått och de är medvetna om att överdrivet undvikande 

av risker kan har signifikanta negativa konsekvenser. Flera intervjuade chefsjuristerna 

kommenterar dessutom att de i princip är intresserade av att jobba utanför juridiska 

avdelningen. Den här observationen ger indirekt stöd till argumentet att chefsjurister 

identifierar sig som företagsledare.  

Denna studie understryker chefsjuristernas problemlösningsmentalitet. Istället för att 

förbjuda eller presentera olika risker, söker de aktivt efter alternativ. Enligt de 

intervjuade chefsjuristerna ökar denna tankesätt deras värde för organisationen och 

förbättrar deras förhållande med andra företagsledare och anställda. På grund av bättre 

förhållande blir jurister kontaktade oftare och i tidigare faser av olika projekt. Därför 

leder problemlösningsmentalitet till bättre resultat också från riskhanteringsperspektiv 

än överdriven fokus på risker. 

Riskhantering och portvaktning  

Enligt tidigare studier (t.ex. Lovett, 2015; Nelson & Nielsen, 2000), har bolagsjurister 

traditionellt avsetts fokusera endast på juridiska risker, medverka reaktivt och undvika 

risktagande samt deltagande i icke-juridiskt beslutsfattande. Observationerna i denna 

studie bevisar att sådana chefsjurister är ovanliga i Finland. Många intervjuade 

chefsjuristerna kommenterar dock att ett sådant tankesätt brukade vara dominerande 

tidigare.  
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Nelson och Nielsen (2000) påstår att vissa bolagsjurister inte har någon 

riskhanteringsmentalitet eller intresse för portvaktning och anser att lagstiftning kan 

vara en källa för vinster. Som påpekats tidigare, det har argumenterats att sådana 

bolagsjurister kan utsätta företaget för allvarliga risker och även medverka till juridiskt 

aggressivt beteende.  

Sådana argumenten får inget stöd från denna studie. På grund av juridiska 

avdelningarnas position i organisationerna och chefsjuristernas position i 

företagsledningen, kan chefsjurister och andra bolagsjurister övervaka viktigaste 

transaktioner och projekt. Dessutom har chefsjurister en stark auktoritet att hindra 

företag från orimligt risktagande. Detta härstammar från deras formella position samt 

informella förhållanden med företagsledningen och särskilt den verkställande 

direktören. Chefsjurister påstår att de kan vara både lösningsorienterade och 

affärsinriktade medlemmar i företagsledning och hindra företag från att bryta mot sina 

skyldigheter eller att ta orimliga risker. Trots detta är de medvetna om existens av till 

exempel horisontalt och vertikalt socialt tryck som beror på deras komplexa roll.  

De flesta intervjuade chefsjuristerna anser att deras primära sätt att medverka till deras 

organisations värdeökning är riskhantering, även om de är lösningsorienterade och 

affärsinriktade. Deras riskhanteringsuppgift är inte enbart begränsad till juridiska 

risker. Genom att utnyttja deras unika position i organisationen kan de även evaluera 

risknivåer samt övervaka att beslutsfattande är baserat på tillräckligt noggranna 

förberedelser.  

Flera chefsjurister påpekar dessutom att en av bolagsjuristernas viktigaste uppgifter är 

att säkerställa att företaget inte bryter mot etiska standarder. I dagens läge kan oetisk 

beteende ha seriösa negativa finansiella konsekvenser medan hållbart och etiskt 

beteende kan ha positiva konsekvenser. Utöver finansiella aspekter av etisk beteende 

kommenterar några intervjuade chefsjurister att etiska frågor är viktiga för dem på 

grund av deras juristidentitet. 

Chefsjurister anser att riskhantering inte betyder passiv och reaktiv övervakning. De 

poängterar att proaktiv utveckling av processer samt tidigt deltagande i 

beslutsfattandeprocesser är hörnstenar av deras riskhanteringsroll. Genom tidigt 

medverkande är det lättare att få igenom förändringar som leder till att de allvarligaste 

riskerna undviks. Sådan riskhantering tillåter företag att uppnå deras strategiska mål på 

ett hållbart sätt.  
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Chefsjuristerna i de forskade organisationerna separerar allvarliga juridiska risker från 

kommersiella risker som har juridiska aspekter. De anser att de har en stark auktoritet 

att avgöra vilka allvarliga juridiska risker som tas, antingen genom att fatta avgörande 

beslutet själv eller genom att ge en rekommendation som i verkligheten är det avgörande 

beslutet. Sådan auktoritet härstammar från deras informella position som partners av 

verkställande direktör och möjligtvis styrelseordförande. De intervjuade chefsjuristerna 

betonar att företagsledningen litar på att chefsjuristen ingriper endast när juridiska 

riskerna är allvarliga och antar att chefsjuristen har analyserat alla möjliga alternativa 

tillvägagångssätt. När ett kommersiellt beslut har juridiska aspekter som inte är 

allvarliga, borde beslutet fattas av företagsledare som har ansvar för företagets resultat 

och chefsjuristernas roll är att säkerställa att företagsledare har all information som 

behövs.  

Avslutning 

Denna studie beskriver chefsjuristernas mångsidiga roll i företagens beslutsfattande. 

Förutom deras juridiska arbetsuppgifter, deltar chefjurister aktivt i icke-juridiskt 

beslutsfattande och har viktiga informella roller i deras organisation. Även om de anser 

att riskhantering är deras viktigaste sätt att medföra värde till företaget, är de starkt 

affärsinriktade. På basis av observationer av denna studie kan man konstatera utifrån 

Simmons och Dinnages (2011: 88) beskrivning att chefsjurister fungerar som 

schweiziska fällknivar i deras organisation.  

Nästan alla chefsjurister som intervjuades för denna studie är hybrider av Nelson och 

Nielsens (2000) entreprenörer och rådgivare. Å ena sidan deltar de aktivt i icke-juridiskt 

beslutsfattande och deras inflytande är inte begränsad till juridiken utan den innehåller 

också kommersiella och strategiska element. Dessutom anser de att de är organiska delar 

av företagsledningen och inte bara rådgivare. Denna observation stöds av deras formella 

position i ledningsgrupper och icke-juridiska ansvarsområden. De intervjuade 

chefsjuristerna är lösningsorienterade och anser att lagstiftning och juridiska kunskaper 

kan användas till att hitta nya och unika lösningar på problem och till att skapa nya 

affärsmöjligheter. På grund av detta, har de många samma egenskaper som Nelson och 

Nielsens (2000) entreprenörer.  

Å andra sidan stöder observationer av denna studie inte Nelson och Nielsens (2000) 

observationer och argumentation av vissa teoretiska studier (t.ex. Kim, 2012) gällande 

chefsjuristernas överdrivna riskvillighet. Majoriteten av chefsjuristerna som intervjuats 
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för denna studie tycker att hantering av både juridiska och icke-juridiska risker är 

juridiska avdelningens primära sätt att medföra värde till företaget. De anser att de har 

tillräcklig auktoritet att hindra företaget från att ta orimliga risker eller äventyra 

företagets integritet. Denna auktoritet baserar sig på separation mellan allvarliga 

juridiska risker och kommersiella risker som innehåller juridiska aspekter, 

chefsjuristernas formella position i företagsledning och lösningsorienterad samt 

pragmatiskt förhållningssätt till risktagande. Med andra ord är denna studie konsistent 

med Rostain (2008) samt Roquilly, Bagley och Flodgren (2010) i det avseende att, 

oberoende av deras starka affärsinriktning och mångsidiga roll, har chefsjuristerna inte 

avstått från riskhantering och compliance-relaterade uppgifter.  

Man måste dock ta i beaktande att andra företagsledare kan ha annorlunda åsikter om 

chefsjuristernas roll i företagens beslutsfattande. Av den anledningen skulle vidare 

forskning om hur andra företagsledare upplever chefsjuristens roll vara värdefull för 

djupare analys av juridiska avdelningarnas värde och medverkan. Om det finns 

avvikelser mellan chefsjuristernas och andra företagsledarnas åsikter skulle vidare 

forskning om faktorer bakom sådana avvikelser vara värdefull eftersom sådana 

avvikelser skulle innebära att chefsjuristernas kunskaper inte utnyttjas till den 

utsträckning som skulle vara möjligt. 
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APPENDIX 1 INTERVIEW OUTLINE   

Background 

What is your position in the organisational chart? (E.g. title, membership in the 

management team, reporting relationship) 

Are you in charge of compliance, corporate governance matters or do you have other 

similar responsibilities? 

Please describe your professional background (years in current position, previous 

positions, education). 

Why did you decide to work as in-house counsel (rather than working for a law firm)? 

Tasks 

What are your main responsibilities in the company? 

How is your time allocated between different tasks? How is such time allocation 

measured? 

Is the work of the legal department guided by a strategy? How is this strategy linked to 

the strategy of the organisation? 

Corporate decision-making 

Which decisions that you contribute to are particularly important for the company? 

What is your role in such decision-making? 

What is your involvement in non-legal decision-making? 

Do you participate in strategic planning? 

What is the role of legal knowledge in value creation? 

Is your advice limited to legal advice or does it include elements of 

business/ethical/strategic advisory? 

Is your task to document a deal or are you involved in structuring and planning 

process? 

How does the organisational position of other decision-makers impact your role? Is 

your role different when you contribute to the decision-making of the board of directors 

or the management team or at the lower levels of the organisation? 

Who makes the final decision on acceptable legal risk in your organisation? 

How does your lawyer identity affect your work? 

Some previous studies have considered general counsel to be a corporate gatekeeper or 

watchdog. Do you consider yourself as a corporate gatekeeper? Why? 
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How has your approach to decision-making and value creation changed during your 

career? 

Which factors influence general counsel’s role in decision-making? 

Could you consider working as a business manager? Which factors in your current role 

prepare you for a change like this? 


